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Environmental DNA (eDNA) metabarcoding has become a powerful method for assessing the diversity and dynamics of microbial communities from various environmental samples. This approach notably involve in-depth bioinformatics and biostatistics analyses and interpretations of next generation sequencing data. Today, such metabarcoding approaches are carried out in many projects including marine observatory networks. However, this approach can remain complicated to use for researchers with a biological background and therefore requires the implementation of automated, standardized and user-friendly solutions.

In this context, we have developed a modular workflow called SAMBA (Standardized and Automated MetaBarcoding Analyses) using the NextFlow workflow manager [1]. SAMBA automates the analysis of metabarcoding data from any project by producing robust, reproducible and standardized results. It is built around three main parts: data checking, bioinformatics processes and statistical analyses. The SAMBA checking process allows to verify the integrity of the raw data. All SAMBA bioinformatics processes are mainly based on the use of the next-generation microbiome bioinformatics platform QIIME 2 [2] and on the approach of grouping sequences in ASV (Amplicon Sequence Variants) using DADA2 [3]. Biostatistical analyses are performed using the R package phyloseq [4]. SAMBA conducts alpha-diversity analysis (boxplot, barplot and table) using a set of diversity index (Observed, Chao1, InvSimpson, Shannon, Pielou) and beta-diversity analysis (ordinations, hypothesis testing) also using different ecological distances (Jaccard, Bray-Curtis, UniFrac and Weighted UniFrac). All of these statistical analyses are performed on data normalized using three different methods (rarefaction, DESeq2 and CSS). All the results are presented in an automatically edited html report. SAMBA offers a real alternative to the complex use of a suite of command line bioinformatics tools while providing access to state-of-the-art methods and tools in the field. It will be released in an IFREMER GitLab repository and is written with collaborative development and the continuous addition of features in order to meet users’ needs.
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TimeNexus identifies dynamic pathways from gene expression time-series with temporal networks
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1 Introduction

According to common definition, a « biological pathway is a series of actions among molecules in a cell that leads to a certain product or a change in the cell » [1]. In other words, a stimulus leads to actions within the cell. The response to a stimulus comes from interactions between molecules within the cell. We model this system by a network in which molecules are nodes and their interactions are edges. The nodes have a status (active or not). This status evolves over time and may affect the status of interacting neighbors. This dynamic has to be considered when determining an active biological pathway.

Active biological pathways can be found using expression data, e.g. from RNA-sequencing. In a time-course experiment, a series of snapshots of gene expression is taken, enabling to detect all differentially expressed genes at a given time or condition. We can represent this change over time on interaction networks and extract these activated pathways within these networks.

Several algorithms exist to exploit these multidimensional data within networks. A standard approach is to calculate gene-wise correlations and draw a network from them [2]; but this model fails to represent the dynamics of the network. To overcome that, a method was proposed that categorizes genes according to the time of their highest fold change [3]. It then finds paths from the ‘early’ genes to the ‘late’ genes. However, this algorithm excludes the genes which are involved at other time points in the pathways.

2 TimeNexus applies temporal networks

In this project, we modeled the evolution of the cellular response over time as a temporal network by making use of multi-layer networks [4]. High-quality databases are used to build the initial gene-interaction network. Each layer in the multi-layer network represents the gene interactions at a given time. The layers differ because the set of active genes depends on the time, while layer structures are identical. As a layer at one time is determined by the layer at the previous time, there is a causality link between layers. We model this causality as directed “inter-layer edges”. They connect the nodes from one layer to their counterpart in the next layer. We obtain active pathways by extracting active subnetworks from our multi-layer network. TimeNexus was developed as a Cytoscape app [5] and we are testing it with an RNA-sequencing dataset of the yeast cell-cycle with the goal to identify known genes involved in the cell-cycle as given by the dataset.

3 Conclusion

TimeNexus models the dynamics of cellular responses directly within the structure of the network, by considering that nodes change over time. This is contrary to other methods which loose this dynamics or only partially model it. Thus, TimeNexus enables users to determine dynamic pathways and visualize them.
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Whole DNA shotgun sequencing of environmental samples allows to study their taxonomic composition and their functional profiles. However, the biological process from collecting data to sequencing and bioinformatics analysis are still very tricky [1].

We are developing a complete, scalable, easy-to-use and reproducible workflow, metagWGS, with Nextflow [2] and Singularity [3] that processes short Illumina reads from shotgun metagenomes data. It delivers (i) contig assemblies, (ii) syntactic and functional annotations of genes, (iii) taxonomic affiliations of reads and contigs, (iv) count table of reads per genes and (v) contig binning to obtain metagenome species.

The workflow begins by preprocessing steps that clean adapters, low quality reads and the host reads. We control the quality of the reads with FastQC [4]. The taxonomic classification of reads uses Kaiju [5] in order to have a first overview of reads. The assembly step uses metaSPAdes [6] or megahit [7] to generate contigs for each sample. These contigs are annotated by Prokka [8]. Then, with CD-HIT [9] we remove redundancy and generate a gene catalog by clustering ORFs at sample level and globally with a 95% sequence identity cutoff. We map reads back to contigs and we use featureCounts [10] to count the reads overlapping annotated genes. The raw count table gathers the number of reads aligned on each gene for each sample. We use DIAMOND [11] for the taxonomic affiliation of contigs versus nr database. We include contig binning processes from nf-core/mag pipeline. We generate a single result report with MultiQC [12].

MetagWGS is available on https://forgemia.inra.fr/genotoul-bioinfo/metagwgs. We will apply it on sequences from ExpoMycoPig project that aims to study gut microbiota of pigs exposed to mycotoxins [13].
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Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology, including Transcriptome Sequencing (RNA-seq), Whole-Genome and Whole-Exome Sequencing (WGS/WES), is progressing rapidly and generates huge amounts of data. The analysis of sequencing data is computationally intensive and involves multiple steps with several sequential operations using bioinformatics tools.

When analyzing this data, it is important to automate different steps and increase resource utilization efficiency, which can be achieved through parallel execution using an automated pipeline. In order to meet this optimization objective, we have built an RNA-seq pipeline with Nextflow.

Nextflow is a bioinformatics workflow manager system that run tasks across multiple compute infrastructures in a portable manner and with high level parallelization [1]. Nextflow is easy to install, to launch and simplifies development of complex pipelines. A Nextflow pipeline is made up by putting together several independent processes. Each process can be written in any scripting language (such as bash, python or perl). Parallelization and task dependencies are implicitly defined by process input/output declarations. The output of a process can be passed as input to another process by using channels. Channels are unidirectional asynchronous queues that enable the processes to communicate and improves latency tolerance and third-party independence [1].

Here, we present the RNA-seq nextflow pipeline now routinely used in our laboratory. This pipeline manages differential gene expression analysis and SNP calling for Paired End and Single End data. It is a suite of 23 processes capable of managing large sets of NGS software. The script runs with slurm job schedulers system and can be deployed on clusters as well as on local machines.

This pipeline is launched into a single command line with few arguments (SampleSheet file, genome version).

The main steps of this RNA-seq pipeline consist of: demultiplexing (converts bcl files to fastq files), Quality Control on the raw data with fastQC, cutadapt (removes adapters and reads with low quality), mapping reads with RSEM tool using star aligner, differential gene expression analysis (DESseq2), mapping reads for calling SNP (star), Post-processing mapping (PicardTools/GATK4), base quality recalibration (GATK4), variant calling (GATK4 haplotypeCaller), annotation (Ensembl Vep), multiQC, statistics, where the majority of these steps are run in parallel.

If an error occurs, even after running the nextflow pipeline for hours or sometimes days, it is possible to resume on this error and start again at the last completed step.

With nextflow monitoring system (Nextflow Tower), we can track pipeline execution of jobs in real time by providing information with execution metrics (time, cores, CPU, memory) [1]. This allows us to better assist in the optimization of the pipeline. The complete analysis of 15 samples takes 1d 10h on a server with 500 GB and 120 CPU, and there is no limit to the number of samples to be analyzed simultaneously.

In addition, this pipeline offers an easy way to manipulate the various options of the different software or update them through the pipeline, either by modifying the parameters part at the beginning of the script or by using a single configuration file, which can be changed without having to change the code itself.
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As technology advances rapidly, it is now possible to output data in terabytes scale through a single run on next-generation sequencing (NGS) machines. Moreover, hospitals are steadily migrating towards the new era of e-health as it is becoming cheaper to sequence the genome of individuals whether they are inpatients or in ambulatory care. To keep pace with the huge amount of information generated and provide precise diagnostic report for patients, it is necessary to develop a new approach to maximize the use of resources and thus reduce the time needed to analyze the data.

Here, we report a novel pipeline that uses Nextflow[1] as backbone and integrates diagnostic analysis. Our pipeline, written from scratch, allows us to analyze a run from raw files from NGS systems to the final results such as the annotation of mutations, gene expression, identification of epigenetic markers, CNV detection, splicing predictions, mutation pathogenicity determination, quality checks, and plot generation while keeping tracks of every version of tools and input files used. Additionally, it works with the job scheduler and manager SLURM.

We chose Nextflow due to its multiple important aspects: reproducibility, parallelization, portability, coding languages integration and most importantly the ease of manipulating complex data by chaining processes altogether. Here, we bring a focus on Whole Exome Sequencing (WES) and on Copy number variation Detection and Exome sequencing[2] (CoDE-seq) pipelines.

For WES, the discovery of variants is made through HaploTypeCaller of GATK while performing all the necessary pre-processes for a sample. Then, VEP from Ensembl is used to annotate the variants while using various external databases such as dbNSFP, MasterMind, dbcsSNV, GeneSplicer, MaxEntScan, SpliceRegion.

CoDE-seq has been developed in the laboratory to allow us the detection of CNVs along the mutations at the same cost of a regular WES. The pipeline is similar to WES and so does the analysis time, since the two additional processes for CoDE-seq are parallelized along the other running processes.

We are able to analyze an S4 flowcell (~ 150 samples) in less than three days on average while running on three servers with a total of 260 CPUs and 1 terabyte of RAM from raw files to final results. In total, 41 processes are executed in the pipeline, with some including connections to internal databases such as MySQL/MongoDB.

Moreover, it is possible to classify the mutations according to ACMG criteria and provide diagnostic information by using HGMD database which gives path to the state-of-art of Personalized Medicine.
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Genomic compartmentalization is a biological factor affecting cell functionality. Different compartments can be observed in the nucleus of eukaryotic cells, grouping genomic regions into clusters. Active compartments are usually associated with open chromatin and gene expression while inactive compartments are usually associated with closed chromatin and gene repression \cite{1}. Analysis of data produced by the Hi-C protocol reveals compartmentalization of chromatin in the nucleus, which can vary as a tissue develops. Today, existing methods to detect genomic compartmentalization are limited in at least one of the following ways: detecting compartments qualitatively with no confidence measure, ignoring experimental biases, and/or dismissing replicate variability.

We propose an improvement over existing methodology to detect compartments and compare compartmentalization between conditions. First, we properly correct the diverse biases inherent to Hi-C data, using cyclic loess normalization \cite{2} to reduce technical biases and Knight-Ruiz matrix balancing \cite{3} to mitigate biological biases. Then, we correct interaction counts with a loess regression to clearly expose the compartmentalization information captured by the data. Finally, we use an unsupervised learning method, constrained K-means \cite{4}, to computationally detect compartments from the normalized data. This method enables us to produce quantitative “concordance” values for each genomic region in each replicate, supporting our compartment predictions. Finally, we use these concordance values for differential analysis of compartmentalization between conditions. From their distributions, we obtain p-values revealing the significance of each predicted compartment change.

The method is implemented in an R package available at github.com/mzytnicki/HiCDOC, and is applied to Hi-C data originating from fetal pig muscles. Our data consists of three biological replicates at 90 days of gestation and three biological replicates at 110 days of gestation \cite{5}. The detected compartment changes open a way towards a better understanding of neonatal mortality affecting piglets.
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Recent advances in metagenomics and amplicon sequencing enables the characterisation of microorganisms inhabiting environments. Yet, understanding their roles in the large communities forming microbiotas is a more difficult task. Metabolic modelling is widely applied to individual organisms and small communities [1] but no method addresses the scaling to large microbiotas. In this work we propose a workflow, Metage2Metabo (M2M), to build genome-scale metabolic networks (GSMNs) for communities of hundreds or thousands of microorganisms in order to identify keystone species among them.

M2M encompasses a wrapper for Pathway Tools [2] orchestrating the automatic and parallel reconstruction of GSMNs starting from annotated genomes. Once reconstructed, individual GSMNs are analysed before being considered collectively [3]. This enables the identification of the added-value of cooperation in a large community, that can be used to decipher keystone species. The objective for community selection is a set of metabolites whose production has to be ensured by the selected communities. It by default the added-value of cooperation but can be customised.

We applied M2M to a set of 1,520 reference genomes from the gut microbiota and 913 metagenomic-assembled genomes of the cow rumen. For each dataset we select minimal communities enabling the production of compounds requiring metabolic cooperation. By using logic programming, we can efficiently explore the whole search space of solutions and suggest keystone species. The latter are distinguished between essential symbionts, present in every optimal community, and alternative ones. We enumerated all minimal communities associated to the gut bacteria to characterize associations between keystone species using graph compression methods, enabling an efficient visualisation of thousands of communities.

Altogether, M2M performs a thorough comparison of the metabolism of symbionts in large communities. It aims at reducing the complexity of communities by suggesting important members. Each step of the pipeline can be run independently, ensuring the flexibility of the proposed protocol.
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Once administered to humans or animals, small-molecule drugs are modified by the endogenous enzymatic machinery, available in the liver, through phase I and phase II metabolism, enabling compounds elimination. Regarding the extensive variety of drug chemistries, metabolites prediction can be complex to achieve. It leads to a challenging detection in biological matrices for drug discovery and development [1], drug-testing analysis [2,3], forensics and pharmaco-kinetic studies [4]. Usually, metabolites from new molecules are often predicted and sought manually in samples processed by LC-HRMS/MS methods. However, manual processing is time-consuming and can lead to errors especially in case of complex and/or consecutive bio-transformations. In-silico metabolism prediction tools already exist, some are freely available such as Biotransformer or SyGMa for humans and others are commercial such as Mass-MetaSite. Since there is no freely available and customizable solution in the wide R-mass spectrometry toolbox, there is a need to develop a tool for prediction, detection and evaluation of metabolites from LC-HRMS/MS data.

Here, we present MetIDfyR, an open-source, cross-platform and versatile R script for in-silico drug phase I/II bio-transformations prediction and automated mass spectrometry data mining. Based on the raw formula of the parent drug of interest and few parameters, MetIDfyR can detect the small-molecules and their putative metabolites from LC-HRMS/MS data from either in-vitro or in-vivo drug studies. This software uses an universal file format (mzML) allowing the data-processing from a wide range of mass spectrometry technologies.

In order to assess the efficiency of MetIDfyR, model compounds have been identified as compounds thoroughly studied from the scientific literature. Metabolite identifications have been performed on those model compounds from in-vitro and in-vivo experiments. This software successfully identified all known metabolites present in the extract, even for compounds undergoing extensive metabolization. MetIDfyR demonstrated a reliable open-source solution for prediction and detection of metabolites to assist the scientific community.
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Hydrogen/Deuterium exchange measured by Mass Spectrometry (HDX-MS) is a powerful biophysical approach able to probe the structure and conformations of proteins and complexes. HDX-MS is currently combined with other classical structural tools such as X-ray, SAXS, EM or NMR, to complement the general structural picture of biological systems. Over the last decade, numerous HDX-MS technical challenges have been addressed and some of them have been met. HDX-MS is now able to handle very complex biological systems hence increasing the complexity and the size of datasets. It is therefore no more conceivable to manually analyze datasets acquired with modern HDX-MS protocols.

In 2016, we developed MEMHDX (Mixed-Effect Models for HDX), a web application to help users analyze, validate and visualize very large HDX-MS datasets acquired in two distinct experimental conditions [1]. The application is based on a linear mixed-effects model for each peptide and allows to analyze simultaneously changes in dynamics and magnitude, taking into account the time dependency of the exchange reaction. In some cases, however, the linearity assumption appears too strong and the mathematical model does not fit well to the data.

Herein, we implemented two new modelisations (log and power) that are more suitable for complex dynamics to improve the quality of the fitting. For each peptide, the best model is automatically selected using the log-likelihood. We used User Centered Design methodologies to integrate those new functionalities and improve user experience. We conducted different rounds of stakeholder and user interviews which helped us define UX milestones and objectives. The resulting new version of MEMHDX provides more statistical options such as selection of the model and multiple corrections methods. Furthermore two experimental conditions are now allowed and peptides with multiple charge states are handled. We make the most of this update to enhance some graphical elements and visualization tools.

MEMHDX is freely available as a web tool at the project home page http://memhdx.c3bi.pasteur.fr
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Abstract

The laboratory mouse is the most widely used animal model in the life sciences for the study of disease and human development. Mouse strains are known for their differences in the adaptive immune response\[1\], but the genomic repertoires of genes that code for antigen receptors, immunoglobulins or antibodies (IG) and T cell receptors (TR) are far from having been fully and precisely sequenced and/or characterized in each strain despite the existence of Mouse Genome Informatics resources dedicated to the species \[2\].

IG (proteins composed of 2 heavy chains or IGH, and 2 light chains IGK or IGL) and TR (composed of chains Alpha and Beta, or chains Gamma and Delta) are encoded by 4 types of genes, variable (V), diversity (D), joining (J), constant (C) belonging to multigene families and are very polymorphic. The synthesis of these molecules results from complex mechanisms including rearrangements of the V, D and J genes at the DNA level, the mechanisms of N-diversity and, for IGs, of somatic hypermutations. These mechanisms are at the origin of an extreme diversity of IG and TR (potentially more than 2.10^{12} IG and 2.10^{12} different TR per individual) and the effectiveness of the adaptive immune system.

Knowing and understanding the organization of these repertoires in the different strains is therefore essential for understanding the reactions of the adaptive immune system and for the choice of mouse models in biology. For example on IGH locus, the most widely used inbred strains C57BL/6 and BALB/c have only a few sequences in common, which means that their IGH locus are probably a mosaic of very disparate genes. It is highly probable that the same holds true for the loci of other inbred strains of mice. It is important to document this diversity in order to understand the variation within as well between strain models of antibody-mediated diseases, among other things\[3\].

IMGT®, the international ImMunoGeneTics information system® (http://www.imgt.org)\[4\], is a unique source of knowledge in immunogenetics and immunoinformatics and is recognized as the international reference. IMGT® engages in the precise and detailed characterization of the IG and TR loci by mouse strain according to IMGT® standards in order to establish their genomic repertoires and allow their comparison. This thesis aims to design and develop and/or adapt high-performance software tools and a methodology which implement the standards and carry out the annotation of the loci IG and TR of the mouse strains with a "Gold standard" quality (equivalent to the manual annotation). This will allow enrichment of IMGT® databases and implementation of strain-specific research and analysis in IMGT® software tools.
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1 Introduction

The VCF file format is the standard for storing genetic variants. Like VCFtools [1] and BCFtools [2], VCFProcessor handles such files and proposes several variant selection filters and functions to transform or annotate a VCF file. More than that, VCFProcessor offers a complete set of tools that are relevant when working on Human data. VCFProcessor is implemented in Java and will run on Unix based system as well as Windows, making use of multiple processing cores when available. It requires no installation nor configuration and is available at: http://lysine.univ-brest.fr/VCFProcessor/

2 Variant Filtering

VCFProcessor proposes 150 command line arguments, that can be combined to finely pick desired variants from a VCF file. Those arguments trigger filters selecting variants on their position, local frequency or properties, as well as selecting only certain samples or setting genotypes to missing depending on the value of their annotations. Every command line filters from VCFtools and BCFtools are implemented as well as several new ones.

3 Analyses

VCFProcessor relies on the concept of Functions. Those functions are of several types: VCF Annotations that add information to a VCF file, VCF Transformations that modify values within the file, VCF Filters that perform complex filtering operations. The main category of functions is called Analysis. Those analyses pertain to quality control, case control data comparison and population genetics. Several dozens of functions are implemented to performs various analyses, such as comparing VCF files, measuring the quality of imputation, getting summary statistics per variant or per sample, measuring differences between groups of samples, measuring frequency distributions... Furthermore, VCFProcessor is flexible and offers the possibility to users to develop their own functions, when a particular need is not answered by the preexisting ones.

4 Visualization Tools

Most analyses produce complex table-like results that need to be visualized in a particular manner. VCFProcessor proposes a set of tools to produces adapted graphs in the PNG format from those outputs.

5 Graphical User Interface

VCFProcessor was mainly developed as a Unix tool, thus allowing to pipe its output to subsequent programs. A more user-friendly version of the program is also available that uses a graphical user interface (GUI) and puts all VCFProcessor tools at the click of the mouse.
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The BIBS (Bioinformatics and biostatistics) service is a platform of the CIRI (Centre International de Recherche en Infectiologie) in Lyon. Its aim is to provide support to the research teams regarding bioinformatics, business intelligence, statistics and data analysis.

The CIRI was created on 1st January 2013 by the Inserm, CNRS, ENS Lyon and University Claude Bernard Lyon 1. It comprises over 20 teams behind one goal: the fight against infectious diseases. The ambition of the CIRI is to promote an integrated approach on a broad range of host-pathogen interactions. It aims at being internationally recognized as a top-level center dedicated to fundamental research on microbiology and immunology, and to translate scientific discoveries into clinical or industrial applications, at least up to early proofs of concept.

In this context, the missions of the BIBS service involve:

1. **Data analysis for the research teams**: The service provides expertise in bioinformatic data processing, notably from high-throughput sequencing technics, and biostatistics (e.g. multivariate analyses, data mining, omics data analysis, descriptive and inferential statistics, data visualisation)

2. **Consulting and support**: The service supports teams from experiment design to analysis choices, through short or long term collaborations.

3. **Training**: Courses and tutorials can also be provided following the needs of the researchers: data handling, database interrogation, programming or use of common tools and pipelines.

In its missions, the service benefits from close relationships with the other research units in Biology at the ENS Lyon, LBMC (Laboratoire de Biologie et Modélisation de la Cellule), IGFL (Institut de Génomique Fonctionnelle de Lyon) and RDP (Reproduction et Développement des Plantes), through frequent joint work sessions and meetings. It also relies on the support of the high performance computing facilities of the ENS Lyon, the Pôle Scientifique de Modélisation Numérique (PSMN) and Blaise Pascal Center (CBP).

This poster will provide an overview of the activities of the BIBS service, whose aim is to favor the deployment of bioinformatics to support various infectious disease and immunology research programs of the CIRI.

*The steering committee of the BIBS service: Nathalie Alazard-Dany, François-Loïc Cosset, Lucie Etienne, Christophe Ginevra, Marie-Paule Gustin, Jacqueline Marvel, Helena Paidassi, Thierry Walzer and Emiliano Ricci.
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The characterization of sequence variations has been accelerated by high throughput sequencing technologies (NGS). However, achieving sufficient read coverage with whole-genome sequencing is costly and time-consuming. Hence, target-enrichment strategies for NGS are commonly used to efficiently access to genomic regions of interest. DNA-RNA hybridization, an effective tool to capture specific genomic sequences, consists in using synthetic RNA oligonucleotide probes linked to magnetic beads, corresponding to the sequences of interest, thereby allowing DNA fragments from genomic libraries to hybridize based on sequence complementarity. Hybridized DNA molecules are then captured, amplified and sequenced by NGS sequencing.

Several tools exist to control the quality of sequence[1,2], however, target-enrichment data need specific quality controls to evaluate whether the capture of regions of interest was successful. In order to meet the routine needs of the laboratory for specific sequences capture, we have developed an automated quality control pipeline to measure enrichment based on several metrics such as the enrichment factor [3], the number of reads aligned to the targets over the total number of reads sequenced or over the total number of reads aligned.

Our pipeline uses reads aligned to an input reference genome in which repeated regions have been masked. We eliminated duplicated reads and counted reads aligned on regions of interest and reads aligned on the total of the reference genome in order to produce a quality control report with data summary including the total number of individuals, the total number of reads per individuals, the size of the covered targets, the size of targets without repeated regions, the reference coverage rate, the enrichment factor, the coverage plot, the depth plot and issuing warnings on outliers for metrics like coverage, depth, total number of reads, targets coverage percentage. This pipeline is designed to be used on a large number of individuals. The efficiency of our quality assessment pipeline was estimated based on simulated and real capture data. The simulated data are used to assess accuracy of the pipeline in specific situations such as when coverage is low or when there is variation in size and structure of the regions of interest.
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Abstract

Each genome sequence is specific to each individual and numerous variants are potentially relevant for clinical care. Relevant variants can be divided into two separate groups, those which are suspected of responsible for the initial presentation (primary variants) and the others (secondary variants). Detection of secondary variants can thus be conducted to improve future health outcomes in patients and their at-risk relatives, such as predicting late-onset genetic disorders accessible to prevention or treatment or identifying differential drug efficacy and safety. Pharmacogenetics is the study of link between drug and genetic variants; many examples of pharmacogenetic interaction are described in literature [1]. These studies consider the possibility of detecting secondary pharmacogenetic variants before administration of drugs.

To evaluate the interest of pharmacogenetics information, we designed an “in house” pipeline to determine the status of 122 PharmGKB (Pharmacogenomics Knowledgebase [2]) variants in 31 genes, including structural variants and HLA genotyping. Three tools were specifically used during this work, SnpSift, xHMM and HLAscan. This pipeline was applied on a cohort of 90 epileptic patients who had a previous exome sequencing (ES) to determine the frequency of pharmacogenetics variants of interest. Retrospective analysis of plasma concentrations and treatment efficacy of those which had been administered in the presence of at least one relevant PharmGKB variant has been performed.

We extracted 1717 substitution variants described in PharmGKB, 7 Copy Number Variations involving genes of interest and determined 360 alleles for HLA groups. CYP2C9 status for phenytoin’s prescription was the only relevant information. 19/90 patients were treated by phenytoin in our cohort. Among the patients treated, four intermediate metabolizers and zero low metabolizers were reported. While being treated with a standard protocol, each identified intermediate metabolizer was associated with a plasma concentration above the toxic range.

In summary, based on the current knowledge and the result of this study, there is evidence that justify the detection and the analysis of pharmacogenetic variants belonging to incidental findings. This study shows that we can extract more informations from the initial data with appropriate bioinformatics method dedicated to determine alleles for genes of interest.
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1. Introduction

Works about genetic expression are frequently restricted to transcriptome studies. Even if we have learned a lot about transcriptional regulations thanks to this technique, a poor correlation between mRNA and protein levels (≈ 40%) was revealed by mass spectrometry approaches [1]. This difference can be explained especially by translational regulations which would be the most predominant way to modify the intracellular protein level [2]. In 2009, a new technique named Ribosome profiling (RiboSeq) was published [3]. This allows the genome-wide analysis of translation. It consists in isolating and sequencing ribosome footprints called ribosome protected fragments or RPF. Although this is an omic approach, RPFs are obtained with a high precision. This gives us the opportunity to map the position of each ribosome at one nucleotide resolution. So it is possible to perform a precise translation qualitative analysis (uORF mapping, identification of the reading frame).

RNAseq bioinformatics workflows are well described and implemented. However, the RiboSeq bioinformatics analysis face several specific challenges that must be properly addressed to avoid misinterpretations. Unfortunately there is currently no gold-standard workflow to guide users during their RiboSeq analysis. This leads to issues in reproducibility and also in misinterpretations. Indeed, several studies do not show quality controls which are necessary to prove that the signal come from bona-fide active ribosome and not from ribonucleoproteins fixed on mRNA [4]. Two methods can be used : i) demonstrating an increased signal in CDS vs UTRs; ii) identifying a 3 nucleotides periodicity signal (ribosomes move codon by codon). Finally, due to the non homogeneous repartition of RPF alongside the genome, it is necessary and important to have a high sequencing depth.

Since eight years, our team realizes and analyzes RiboSeq data. After around twenty RiboSeq data analysis in different organisms like yeasts, plant, virus and human cells [4, 5, 6, 7] we want to share this knowledge with the french bioinformatics community. Our poster will show the good practices for a proper RiboSeq analysis.

2. Citations
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The SeqOIA (Sequencing, Omics, Information Analysis) project is part of the French national plan called: “Plan France Medecine Genomique 2025” (FMG 2025) and supported by the public assistance – Hopitaux de Paris (AP-HP), Curie institute and Gustave Roussy institute. The aim of FMG 2025 project is to establish high-throughput sequencing platforms in order to promote the access conditions for genetic data in terms of diagnosis, prognosis and therapeutic in France. There is also scientific and technological goals, in order to have a better understanding of pathologies such as cancer and rare diseases. The SeqOIA-IT platform is one of the two platforms selected in the FMG 2025 project. In terms of data volume, the SeqOIA platform will analyze 18,000 equivalent genome sequencing data each year. This platform will also integrate its own data storage, data calculation infrastructure, prescription and visualization solution.

In this abstract, we will present our solution to handle a big amount of genomic data in a context of medical diagnosis platform. We will begin to briefly describe our prescription solution which allows us to recover patients informations’s. In a second part, we will focus our poster on interoperability solutions and pipeline description, in order to show the way we choose to treat reproducibility and automation challenges in the framework of big data treatment. Our interoperability solutions allows us to recover all needed informations such as: family pedigree, HPOs (Human Phenotype Ontology), sequencing informations, to run our analysis pipelines. Those informations will be used and sent to a Redis [1] database in order to automate our Whole Genome Sequencing Rare Disease pipeline launching. This pipeline, as all pipelines of the project fit within the scope of reproducibility and stability.

As a consequence, we choose to use several technologies which we are going to describe:

→ Docker [2] which allows us to eliminate tools dependency issues and allow us to set a version tool in an image, then each Docker image is created for a specific tool’s version.

→ Snakemake [3] is a workflow management system based on implicit rule implementation (input/output logic) which allow us to handle automatic chromosome parallelization and sequencing well parallelization during alignment phase to enhance pipeline’s running time.

→ GitLab-CI [4] is a tool built into GitLab [5] for software development through the continuous methodologies. It provides us with continuous integration features and builds, automatic run test of the Docker container for each new tool.

The workflow is composed of 40 different steps (about 2000 jobs for a trio) allowing to perform the alignment step (BWA), complete quality control (FastQC, SAMtools, PicardTools), variant calling (GATK4) and annotation steps using public database (SNPEff, SNPSift).

Finally, the VCF (Variant Call Format) will be imported into our solution for visualization and help in interpreting results called Gleaves. This will allow us to analyze the equivalent of a NovaSeq run in less than 30h which represent 24 genomes or 8 trio. This poster is a typical example of those technologies utilization in order to emphasize the automation of information treatment and pipelines launching in the context of big genomic data analysis.
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The Migale bioinformatics facility is a team of INRAE’s MaIAGE research unit (Applied Mathematics and Computer Science, from Genome to the Environment). It has been providing services to the life sciences community since 2003.

The Migale platform offers four types of services:

- an open infrastructure dedicated to life sciences data processing,
- dissemination of expertise in bioinformatics,
- design and development of bioinformatics applications,
- genomic, metagenomic and metatranscriptomic analysis.

Migale is part of the French Institute of Bioinformatics (IFB) and France Génomique projects. It has an ISO9001 certification and has been labelled ISC (“Infrastructure Scientifique Collective”) by INRAE. It is also one of the four INRAE platforms which compose BioinfOmics, the national Research Infrastructure in bioinformatics of INRAE.

The poster will illustrate the platform services with examples chosen from recent achievements.
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Multicellular organism cells engage in a large number of interactions with adjacent or remote cells to coordinate their fate and behavior from early development stages to mature tissues, in healthy and diseased conditions. Although other mechanisms play a role such as tunneling nanotubes, secreted vesicles, ion fluxes, etc., cellular communication is carried over by ligand-receptor (LR) interactions and physical contacts predominantly. The particular case of tumors, where cancer cells are able to reprogram stromal cells through secreted factors, turning neutral or anti-tumoral cells into tumor supportive partners or inactive cells constitutes an extreme example.

A number of recent reports [1, 2] demonstrated the interest of mapping putative LR interactions taking place in tumors to drive fundamental discoveries in cancer biology.

We present SingleCellSignalR, a comprehensive framework to obtain cellular network maps from scRNA-seq data. SingleCellSignalR comes with a complete pipeline integrating existing algorithms to cluster transcriptomes and detect cell type-enriched genes. It then implements a suite of original features allowing to identify the tumor cell subpopulations, calculate cell type-specific internal molecular networks, and infer LR interactions across the subpopulations. SingleCellSignalR generates multiple tabular and graphic reports. All the generated networks can be imported in Cytoscape for improved graphical presentation or subsequent functional analyses.
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The high-throughput sequencing of biomarkers has opened new horizons in the study of microbial communities. To help biologist in their studies, several years ago, we developed FROGS [1] is a metabarcoding analysis pipeline. It gives, among other information, the abundance table, the taxonomic affiliation of operational taxonomic units (OTUs) and statistics data. In addition to command line mode, it can be used as a Galaxy workflow, focused on user-friendliness, so it does not require bioinformatics or command lines skills.

To go further in their analyses, biologist generally need metabolic data associated with the microbial composition of the environment they are studying. There are currently several solutions: (i) analysis by RNASeq, (ii) analysis by metagenomics sequencing (iii) analysis by metabolomics and (iv) analysis by functional inference. Despite the ever-increasing accessibility of metagenomics sequencing, functional inference from data obtained from amplicons remains very useful. Indeed, this strategy is important for samples with high host contamination, low biomass and when metagenomic sequencing is not economically feasible. In any case, all produced results by these kind of methods should primarily be used for hypothesis generation.

The principle of functional inference is to infer the metabolic pathways of organisms based only on their taxonomic affiliation. Several tools can do this, MACADAMExplores [2], Tax4Fun [3], PAPRICA [4], Phipillin [5] and PICRUS2 [6] for example. PICRUS2 bases on marker gene from sequencing profiles. First, it relies on an algorithm that insert marker sequence into an existing phylogenetic tree thank to short-read placement tools. After, it infers gene family of OTUs. Then, it determines gene family abundance per sample. Finally, it infers pathway abundances to predict sample pathway abundances. It enables functional predictions from 16S or 18S or ITS amplicon profiling.

Thus, to allow the FROGS community to deduce the potential metabolic functions of the targeted environment, we have developed a series of applications in python using PICRUS2 in particular. The Galaxy interface of these applications also allows non-expert users to use easily these new features.
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The Mesocentre as part of Clermont Auvergne University (UCA) is delivering services in high performance computing for sciences data and short-term storage through a network of technology core facilities. These offers are done to assist multi-disciplinary scientists in their computing projects. At that time, we are hosting a computer farm with about 800 cores; 40 nodes for moderate memory usage (<256 Gb); a SMP supercomputer made of 384 cores and 12 To memory; plus a GPU technology (8 GPU of 5120 cores each); a cloud platform - based on Openstack Technology - with a total of 960 physical cores and 9To memory; and a CEPH storage of at least 1 To capacity by user.

Hosted by the Mesocentre, the Auvergne bioinformatics (AuBi) platform is a member of the French Bioinformatics Institute (IFB, https://www.france-bioinformatique.fr/en/platforms/AUBI). AuBi platform aims at sharing expertises and knowledge in large-scale data treatments and analysis by supplying a complete computing environment with hardware and software infrastructures for 9 research laboratories. AuBi platform is then involved in various projects belonging to genomics, metagenomics, transcriptomics, modeling and imaging fields amongst others [1, 2, 3]. Furthermore, we provide support to UCA laboratories and Associates in their effort to maintain and enhance their scripts and pipelines used on our infrastructure as well as an easy access to public databanks mirrored through BioMAJ [4].

Another aspect of AuBi platform work is to facilitate computing access by the way of Galaxy [5] and an image metadata storage facility through an OMERO [6] server. We are also organizing training sessions to help our users, either biologists or bioinformaticians to optimize computing resources usage through command line interface or Galaxy environment.
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Abstract

Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD) is initiated by lipid accumulation in liver to which an inflammatory and ballooning reaction later superimposes to reach the Non-Alcoholic SteatoHepatitis (NASH) stage. NASH may progress further toward fibrosis, cirrhosis and possibly hepatocarcinoma in predisposed individuals. The etiology of the human pathology is multi-factorial and identifying molecular players and/or biomarkers requires large-scale studies which are hampered by the limited availability of representative NASH patient cohorts with associated liver biopsies. Epidemiological studies have pointed to important risk factors in NAFLD such as altered glucose homeostasis, obesity, genetic factors and ethnicity. Gender differences have also been observed [1]. However, no sex-specific signatures for NASH have been proposed nor compared in a robust statistical framework so far.

Hepatic transcriptomic profiles were obtained using microarrays from a 910 obese patient cohort, which was stratified to define "No NASH" and "NASH" patients based on histological characteristics. To minimize biases in the analysis, a subset of 170 patients was selected to compose a sex-balanced learning cohort where men and women were matched according to age, BMI, insulin resistance and fibrosis. Differentially expressed (DE) genes between "No NASH" and "NASH" livers were identified for each sex group in the learning cohort with LIMMA [2]. Due to natural transcriptomic heterogeneity in human samples, bootstrapping was employed to assess the stability of the differential analysis. Then, using random forest method in a recursive feature elimination strategy [3], NASH transcriptomic signatures were learnt from the learning cohort. The classification power of defined sex-specific signatures was evaluated by predicting the NASH status of the remaining patients and further validated using 3 independent cohorts. Sex-specific signatures were also compared to a global signature built independently of sex and to randomly-determined signatures to evaluate the weight of sex factor as a feature driving NASH signature definition.

Sex was identified as the main factor of data heterogeneity in this 910-patient cohort. A bootstrap procedure identified reliably DE genes participating to distinct biological processes in NASH as a function of sex. Generated signatures were evaluated in 3 independent cohorts for their ability to detect NASH patients and reached AUCs in the 0.62-0.76, 0.83-0.93 and 0.80-0.89 ranges respectively.
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Many comparative genomic studies try to get a grasp on the overall gene content of a species. However, with the current explosion of available genomic data, it becomes more complex to use all-vs-all genome comparison approaches. Over the last years, the concept of pangenome emerged, whose goal is to capture the overall diversity of a taxonomic group [1]. A pangenome was described first as two-part components divided into core and accessory. The core genome is defined as the set of genes shared by all the organisms of a taxonomic unit (generally a species). The accessory part contains all other genes, it is crucial to understand the adaptive potential of bacteria and contains genomic regions that are exchanged between strains by horizontal gene transfer (HGT). Currently, pangenome databases (i.e. panWeb [2], panX [3], PanGFR-HM [4],...) do not use all available genomes from large genomic databases such as GenBank. Furthermore, no existing databases have, to our knowledge, an API that allows bioinformaticians to extract information automatically and thus make large scale analyses possible.

PanGBank collects pangenomes for all genomes of the NCBI GenBank database (>500K genomes). It uses the PPanGGOLiN bioinformatics method [5] that computes pangenomes not based on the core and accessory paradigm but on multiple statistically inferred partitions. PPanGGOLiN also brings a graph-based solution to represent thousands of genomes in a partitioned pangenome graph. In order to build a PanGBank release, GenBank genomes are first filtered based on various assembly metrics. Then, we use Mash genomic distances [6] combined with the GTDB taxonomy [7] to assign genomes to species with the purpose of building a more homogeneous and correct classification than the one from the NCBI. Then, we build pangenomes for each species that has a sufficiently high number of affiliated genomes (≥15) to apply the PPanGGOLiN statistical partitioning method. Afterward, PanGBank can be used as a reference resource to predict Regions of Genome Plasticity (RGP) and identify insertion hotspots, evaluate the completeness of genomes, visualize and analyze pangenomes accordingly to their gene content among the different partitions.
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Bottom-up proteomics consists in identifying proteins in a biological sample using mass spectrometry. It relies on enzymatic digestion of proteins (generally using trypsin) giving rise to complex peptide mixtures that are separated by reversed phase chromatography and injected to a mass spectrometer. As a result, fragmentation mass spectra are obtained. They represent the “peptide signatures” depending on the sequences of amino acids. To identify peptides from spectra, comparisons are performed with theoretical spectrum banks, which are specific of the studied organism proteome. Therefore, if an observed spectrum is highly similar to a theoretical spectrum in the bank, a peptide sequence is inferred and can be used to identify the original protein (before trypsin digestion).

Today, all proteins of a given proteome are not systematically identified. For example, from the ~7000 proteins of Candida albicans, only ~2500 proteins are usually detected. One explanation for the lack of identifications can be the absence of systematic consideration of post-translational modifications (PTMs). Indeed, a peptide with a PTM will exhibit a spectrum that is different from the spectrum of the same peptide without the PTM.

Currently, protein identification algorithms consider by default, a limited number of PTMs in their search, i.e. oxidation (Met), phosphorylation (Ser, Thr, Tyr), acetylation (N-term of protein) and carbamidomethylation (Cys). These are indeed the most biologically relevant PTMs that are often investigated. They represent only 6 PTMs from the 1500 which are referenced in UNIMOD [1].

Using the software RAId (Robust Accurate Identification), a protein identification algorithm [2], we performed a systematic search for the 237 PTMs on mass spectrometry dataset obtained for the hyphae and the yeast forms of Candida albicans (30 mass spectrometry raw files). We observed that the protein identification rate was multiplied by 2.5. From this data set, we are presently (i) defining an original list of PTMs of particular interest to be systematically queried with identification software and (ii) studying the dynamics of PTMs between two cellular forms of C. albicans (hyphae and yeast).
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In the field of environmental biotechnologies, meta-omics approaches enable to finely understand microbial communities acting as catalysts. They thereby offer the possibility to develop more cost-effective processes, through ecological engineering approaches or through the design of operational biomarkers. However, the variety of processes and operating conditions worldwide is very high. It is therefore difficult to extend the conclusions gained on one specific system: achieving a critical mass of data appears as a key-issue to extract relevant and robust information. It highlights the need for data collection and organization at a large scale. We present a new software tool developed to favor the collection, requesting and sharing of such data: DeepOmics is a data warehouse dedicated to environmental biotechnologies. Its main objective is to promote the sharing of meta-omics data and high quality associated metadata.

Deep-omics is an n-tier web application: the user interface is a single page application built using the Angular framework (https://angular.io/). It accesses the data using a RESTful API. The latter is built with the Symfony framework (https://symfony.com/) and its API-platform extension (https://api-platform.com/); it connects the different server-side processes. Data are stored in a relational database (PostgreSQL, https://www.postgresql.org/) as well as in an indexation and search engine (open-source version of Elasticsearch, https://www.elastic.co/fr/community).

DeepOmics offers the possibility to upload, request and export 16S metabarcoding data from several environmental biotechnologies, together with many relevant associated metadata, especially regarding operating conditions and process design. Standard data formats (csv, biom, fastq, …) were preferentially selected. DeepOmics also enables the graphical monitoring of analytical data. In DeepOmics, each project coordinator manages the rights associated to its project data (e.g. private, public). A test server has been released, with restricted access. We plan to open a pilot version to a wider community in the near future.

DeepOmics is a user-friendly tool which should help to take full advantage of next generation sequencing data and to turn knowledge into operational outputs. It will also promote the better agreement of the collected data with the FAIR data principles.
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Large-scale genome sequencing and the increasingly massive use of high-throughput approaches produce a vast amount of new information that completely transforms our understanding of thousands of microbial species. However, despite the development of powerful bioinformatics approaches, full interpretation of the content of these genomes remains a difficult task. To address this challenge, the LABGeM group at Genoscope has developed the MicroScope platform (https://mage.genoscope.cns.fr/microscope). Launched in 2005, the MicroScope platform has been under continuous development and provides analysis for prokaryotic genome projects together with metabolic network reconstruction and post-genomic experiments allowing users to improve the understanding of gene functions [1].

In summary, MicroScope supports free-of-charge external submissions of assembled genomes and metagenomes (i.e. Metagenome-Assembled Genomes, MAGs) generated by any sequencing technology or collected from public databanks. Submission of reads for transcriptomics and variant analysis is also available for genomes already integrated into MicroScope. All genomes are analyzed through several workflows for the syntactic and functional annotation that rely on more than 50 tools and databases. Results of computational inferences, including the prediction of metabolic pathways from KEGG or MetaCyc, are loaded into the MicroScope database and made accessible to biologists through a Web user interface (via authenticated or anonymous connections) that provides a variety of analytical and visualization tools. Recent improvements focus on new tools and pipelines developed to perform comparative analyses on thousands of genomes based on pangenome graphs.

To date, MicroScope contains data for >12 600 microbial genomes, part of which are manually curated and maintained by microbiologists (>4800 personal accounts in March 2020). Moreover we propose bi-annual professional trainings as well as on-demand external training sessions. More than 500 users have been trained since 2008 in France or abroad. The platform enables collaborative work in a rich comparative genomic context and improves community-based curation efforts.
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Next generation sequencing offers several ways to study microbial communities. For agricultural sciences, being capable of identifying species in food ecosystems is quite important in a context of sustainable food system development and monitoring. The aim of this study was to test different metabarcoding methods in order to determine which barcode could be best to characterize fungal species diversity in food ecosystems. Four markers were tested for each mock: D1D2, RPB2, ITS1 and ITS2. Mock communities of fungal species were processed in regards of informations provided by previous studies and literature. Each mock corresponds to a different food ecosystem: bread, wine, cheese and meat. A drosophila mock was also added as drosophila may be a vector of yeast dispersion between food ecosystems. In addition, real samples coming from sourdough, wine must, meat and cheese were studied. Some bioinformatics tools were used using their guidelines or with customized parameters to deal with sequence specificities. After the analysis, composition was computed for each community to determine which marker seems to be the ‘best’ among the four markers tested. To assess this, expected diversity (in the mocks) was compared to the observed. Furthermore, this analysis allowed to improve fungal taxonomic knowledge and enrich fungal-specific databases.
Comparison of plasmid prediction tools to assess the plasmidome of Salmonella enterica
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Plasmids are mobile genetic elements that are ubiquitous in bacterial genomes. They play an important role in adaptation and evolution by transferring genes conferring selective advantages to their hosts. Identifying plasmids is critical to understand and control the dissemination of antibiotic resistance \cite{1} and virulence \cite{2} genes in pathogenic bacteria. Several tools, based on various approaches (coverage analysis, k-mer-based classification, replicon detection...) are currently available to assess the plasmidome from draft assemblies. However, prediction with high sensitivity and specificity is difficult to achieve and recovering plasmid sequences from genome assemblies is still challenging. Consequently, the aim of this study is to evaluate the performance of plasmid prediction tools to assess the plasmidome of Salmonella enterica.

To that end, a dataset of 56 known genomes of \textit{S. enterica} including 51 genomes carrying from one to five plasmids (n=86) of various sizes was created. This dataset was tested against four recent prediction tools PlaScope \cite{3}, PlasFlow \cite{4}, HyAsP \cite{5} and MOB-recon (MOB-suite) \cite{6} with different reference plasmid databases we created by compiling either broad or targeted-species \textit{(S. enterica)} plasmid sequences. The performance of the plasmid prediction tools were evaluated by calculating various scores (based on the presence of true/false positive/negative contigs) such as the precision, specificity and recall. The combination of several prediction tools to improve plasmid detection was also investigated.

Overall, the performance of HyAsP and MOB-recon was lower than the other tools and their plasmid prediction was more dependent on the database used as reference. The results showed that PlasFlow was able to detect more plasmid contigs (highest recall) than the other tools and identified at least one contig for all 86 plasmids. However, PlasFlow also identified more non-plasmid contigs (lowest precision and specificity). In contrast, PlaScope demonstrated the highest specificity and precision (less false positive contigs detected). The combination of the two latter tools showed promising results for the accurate prediction of the plasmidome of \textit{S. enterica} and will be tested on a more extensive dataset.
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Pseudo mitosis during differentiation in Multiciliated cells to drive *de novo* centriole amplification
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Abstract

Multiciliated cells (MCCs) differentiation involves the differentiation of progenitor cells into cells displaying hundreds of cilia produced via centriole-independent pathway - the process in which *de novo* cilia synthesis is initiated from a mysterious organelle called *deuterosome* but not the classical mother centriole. Much less is known about how the cells harness energy or cellular machinery to manipulate cell cycle towards differentiation by exiting normal mitosis - thus escaping the centriole-dependent pathway. Recently, our collaborators have shown that differentiating MCCs exhibit dependency on mitotic regulators: CDK1 in amplification phase (S-like phase) and CDK2 in growth and disengagement phase (M-like phase). Moreover, their nuclei show the presence of condensation markers such as Ki-67, Histone 3 phosphorylation of serine residue and lamin A/C [1]. The similarity between normal mitosis and MCC differentiating state has inspired us to look at their chromatin architecture in 4D, in space and time along their differentiation stages.

Recent advancements in chromosome conformation capture techniques such as Hi-C have revolutionized the way we investigate the organization of genomes, and its potential interplay with DNA functions. In mammalian interphase, chromatin is thought to organize into self-interacting domains called topologically associating domains (TADs) [2]. This folding is proposed to occur through loop extrusion, a dynamic process mediated by the a ring-shaped molecular motor cohesin. During mitotic compaction, staircase model of chromatin for mitotic pathway has been deducted by comparison of HiC map and polymer modeling. This model proposes that mitotic chromosomes are compacted into arrays of small loops nested into larger loops by the coordinated action of 2 condensin proteins, by which their loop bases, in turn, stemmed and organized in an imaginary staircase, helicoidal backbone [3].

We want to investigate whether chromosomes of differentiating MCCs during interphase exhibit pseudo-mitotic behaviors, and to what extent differentiated MCCs genome folding differ from progenitor cells. To test this hypothesis, we are generating high-resolution HiC maps for differentiating progenitor and differentiated MCCs as well as FACS-sorted differentiating MCCs in their S-like and M-like phases. The role of condensation in gene expression will also be investigated through RNA-seq. Variations between the different cell types may point at pathways and regulators involved both in the differentiation process, but also potentially in the regulation of mitosis. In-house HiC processing pipeline is available in our GitHub: [https://github.com/koszullab/hicstuff](https://github.com/koszullab/hicstuff)
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Introduction

Microorganism biodiversity can be apprehended by metagenomic study of microbiota. This approach relies on high-throughput sequencing technologies, bioinformatic workflows and has applications in clinical investigations, food industry... Shotgun sequencing is the most powerful approach available to investigate a microbiome. Sequencing depth needed is often set high, but some papers start to show that even with limited number of sequences (= the shallow level) the microbiome description appears to be very similar [1]. The main objectives of our study were to validate a complete workflow, from sample to taxonomic and functional compositions, and evaluate the relevance of producing fewer sequences per sample.

Methods

DNA samples from different matrices (stool, skin, vaginal flora) were sequenced, using next generation sequencing technologies, at different sequencing depths. The analysis of raw data was performed with an internally developed bioinformatic workflow based on published tools and algorithms. The shallow level was studied by using sub-sampling on high-depth sequenced samples and calculating diversity and similarity indices between deep sequenced and in silico sub-samples. Multiple replicates were finally used to evaluate the performance of the laboratory methods in terms of repeatability and reproducibility.

Results

As expected, sub-sampling method showed decreasing similarity values, on taxonomic composition at species level and functional composition based on GO terms, when lowering the number of sequences. However, this diminution was not linear and a plateau was observed. This validates the use of fewer sequences to obtain the major part of the information. A threshold was set and sample replicates were sequenced at this targeted number of sequences. The taxonomic and functional compositions were the same between biological replicates and validate the use of limited number of sequences for shotgun metagenomics.

Conclusion

The aim of the project was to validate a complete workflow based on shallow shotgun metagenomics. It succeeds and proves that relatively low number of sequences per sample can be set for this application. However, the sequencing depth depends on the aim of the analysis. For instance, accessing strain-level resolution can be challenging with fewer sequences. Another important angle is the quantity of analyzed data and its quality, both of which depend on the samples and the laboratory methods, such as host contamination and sequencing technology.
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Brazil, the first Citrus fruit producer worldwide, produces annually 88 million tons of this fruit; a large part of it is processed, generating waste, composed mainly by peels and bagasse, which accounts for half of the processed mass. More than half of this waste is not yet valorized, although it could be used in biorefineries to produce various invaluable compounds, including biogas. In this project, we focused on the production of hydrogen from Citrus Peel Waste by anaerobic microbial communities. We used a shotgun metagenomics approach to identify key strains and biological functions for this process, by comparing the inoculum (not yet adapted) with the microbial communities sampled after hydrogen production in optimized conditions.

We developed a bioinformatics pipeline for shotgun metagenomics data analysis. After a preprocessing step, reads were co-assembled using metaSPADES [1]. Coding regions were predicted with Prodigal [2]. The taxonomic annotation of the predicted genes were obtained with kaiju [3] against NCBI nr database. For the functional annotation, the predicted genes were affiliated with ghostKoala [4] against KEGG database and with dbCAN [5] against the CAZY database. For each dataset individually, reads were mapped on the co-assembled contigs. It was thus possible to build a table, which included, for each predicted gene, the counts by sample as well as the functional and taxonomic annotations.

This pipeline was developed with snakemake [6] to favour reproducible and scalable data analysis. It was run on the cluster of the INRAE MIGALE bioinformatics platform. It is accessible to the community on GitLab (https://gitlab.irstea.fr/cedric.midoux/workflow_metagenomics).

We were able to identify key strains and biological functions selected during this process, especially those related to lignocellulose deconstruction and to hydrogen production. A strong and reproducible microbial selection was observed, leading to the dominance of C. beijerinckii and C. butyricum, known to be hydrogen producers. The glycoside hydrolase 48 family, thought to be critical for cellulose hydrolysis, was in low proportion and it was associated to C. punicum, a cellulose-producing bacterium. C. punicum could thus in the present case be key for some steps of the lignocellulose deconstruction, despite its low proportion.
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Introduction
NGS metabarcoding technology is a powerful tool for analysis of the composition and diversity of microbiota. However, various bioinformatic approaches are available but perform differently to assess microbiota taxonomic profiles.

Methods
This study evaluated several clustering and classification methods/algorithms to determine which can characterize bacterial communities to the species level. Different matrices (urine, skin, stool, vaginal and oral flora), plus a bacterial simulated data sample as a positive control, were profiled by targeting the V3-V4 region of the 16S ribosomal RNA and using the Illumina MiSeq. DADA2, Deblur, VSEARCH implemented in QIME2 pipeline [1] and MED [2] were evaluated for data clustering. BLAST, ScikitLearn, and VSEARCH were evaluated for operational taxonomic unit (OTU) classification. A total of 11 pipelines (various combinations of the data clustering and classification approaches), including the validated Mothur [3] workflow as a reference, were tested. The pipeline performance score was calculated based on computing efficiency and OTU classification results (precision, recall, F-measure, specificity, taxonomic ranking).

Results
All the tools tested provided good results for genus level classification. However, at species level, the combination of MED+BLAST and Mothur proved to be the best pipelines. They demonstrated the highest efficiency and the OTU accuracy, for all the analyzed matrices.

Conclusion
This study highlights that some bioinformatic methods outperform others in terms of classification robustness and computational resources. These pipelines could enable surveying bacterial communities to the species level, although a significant rate of unclassified taxonomy is to be expected.
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1 Summary

The typing of bacteria is key activity in microbiology, which allows to discriminate among bacterial strains from the same species. The main goals are the investigation of outbreaks and the surveillance of pathogenic and/or antibiotic-multiresistant bacteria to understand of the transmission, pathogenesis and phylogeny of bacteria.

With the emergence of the new generation of sequencing (NGS) technologies, it became possible to identify allele variations from whole genomes and to classify bacterial isolates at different levels of resolution. Sequence types (STs) can be determined for a set of 7 to 15 housekeeping genes accordingly to the multi locus sequence typing (MLST)[1] approach or for all conserved genes accordingly to the core genome MLST (cgMLST) approach.

Here is proposed a pipeline typing tool based on NGS data and designated CGST. CGST aims two goals: (i) the detection of allelic variants using ARIBA[3] for MLST, MentaLiST[2] for cgMLST and species-specific typing tools (i.e. ClermonType[4] and FimTyper[6] for Escherichia coli and Kleborate[5] for Klebsiella pneumoniae), and (ii) the analysis of variants to assign the strains to clusters and investigate their clonality using phylogenetic and unsupervised clustering approaches.

Overall, CGST is a typing tool integrating multiple approaches for the classification of bacteria in coherent genetic groups using different scales of resolution. CGST would be available on GitHub.

1.1 KeyWords
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1 Introduction

Functions of RNA are numerous and many of them are essential to any living organism. These functions rely on a good folding of the molecule, through the formation of bonds between non-consecutive nucleotides. Consequently, it is necessary to predict the three-dimensional structure of an RNA to determine its function. Nowadays, effective algorithms based on dynamic programming are able to predict a first level of folding, called secondary structure, composed of canonical interactions. However, more complex interactions exist, and some of them stay currently unpredictable. A-minor like motifs fall into this category. These motifs are the most frequent interactions binding distant regions of the molecule, and have been proven to play a crucial role in folding [1,2] and cellular mechanisms [3].

In this work, we study structural context of the A-minor interactions, e.g. the set of canonical and non-canonical bonds around the motif, in order to determine how the local context is involved in the formation of the interactions. We would like to leverage this context to classify A-minor and predict their location. For this purpose, we are looking for common structural characteristics in structural contexts of real occurrences stored in PDB.

2 Method

We represented structural contexts by graphs, where vertices represent nucleotides or groups of nucleotides and edges represent canonical and non-canonical bonds. To compare these graphs, we set up a similarity measure, called contextual graph similarity, based on the number of canonical and non-canonical edges in a largest common subgraph. Using this measure, we developed comparison graph and clustering algorithms in order to obtain a first classification.

3 Preliminary results

Our first results show that occurrences, clustered according to our similarity measure, often share close 3D-structures. Moreover, not only homologous occurrences are clustered together, but also some non-homologous occurrences, which means not evolutionarily related occurrences. This tends to show that a classification of A-minor motifs according to the structural context can exist independently of homology. We are currently refining our similarity measure, in order to have a better correspondence between our similarity and the 3D-structure.
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Chromatin Conformation Capture unveils mechanisms for DNA Double-Strand Breaks repair foci formation
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Within the nucleus, DNA is associated with proteins called histones, to form a complex structure, the chromatin, which can adopt several levels of condensation. The properties of the chromatin fiber are very heterogeneous along the chromosome and regulated by epigenetic marks like DNA methylation and post-translational modifications of histones. It can also modulate its structure, in term of epigenome and 3D structure. When DNA is damaged by double-strand breaks (DSBs), local chromatin structure greatly influences its repair. In Legube’s team, we are interested in the relationship between DNA repair and chromatin. We have already shown in a previous study that DSBs have the ability to form clusters in 3D[1]. In this study, we seek to understand the local changes in the 3D structure of chromatin around the breaks, and particularly how the chromatin loops evolve near the break.

Our team has developed the DIvA cell line, which is a powerful experimental system that enables the induction of multiple DSBs at specific locations across the genome in various chromatin contexts[2]. We investigated the 3D environment of induced DSBs, to gain high resolution around breaks, using 4C-seq, as well as low resolution structure of the whole genome with Hi-C, to study DNA Damage Response (DDR).

By integrating 4C-seq and Hi-C with ChIP-seq, we found that the recruitment of repair components is governed by pre-existing high-order chromatin, established before DNA damage induction. We found that the 3D profile around the break (4C-seq) is very similar to the spreading of repair components (ChIP-seq). To generalize this finding, we computed Topologically Associating Domain (TADs) boundaries (Hi-C) on the whole genome, and found that these TADs are functional units governing DDR chromatin domain establishment. Also, differences of spreading between kinases and phosphorylated histones suggested that 3D conformation constrains and mediates the spreading of DDR components.

In summary, our work[3] showed that TADs are templates for the spreading of many DSB repair components, which allow DSB signaling at the megabase scale. We showed that TADs play a major role in genome stability, and provide an efficient way to signal DNA damages and create specific repair prone chromatin compartment.
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Where are the dual C/E domains in NRPS originated from?
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NonRibosomal Peptides (NRPs) are microbial secondary metabolites. NRPs are composed of more than 500 different building blocks that can be proteogenic and non proteogenic amino acids, their derivatives, fatty acids, carbohydrates, and many other monomers. Not all NRPs are linear. They can contain branches and/or cycles. Such diversity in structure and composition leads to a diversity in function (antibiotics, siderophores...) and class (lipopeptides, glycopeptides...).

NRPs are built up by huge multimodular enzymatic complexes called NonRibosomal Peptide Synthetases (NRPSs). NRPSs exploit a modular concept for the synthesis of NRPs in which each module is responsible for the activation and incorporation of one monomer into a growing peptide chain [1]. The modules are themselves divided into distinct enzymatic domains. There are 4 main domains: 1) adenylation domain (A), responsible for the selection and activation of a monomer, 2) thiolation domain (T), responsible for the transfer and tethering of the corresponding adenylate to the NRPS-bound 4’-phosphopantetheinyl cofactor, 3) condensation domain (C) responsible for the peptide bond formation, and 4) thioesterase domain (Te) responsible for the release of the peptide. Additional domains are sometimes present. Their role is to modify some monomers during biosynthesis. The most frequent secondary domain is the epimerization one (E) which modifies an L-monomer into its D-isomer.

Subtypes of C-domain have been identified such as the dual C/E domain that combine both functions leading to an epimerization and the linkage between the new D-monomer and the L-monomer of the next module. This dual C/E domain is only found in lipopeptide NRPSs present in bacteria belonging to Pseudomonas, Xanthomonas and Burkholderia genera. These 3 genera also produce siderophores thanks to NRPSs containing E-domains distinct from C-domains. With such particularity, we propose a phylogenetic study to better understand the occurrence of the dual C/E domain in the lipopeptide NRPSs while a combination of E and C-domains is present on other NRPSs in this 3 genera. The aim is to find the origin of these dual C/E domains and to detect presence of potential event of horizontal gene transfer (HGT) between this 3 genera.

We collect all genomes and proteomes available in the Xanthomonas, Burkholderia and Pseudomonas genera, representing more than 1000 strains. Florine [2] pipeline was used to extract the dual C/E, C and E-domains. This pipeline uses antiSMASH [3] and NaPDoS [4] tools. Regarding the production of phylogenetic trees (gene tree, species tree) and the identification of xenolog genes (ie. gene involved in HGT), several tools and pipelines will be tested.
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RNA-seq has become almost a routine technique in biological laboratories, widely used to quantify the expression of genes in tissues and cells permitting to take a whole picture of the transcriptional pattern of an organism and so deciphering its genomic repertoire without having to sequence the entire genome especially for non-model organisms.

Honestly, there is no shortage of tools to analyze RNAseq data. RNAseq blog [1] gives an idea of the multitude of tools, programs and pipelines, that we can use to deal with RNAseq data, each with its advantages and disadvantages. For a biologist the most important is the results and its interpretation, not the details of the processes used to generate it. In these situations, the automation of analysis processes and steps becomes very desirable, especially for people lacking bioinformatics skills, but also for projects that generate a lot of data (samples, conditions). Reproducibility, sharing and publishing the results is another aspect of the utility of pipelines [2].

To address these aspects, we developed Cobra, a Snakemake-based workflow [3] that allows preprocessing, assembly, annotation, differential gene expression analysis and identification of genetic variants from RNA-seq data from raw data to the final results. COBRA has the particularity of being easy to use, with preset parameters for almost steps.

We made COBRA in production to build and annotate crayfish *Austropotamobius pallipes* [4] and identify the differentially expressed immune genes in crayfish *Astacus astacus* infected with plague.
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In adults, renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is the most common type of kidney cancer representing about 80% of renal cancer. Immunotherapy is a type of cancer treatment that helps the immune system to fight cancer. One strategy involves immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) such as the binding of PD-L1 (on tumor cells) to PD-1 (on T cells) that keeps T cells from killing tumor cells. Blocking that binding with an immune checkpoint inhibitor (anti-PD-L1 or anti-PD-1) allows the T cells to kill tumor cells. However, patient’s response to immune checkpoint blockade is heterogeneous. Indeed, between 20 to 40% of patients respond to this kind of therapy. Gut microbiota has been shown to have a significant role in health and response to various disease treatment. More specifically, it is known that an abnormal gut microbiota composition can be linked to primary resistance to ICIs.

Using shotgun metagenomic, we analysed the stool samples at diagnosis of 69 patients with advanced RCC. As expected, we showed that treatment response was affected by antibiotic (ATB) intake. Indeed, patients that received antibiotics within 60 days before ICIs (n = 11, 16%) had a lower objective response rate (ORR) compared to the no antibiotic (noATB) subgroup (9% versus 28%, p < 0.03) and lower progression free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS). This compromised clinical efficacy of ICB goes with an alteration of intestinal microbiota composition. Indeed, Eubacterium rectale (p = 0.02) seems to be significantly more abundant in noATB stools samples while bacteria such as Erysipelotrichaceae bacterium_2_2_44A (p = 0.02) and Clostridium hathewayi (p < 0.02) seem to be overrepresented in ATB fecal samples. We showed that metagenomic profiles of baseline stools samples could predict PFS (at 3, 6, 9 and 12 months) for responders (R) versus non-responders (NR) patients. Indeed, higher gene and species richness metrics were found correlated with the clinical response defined by the absence of progression of the tumor at 12 months after initiation of ICB.

Finally, to perform a robustness test across at least 3 clinical parameters, we found 27 reliable Metagenomic Species (MGS) (out of 1347) contrasting between R (n=21) and NR (n=6) (based on the cliff delta for each MGS recovered in >50% tests). Among these selected MGS, four were in common with microbiome profiles associated with lung cancer patients response to ICIs. Akkermansia muciniphila and Bacteroides salyersiae were found associated with favorable outcome during anti-PD-1 blockade while others species such as Eggerthella lenta, Clostridium bolteae seem to be overrepresented in NR patients.

Altogether, we conclude that analysis of the gut microbiota before treatment, according to both microbial richness and composition could be used to identify the RCC population likely to respond to anti-PD-1 treatment and predict patients with PFS longer than 12 months. This paves the way to the identification of microbial partners or communities that could favor patient response to ICI treatment.
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Despite the fact that liver metastases are the major cause of death from colorectal, lung and pancreatic cancers, their biology is far from understood. While it is generally accepted that the tumor microenvironment plays a crucial role in the process of metastases, little is known about the molecular crosstalk between stromal and cancer cells. In the present work and within the context of colorectal cancer liver metastases, we sought to explore the molecular interactions between cancer, immune and mesenchymal cells at the single cell level. Owing to our collaboration with the Surgery and Pathology Departments of ICM, we started a unique collection of fresh liver metastases from colorectal patients undergoing surgery and following neoadjuvant chemotherapy. To date over 50 liver metastasis were collected and 7 of those have been utilized in the present project for single cell RNAseq analysis. For the latter metastases, fresh samples were subjected to enzymatic digestion following FACS isolation of cancer, immune and mesenchymal cells. In total, around 30,000 cells have been subjected to scRNAseq using 10X Chromium technology, providing an unprecedented map of tumoral heterogeneity and highlighting notably subpopulations of mesenchymal cells. Current works are underway to develop and apply algorithms enabling the creation of a comprehensive map of molecular interactions between the different cellular types.
PanFam: a pangenomic workflow for the iterative construction of gene families on thousands of genome
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Large-scale genome sequencing and the increasingly massive use of high-throughput approaches produces a vast amount of new information that completely transforms our understanding of microbial species. Hence performing comparative genomics studies on hundreds to thousands of genomes has become a challenge as relying on millions of pairwise sequence comparisons is too computationally intensive.

To overcome this problem we have decided to develop a new high throughput strategy to compare and cluster protein sequences using the MMSeqs2 software suite[1]. We designed a workflow for the construction of homologous protein families at different similarity levels (80%, 50% and 30% amino acid identity), with an alignment coverage of 80% on both target and query protein sequences. To identify the best strategy we decided to evaluate different clustering methods. Those approaches need to support an iterative construction process to update families with new proteins as well as the identification of protein fragments and fusion events. To evaluate the functional consistency of the obtained protein families, i.e. the homogeneity of the functional annotations inside of each cluster, we used KofamKOALA[2] which assigns KEGG[3] ortholog groups.

This gene family resource will be used in the MicroScope platform[4] for different comparative genomic functionalities such as synteny computation and gene phylogenetic profiles. Moreover, it will be distributed through the PPanGGOLiN software[5] for the computation of microbial pangenomes.
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Sequencing, Assembly and Annotation of 40 Brown Algae Genomes
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The Phaeoexplorer project aims to generate transcriptomic data and annotated genome assemblies for a broad range of brown algal species at different phylogenetic distances from the model Ectocarpus species in order to address a number of key questions about the biology and evolutionary history of this poorly characterised but important group of marine eukaryotes. The knowledge generated by the project will be exploited to develop new techniques and products for the macroalgal mariculture and processing industries.

This comparative genomic project is a large sequencing project (40 brown algal species and four species closely related to the brown algae in male and female). Genomic sequencing was performed with two different strategies, Illumina short reads to generate draft assemblies, and long reads from Oxford Nanopore Technology (ONT) for high-quality genome assemblies. As brown algae live in symbiosis with other organisms, mainly bacteria, efforts have been made upstream of sequencing to isolate the organism of interest and get axenic cultures. Despite this, extracted DNA may come from several organisms, which can in most cases be compared to metagenomic samples. Long reads obtained with ONT allow us to more easily separate the sequences of the brown alga from those of the symbionts to obtain high quality and symbiont-less genome assemblies.

An automated annotation pipeline has been developed to define the exon / intron structures and their positions in the genome assemblies of different species, whether close or distant from the reference, and manages the fact that these are weakly known lineage with potential horizontal gene transfer. This pipeline, combine biological data from different resources (transcripts, conserved proteins or ab initio gene models) using Gmove, an in house software, to predict coding gene models without prior training.

The generated data represent an important new resources for global research on brown algae. The analyses of these data will allow significant advances in our understanding of the biology of a currently poorly characterised group of marine organisms, for example, the evolution of complex multicellularity, the mechanism of speciation or the evolution of sexual systems.
RGCCA Shiny, a graphical package for multimodal omics data analysis: application to Parkinson’s disease
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In cohort studies, the variety of biological and health data collected on the same individuals is of high interest to improve our understanding of complex diseases. To this end, the use of Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) is a popular approach for heterogeneous data integration, which has been conveniently generalized to allow the use of various CCA-related methods and variable selection with sparsity-inducing norms (S/RGCCA) [1,2,3]. The current version of the S/RGCCA package [4] proposes algorithms able to efficiently solve the optimization problems. In the latest release of this package described here, new functionalities were made available: (i) missing data strategies (NIPALS or imputation procedures), even with blockwise missing structure; (ii) the tuning parameters of S/RGCCA can now be automatically selected using a permutation or cross-validation scheme; (iii) the robustness of the selected variables can be assessed using bootstrap resampling techniques; (iv) several graphical functions were implemented to ease the interpretation of S/RGCCA outputs (individuals/variables maps, bootstrap confidence intervals, etc.); (v) graphical user interfaces were developed to promote usage of these tools by end-users (biologists, clinicians).

The usefulness of these developments was evaluated in the context of the Nucleipark project. The clinical and omics data of 57 advanced Parkinson’s Disease (PD) patients were investigated in order to identify potential biomarkers of disease severity. Prior to analysis, data were organized in 4 sets of variables: clinical data (34 variables), metabolomics (3,530 metabolites), lipidomics (1,019 lipids) and transcriptomics (10,729 genes). Out of the 57 PD patients, 32 subjects (56.1%) have missing values in at least one modality. The new features of RGCCA allowed us to take advantage of all the available information and avoid a substantial loss of valuable data. Graphical display of the S/RGCCA outputs were easily plotted. For instance, the correlation between the variable selection within each modality and the two first components of the clinical modality could be observed on a correlation circle. We identified genetic and chemical biomarkers of interest that were found to be associated with the motor status of PD patients. The S/RGCCA framework applied to independent and larger cohorts is expected to validate and refine our multimomics signatures toward a better comprehension of PD progression.

The R package RGCCA is available in a new CRAN update and in a Shiny application.
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Circular RNAs detection and cross-species conservation
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For many years, circular RNAs (circRNAs) were considered as splicing byproducts because they were associated with low levels of expression. However, the development of high-throughput RNA sequencing and circRNAs-specific computational tools highlighted the abundance of these circRNAs in eukaryotic cells. These single-stranded RNAs are made of closed continuous loops lacking free ends and are generated during the splicing of pre-mRNA [1]. According to recent studies, circRNAs are mainly produced by exonic sequences of coding genes (exonic circRNAs) through an alternative splicing mechanism called “backsplicing”. More precisely, the end of a “donor” exon is linked to the beginning of an upstream “acceptor” exon. More rarely, circRNAs can also be produced from intronic sequences (intronic circRNAs) from intronic lariat [1]. The specific conformation of circRNAs makes their detection, quantification and functional characterization difficult [2]. Several circRNA mechanisms of action were already identified. According to existing studies, circRNAs would mainly act as microRNAs sponges or by protein interactions [2]. Recent studies have also shown that some circRNAs are evolutionarily conserved [3].

To screen the exhaustive circRNAs genomic content, we analyzed Total-RNAseq data obtained from pig (sus scrofa) and bovine (bos taurus) testicular and liver tissues. In an attempt to obtain a comprehensive overview of circRNAs in those tissues we developed an approach with a detection step agnostic to genome annotation [4]. This approach enables us to quantify the relative proportion of exonic and intronic circRNAs from coding and non-coding genes, the variability between individuals, tissues and species. Differential recruitment of splice junctions for circular transcripts versus linear transcript is also addressed.
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1. Introduction
Protein Blocks (PBs) constitute a structural alphabet which describe the local structure of a protein more accurately than the classical secondary structures \[1\]. PBs are composed of 16 structural conformations of five consecutive amino acids able to encode complex protein structures (3D) into a sequence vector (1D). PBs have been used in several applications such as protein structure alignment and protein structure prediction \[2,3\]. We present here a deep inception-inside-inception convolutional network, called PYTHIA (Predicting Any Conformation at High Accuracy), to predict the local structure of a given protein sequence in terms of Protein Blocks.

2. Material and methods
The objective of our method is to predict one of the 16 PB for each position of a protein sequence. Each amino acid is encoded by a vector of features: 58 physico-chemical properties (AA-Index \[4\]), a 20-dimensional position-specific substitution matrix (PSSM) generated by PSI-BLAST and finally gaps as a single encoded value. Our dataset of 9638 protein chains is composed of a non-redundant set of resolved protein structures extracted from the PDB. We divide this dataset into independent train, validation and test datasets to perform a 10 fold cross validation. We implemented PYTHIA, a deep inception-inside-inception convolutional neural architecture, with Tensorflow. We compare PYTHIA results to the reference method LOCUSTRA \[5\] on test dataset and CASP 13 targets of the free modelling category.

3. Results
The mean accuracy of PYTHIA on the test set measured as $Q_{16}$ is near 70\% compared to LOCUSTRA with a $Q_{16}$ of 61\%. PYTHIA greatly outperforms LOCUSTRA on every PB class even for the rarest PBs if we compare MCC values such as with ‘g’ 0.209 vs. 0.154 and ‘j’ 0.315 vs. 0.223 for PYTHIA and LOCUSTRA respectively. We observe the same tendency on CASP targets.
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Industrial NGS analysis processes from sequencing to variant interpretation on MOABI platform
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The Assistance Publique – Hôpitaux de Paris (AP-HP) is a teaching hospital groupment with a European dimension globally recognized. The AP-HP is organized into twelve hospital groups, for a total of 39 hospitals localized in Paris and its region. Currently, those hospitals attend each year 8 millions patients.

Three years ago, MOABI, a new bioinformatics platform was created for multiple missions: the progressive storage centralization for genomic data routinely produced by hospitals, their analyses in controlled and standardized workflows and the provisioning of tools for results exploitation.

In this abstract, we present two softwares designed to analyze NGS diagnosis data: G-route and Leaves. The first tool is a java n-tier rich client web application that provides to users raw sequencing data loading, traceability metadata definition, analysis pipelines running and data files browsing. Data files management relies on the adaptative middleware iRODS [1]. At the present time, G-route contains 12600 analyzed patients, 247 users, 14 skeletons and 31 versions of pipelines for 61 different gene panels and exome analysis. This makes it possible to propose more than 100 different pipeline combinations. The second program, Leaves, is an open source tool that aims to help biologists for genetic alterations interpretation and biological report generation by associating detected alterations with different annotations and scores and performing reproducible filters combination and ranking. Leaves is a web interface mainly developed with python 3 and javascript. Currently, Leaves’s database contains 146 users, 61 projects, 3,800,830 variants and 70 variants classifications. Leaves also permit the sharing of AP-HP expertise, in a standard way, between biologists, promoting human interaction over artificial intelligence. Users can run analyses from G-route through more than 100 different pipelines that end up inserting variant calling results into Leaves. Pipelines are written in Snakemake [2], that use Docker [3] containers as version fixed tools. Docker allows to eliminate tool dependencies problems and sets a version tool in an image. Presently, we have nearly 128 tools integrated in that way. Snakemake is a workflow management system with implicit rule implementation (input and output logic). The advantage over Nextflow [4] is the capability to share rules between pipelines which allowed us to create a rule library (194 rules) that can be shared between pipelines. As other pipeline frameworks, error recovery, automatic parallelization and workflow integrity features are included in Snakemake. To ease medical diagnosis routine, AP-HP’s scientists are able to execute tagged workflows with their data and to consult results through G-route and Leaves interfaces.

Key words: Industrial NGS analysis, variants interpretation, iRODS, Docker and Snakemake
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ERA-BIO-IT: A new bioinformatics platform for applied research in Plant Breeding
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1 Presentation

ERA-Bio-IT was recently created by three partners, two French seeds companies (Euralis Semences[1] and RAGT 2n[2]) and a technical Institute (Arvalis[3]) wishing to share bioinformatics resources for crops breeding and cultivars evaluation.

2 Objectives

Firstly, the aim of ERA-Bio-IT is to set up basics tools (such as JBrowse[4] or Galaxy[5]) for each partners bioanalysts, oriented toward the genetic and genomic study of major crops (maize, wheat, barley...). Once the platform fully functional, more advanced genomic analyses and bioinformatics developments are expected as support for each partner. The platform will be open for multi-partnership projects, including with new private and public partners.

Finally, the ERA-Bio-IT platform aims to support the omics technology and methodology watch for its partners in order to provide a cutting-edge expertise in these fast-evolving fields.

3 Infrastructure

The computing infrastructure is managed by Portalliance Engineering[6]. It is composed of a virtualization server, hosting various virtual machines (JBrowse, Galaxy...), an High-Performance Computing (HPC) server and data storage solutions. Those computing resources are scalable to answer quickly to each partner needs.
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1

Nowadays, next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies are faster and cheaper than ever, enough for paving the road to a precision medicine. However, we know that these techniques are not flawless and bring their share of errors at different stages of the data generation process. Therefore, bioinformatic analysis must take into account these errors and correct them to generate the most possible precise and realistic result.

Meanwhile in a diagnostic context, the running time of analysis must remain reasonable in order to meet the time requirements imposed by this type of examination. Among the many steps driving a bioinformatic analysis of NGS data, the base quality score recalibration (BQSR) is challenging in terms of time and computing resources, no matter the type of analysis – germline or somatic.

BQSR is a data pre-processing step focusing on detecting the recurrent errors generated by the sequencer when it computes an estimation of the quality score of a base call. The base quality score, known as phred score, define the probability of a base call to be correct. This score is yet biased by the sequencing context, the machine model, the sequencing technology used, etc … Therefore, the BQSR step goal is to detect and fade out those different biases to obtain the most realistic quality score.

We benchmarked several recalibration tools in order to assess their impact on the variant calling. We tested « GATK » [1] versions 2, 3 and 4, « bamUtils » and « LACER », in addition to « Kbbq » and « Stampy ». Those tools use slightly different algorithms to do the job.

The dataset used come from the Genome in a Bottle (GIAB) consortium [2], which provides sequencing data on human genomes to allow benchmarking analysis and variant calling pipeline validations. Our dataset is composed of a mix of 2 genomes, NA12878 carrying somatic mutations and NA24385, from which a set of verified variations has been generated by the GIAB and then can be used to assess our bioinformatics tools. The base calling pipeline is based on the « Best practices workflow » from GATK.

Results obtained indicates a very small variation in the number of detected variants, and a similar sensitivity among methods (GATK4 = 98.36 %, GATK2/3 = 98.25 %, bamUtils = 98.34 %, No BQSR = 98.36%). Results tends to show that recalibration doesn’t affect pipeline sensitivity to call variant, but on the other hand doubles the overall running time in most cases.

Base quality score recalibration seems to have a minor impact on variant validation by variant calling algorithm in the conditions of our experiment. Regarding these results, the BQSR step, which is a time-consuming step, could therefore be removed from our pipeline to save precious time in the diagnostic process.
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1. **Context**

Infectious diseases have been traditionally considered as the result of the bipartite interaction between a given pathogen and its host. Recent advances in high-throughput sequencing technology have uncovered the complexity of the various microbiomes associated with the host and symbiotic microbiota have emerged as a main player of the infectious process.

In cattle, major efforts have been devoted to the characterization of the microbiome associated to different anatomical sites in relation to animal performance and health. However, these have mainly focused on the comparison of microbiomes of healthy versus diseased animals. Issues that remained to be addressed include the role in disease development of the microbiome associated to the affected organ as well as the impact of microbiome located at remote body sites.

Here, we propose to explore the structure, diversity and dynamics of microbiomes associated to 4 anatomical sites in cows before and after calving. The interdependence of these microbiomes in relation to animal health and genetics will also be investigated.

2. **Material and methods**

Over one thousand samples were collected from 45 primiparous prim’ Holstein cows selected from two divergent lineages that are respectively more or less susceptible to mastitis. Sampling were performed at 4 time points from 1 week pre-partum to 7 months post-partum and from 4 anatomic sites: nasal, genital, buccal (as a proxy for rumen), and foremilk (as a proxy for internal teat microbiome). For each sample, we performed 16S and ITS metabarcoding sequencing and used DADA2 [1] to characterize the communities using Amplicon Sequence Variant (ASV, analogue of OTU) table. We then performed diversity analyses on the ASV count table using Phyloseq [2].

3. **Results**

We first show that the 4 sites harbor different microbiota both in terms of richness and ASV repertoire. We then use alpha- and beta-diversity analyses to show how the composition evolves in time and differs between lineages. Finally, we will present the results obtained while performing differential abundance analysis within each site to identify the differentially abundant taxa, i.e. taxa whose abundances differ between lineages.
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1 Abstract

High throughput technologies (e.g. genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic) have greatly enhanced physiological insights discovery. Last years, several integrative multi-omic methods have been developed to handle biological complexity seen as interdependent combinations of molecular heterogeneous actors [1]. Especially, some of these tools showed relevant uses on large cancer omic datasets provided by TCGA consortium with new underlying pathways actors assumptions[2][3]. In fact, dimension reductions, samples clustering and multi-omic features selection could lead to better understanding of the correlated structures between phenotype aspects. Supervised sPLS-DA[4] or unsupervised modified Consensus PCA(CPAC)[5] results are promising and highlight the interest of these multiblock multivariate analysis[6]. The first one have been assessed on several omics data types from TCGA.

Our work addresses histological type contrasts between two types of breast cancers: invasive lobular or invasive ductal carcinomas with exhaustive comparisons between single-omic datasets multivariate analysis — SVM and Random forest — from BioSigner and DIABLO multi-omic integrative method. Gene and protein expressions with miRNA-seq and phenotypic data from 359 patients(TCGA) have been used to reveal few multi sources discriminant features and such non-invasive predictive signatures for diagnostic and prognostic in clinical cases. Finally, prior knowledge integration to improve result relevance is a main issue in our project.
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Improving probe design for smFISH experiments
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Imaging gene expression at the level of single cells has revolutionized our perceptions of this fundamental processes. In particular, detection of single mRNAs in fixed cells by fluorescent microscopy (such as single molecular Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization or smFISH), allows exquisitely precise quantification of gene expression while at the same time retrieving spatial information at the cellular and sub-cellular levels [1]. Recent developments of these techniques allow multiplexed labelling and simultaneous detection of up to 1000 different RNA species, and these techniques offer great promise for both fundamental research and as diagnostic tools [2]. One underappreciated limitation of smFISH experiments lies in the design of the oligonucleotide probes that hybridize to the target RNA. A high signal-to-noise ratio requires the use of multiple oligos that all binding to the same target RNA. Indeed, the noise arises from the non-specific binding of single oligonucleotide, while the signal scales linearly with the number of probes used. Typically, 24 oligonucleotides are used to detect a single mRNA by smFISH [3]. However, large scale experiments revealed a great variability in the efficiency of RNA detection, with good signal-to-noise sometimes obtained with as little as 10 oligos, and other times requiring 10 times more probes. Yet, probe design is still made with algorithms that only equalize the Tm or DG° of the probes, and it is clear that such algorithms can be vastly improved [4]. Here, I present our approach aimed at automatically improving the design of smFISH probes using a set of existing data and a machine learning-based classification trained to discriminate efficient from non-efficient probes.

Keywords: smFISH, machine learning, probe
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*Salmonella* is one of the most common bacterial pathogen worldwide in human and animal infections [1]. Each year, gastroenteritis cases due to non-typhoidal *Salmonella* were estimated up to 93.8 million including 155,000 deaths [2]. To provide new insights on *Salmonella* epidemic investigations, whole genome sequencing (WGS) methods have been developed, especially focusing on detection of outbreaks and estimation of genetic relationships between isolates [3,4,5,6].

The current trend to leverage WGS data is to detect highly informative markers such as Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) in the core genome. This high-resolution comparison method discriminates sequences and is able to reveal evolutionary histories, as well as tracing back the source of an outbreak. However, in the context of food safety control, the network-like nature of contamination and the short evolutionary time lead to compare highly related samples, often diverging only by few mutations. Coregenome SNP-based approaches exclude accessory genome, which may be present in sub-clusters of the outbreak of interest and increase genetic distances between outbreak related genomes harboring similar core-genome. Facing the increase in size of datasets in which each sample exhibits genome plasticity and diversity, coregenome size tends also to shorten.

Here, we developed a pangenome-based analysis workflow including variants aiming at evaluating the entire genome of bacterial samples, including accessory genome fractions not shared by all samples. A pangenome reference was built from samples to showcase all existing sequences by a cumulative iterative blast approach [7]. Then, detection of pangenomic variants against the pangenome reference was performed by Snippy [8]. All variants from all samples were concatenated using an in-house pipeline to produce different alignments where one tree was built for each alignment. Finally, a supertree was inferred from all trees.

This workflow was applied on a large *Salmonella* Typhimurium and its monophasic variant dataset. The results showed that half of the data are not taken into account in coregenome-based analysis, underscoring the importance of developing new methods that include the information associated to the dispensable genome. We also displayed that the accessory genome provided further phylogenetic signal and brought higher resolution for strain discrimination. This work demonstrated the importance of the pangenomic variants-based analysis.
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1 Introduction

Metabolism is a complex system involving thousands of metabolites interconnected through biochemical reactions. With the rise of metabolomics technologies, the study of this system is now done on a large scale. This calls for the development and distribution of dedicated tools aimed at managing the overwhelming amount of information needed to interpret metabolomics results.

2 Service description

MetExplore is a freely available web server dedicated to the study of metabolism. It has been continuously maintained and extended with new features for 10 years[1]. MetExplore centralizes 297 published metabolic models from various organisms and sources (xml files attached to publications and public databases). The MetExplore platform provides collaborative edition and curation tools for those models[2]. It also offers a graphical interface to easily navigate and filter the information contained in those models, including an interactive network view that can be embedded in other websites via an open source javascript library[3]. This network view has been recently extended to propose an innovative visualization of metabolism aimed at minimizing information overload. Beyond information processing and visualization, several features have been added over the years to contextualize and enhance metabolomics results, providing data mapping, identifier harmonization, pathway enrichment, flux modeling and network analysis, including a unique metabolite recommender system[4].

3 Availability

The MetExplore web server is freely accessible at https://metexplore.toulouse.inrae.fr
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Microbial richness is the ecological measure of the number of taxa encountered in a given microbial community. Many studies revealed that richness of the host microbiome is associated with health and disease. For instance, richness of the human gut microbiome is significantly lower in individuals with metabolic or immune disorders compared to healthy controls [1–3].

Shotgun metagenomics is a non-targeted sequencing technique particularly suitable for estimating microbial richness. Indeed, it detects microorganisms reluctant to culture and achieves species-level resolution contrary to amplicon sequencing. A typical bioinformatics analysis first consists in mapping reads against a non-redundant gene catalog. Then, sample microbial richness is inferred from the total number of detected genes (gene richness) [1] or from the number distinct species traced with specific marker genes (species richness) [4].

However, this method provides accurate results only if the reference is representative of samples microbial composition. References can be continuously improved by adding genes from newly sequenced samples. Yet, frequent updates are computationally intensive and lead to traceability issues. As the number of samples grows, gene catalogs may become very large and difficult to manipulate, more specifically when they combine data from different hosts and bodysites [5].

We introduce ESKRIM, a tool that accurately compare microbial richness in shotgun metagenomic samples without relying on any reference. It implements an innovative algorithm computing the number distinct k-mers in a sample (k-mers richness). On real metagenomic data for which a highly representative reference is available, we show that k-mers richness strongly correlates with gene and species richness (Pearson's R = 0.96). In addition, ESKRIM provides better results when the available references are representative only of a fraction of the studied samples. As illustrations, we compare microbiome richness across populations (industrialized and rural), bodysites (gut, skin, vagina and mouth) and hosts (human, mouse, chicken and pig).

ESKRIM is implemented in Python3 and relies on the Jellyfish2 API for k-mers counting. The tool achieves good performance while we did not focus on that aspect at first. A metagenomic sample with 10M reads is processed in about ten minutes (RAM disk, Intel Xeon E5-2680 CPU, 4 threads).

ESKRIM is open-source and freely available at https://forgemia.inra.fr/florian.plaza-onate/eskrim
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L'utilisation en clinique des technologies de séquençage haut-débit et les études génomiques de co-hortes ont profondément modifié la pratique du diagnostic moléculaire, discipline s'efforçant d'établir les causes moléculaires de pathologies. L'interprétation clinico-biologique des variants d'ADN identifiés dans ce cadre constitue l'une des étapes chronophages de l'analyse. De multiples outils d'aide ou de prédiction existent, et les sources de données sont nombreuses et variées, mais y accéder de manière efficace requiert l'utilisation de suites logicielles commerciales ou soumet l'utilisateur à diverses contraintes notamment l'utilisation de données personnelles.

MobiDetails est une application web libre d'accès pour un usage académique permettant sur une seule page d'agrégé un nombre important de données par variant. L'utilisateur a la possibilité de créer dans le système des variants (via VariantValidator) dans le gène de son choix (en utilisant la nomenclature HGVS transcript (c.)). Le variant peut être de tout type (exonique, intronique, substitution, délétion, duplication...). Une fois créé, le variant est connu du système et pourra par la suite être rappelé via le moteur de recherche intégré. Pour chaque gène, une page permet d'afficher les variants déjà connus par catégories. L'outil présente pour chaque variant une synthèse incluant notamment :

- les différentes nomenclatures HGVS (génomiques, protéique...)
- l'interprétation des positions dans le gène (exon/intron), la protéine, le contexte nucléotidique, la proximité de sites d'épissage...
- les fréquences globales dans gnomAD exome/genome, l'identifiant dbSNP
- l'interprétation Clinvar
- des liens directs vers les instances LOVD et les résumés pubmed recensant le variant (via LitVar)
- les scores dbscSNV et spliceAI pour les prédictions d'épissage pour les substitutions
- divers scores de prédictions (SIFT, Polyphen2, metaSVM, FATHMM, REVEL...) pour les faux-sens, données issues de dbNSFP

Cette synthèse est exportable au format pdf. Une API associée permet la création de variants par lots. Les utilisateurs ont la possibilité de créer des comptes autorisant notamment l'ajout de classification ACMG propres aux variants ou de suivre des variants particuliers. Un aspect communautaire est intégré puisqu'il est possible de contacter les autres utilisateurs via l'application.

L'application est disponible à l'adresse suivante :
https://mobidetails.iurc.montp.inserm.fr/MD/

Exemple de variant

Code source
IMGT/RNAseq-ImmunoProfile
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1 Introduction

Immunoglobulin (IG) and T cell receptors (TR) genes are specific to immunogenetics and are composed of different gene types including: variable (V), diversity (D), joining (J), constant (C). The V(D)J recombination is a unique mechanism of genetic recombination that occurs only in developing lymphocytes during the early stages of T and B cell maturation. It involves somatic recombination and is part of the process creating the highly diverse repertoire of IG and TRs found in B cells and T cells, respectively. This process is a defining feature of the adaptive immune system.

High-throughput profiling of immune receptors has become an important tool for studies of adaptive immunity and for the development of diagnostics, vaccines and immunotherapies. However it is still a challenge due to the recombination process. RNA sequencing has been rapidly adopted for transcriptome’s profiling of normal and tumoral cells in cancer studies, including multiple myeloma. This hematological malignancy is characterized by an accumulation of plasma cells in bone marrow. Plasma cells represent the terminal stage of B cell differentiation and normally produce [1]. Of particular interest is the discovery of clonality and V,D and J alleles diversity and expression levels.

IMGT®, the international ImMunoGeneTics information system is the global reference in immunogenetics and immunoinformatics. IMGT® [2] is a high-quality integrated knowledge resource specialized in the immunoglobulins, T cell receptors, major histocompatibility of human and other vertebrate species. We have developed a pipeline that uses Mixcr [3] and IMGT/HighV-QUEST [4] to extract from bulk RNA sequencing data immune system related information including clonotypes, genes and alleles frequency, CDR3 sequences and CDR3 length statistics. This pipeline is being tested using multiple myeloma patient data in order to investigate possible diagnostic and prognostic value within the results.
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1. Introduction

Macromolecular interactions are central to most biological processes. Protein docking aims to predict the most likely structural binding modes of interacting protein partners. Understanding how binding partners coevolved can provide essential clues to improve the structural prediction of protein interfaces. In the past few years, our team has contributed to the improvement of protein docking methods by combining evolutionary information with more traditional approaches.

2. Results and perspectives

We analyzed the way interface structures coevolved [1] and developed InterEvDock2, a server for protein-protein docking designed to integrate evolutionary information in the docking process [2,3]. InterEvDock2 uses one of the most successful interface sampling algorithms to date, which relies on fast Fourier transforms, followed by a consensus scoring scheme to discriminate correct from incorrect interfaces. We benchmarked InterEvDock2 on a large dataset of docking targets based on unbound homology models [4]. We successfully applied this pipeline to targets of the international CAPRI assembly prediction challenge [5,6] and to various biological applications [7]. Perspectives of this work include considering evolutionary information at the atomic scale through explicit modeling of homologous complex structures, integrating other types of constraints such as mutant screening using deep mutational scanning approaches and extending our structural prediction pipeline to protein-RNA interactions.
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Using positional information for predicting transcription factor binding sites
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Transcription factors (TF) play a central role in the mechanism of transcription. These proteins bind the DNA sequence at particular binding sites. Binding sites are resumed in probabilistic model known as binding motifs or Position Weight Matrix [1]. Such motif can be used to compute binding affinities and to identify potential binding sites of the associated TF. However this approach has usually low accuracy, with lot of false positives.

In order to provide more accurate predictions of TF binding sites, we recently proposed a method that uses the fact that TFs do not bind DNA in an isolated way but in combination with others TFs. This method, named TFcoop [2], bases its prediction upon the binding affinity of the target TF as well as any other TF identified as cooperating with the target. Given a set of positive and negative sequences obtained from ChIP-seq experiments, TFcoop uses a logistic model trained with a LASSO regularization [3] for selecting the cooperating TFs. The approach outperforms the classical TF binding prediction methods and allows the identification putative cooperating TFs.

Here we introduce a more refined method that complements the TF binding affinity with positional information of the potential binding sites. Our aim is to study the importance of such information for predicting TF binding. In order to consider several subsequences of the original sequence while avoiding prohibitive computing time, we developed a segmentation algorithm based on a lattice. The selected subsequences are used to create new features that are added to the logistic model.

In addition, by centering the sequences on the binding site of the targeted TF, this segmentation algorithm enables us to consider the relative position between TFs’ binding sites. This information is particularly relevant for specific biological questions, and can be used in different classification problems like cell type specific TF binding. The relative position information already pointed out cell-type specific cooperativity between TFs in some experiments. We are currently exploring 12 TFs on 90 ChIP-seq experiments.
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Summary

The study of RNA modifications is crucial to better understand gene expression. N6-methyladenosine (m⁶A) is the most prevalent modification in mRNA; it has a key role at several levels of mRNA post-transcriptional regulation (splicing, translation, stability...). We aim at detecting m⁶A using direct RNA sequencing from Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT), and evaluate the bioinformatics tools available to identify this RNA modification. Our experimental design is based on the comparison of two conditions: RNA from seeds of a wild-type control sample of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana treated by ethylene and of a mutant which is supposed to contain low level of methylated mRNA.

As of today, only a handful of software have been developed to identify m⁶A methylation on direct RNA sequencing data. EpiNano, developed by ONT, identifies RNA modifications directly from raw sequencing FAST5 files. It is supposed to predict m⁶A RNA modifications with high accuracy thanks to its training with m6A-modified and unmodified synthetic sequences [1]. We are also considering testing various basecallers (Guppy, Nanoflit and Tombo) on raw sequencing data to find the most appropriate basecaller for m⁶A methylation detection. This was because it was shown that base-callers increased mismatch frequencies in m⁶A-modified data-sets (with the largest increased in A positions) and decreased qualities [2]. Our final goal is to provide the developed m⁶A methylation identification pipeline to the community on GitHub [3], and offer this service to the IBENS genomics core facility users.

This work is a collaborative project between two teams from Sorbonne Université (Christophe Bailly’s Seed Biology team [4] and ARTbio bioinformatics analyses platform [5]) and the genomics core facility of the Institut de Biologie de l’École normale supérieure (IBENS) [6,7].
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Precise transcript and isoform identification are a real challenge with short read sequencing. As a sequencing facility, we sequence full-length cDNAs to directly access isoforms using Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) sequencing. In addition to sequencing, our platform provides the associated bioinformatics analyses. We thus need to evaluate the available software to integrate in our analysis pipeline.

We rely on a benchmark dataset, obtained with samples that we have repetitively used over the years, each time we needed to test a new protocol or a technology enhancement. The samples are Egr2 KO mouse sciatic nerve and WT mouse sciatic nerve; the design involves triplicates to perform differential analyses on the dataset. We have a deep knowledge of our dataset at the gene level and we want to go further at the transcript level.

We performed RNA-seq with the ONT MinION. In the past years, we optimized a cDNA protocol, allowing us to sequence very long cDNAs from mouse samples. The sequence mean length is about 2.6kb, what we think very close from the expected length (2.7 kb) for mouse transcripts. The 5’-3’ transcript coverage appears good and homogeneous, even compared to short-read RNA-Seq data.

These data were used to make an evaluation of the software available in the literature (StringTie2[1], Pinfish[2], FLAIR[3], TALON[4], SQANTI2[5], UNAGI[6]…). These algorithms do not have the same aims. Some focus on building transcripts for get a better annotation, while others build transcripts to quantify expression and perform differential analyses at the isoform level (FLAIR). To achieve isoform discovery and identification, these algorithms use different strategies. Some build consensus transcripts without any other information than alignments on the genome (Pinfish and FLAIR) whereas some aggregate any supplementary data and analyses to validate and reinforce the resulting transcripts (TALON, StringTie2 and SQANTI2).

This evaluation will allow us to define the best tool(s) to provide isoform characterization and analyses to the IBENS Genomic Core facility[7] users.
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The genomics core facility of the Institut de Biologie de l’École normale supérieure (IBENS) [1,2] was created in 1999. We have been focused on eukaryotes and specifically on functional genomics analyses since the beginning. We handle classical model organisms and also more exotic organisms (jellyfish, birds, butterflies…). The facility has always been a well-balanced structure between wet-lab and bioinformatics: half of the team is involved on the wet-lab part; the remaining half being involved on the data analysis part. Our goal is to help laboratories during their high-throughput sequencing projects from the experimental design to data analysis for publication. We are part of the France Génomique consortium and we have been following the ISO 9001 quality international standard since March 2013.

All the staff working on the facility gets a balanced schedule between the core production service and research and development projects to propose up to date and reliable experimental solutions to our collaborators. To cope with the experimental constraints of our users among the research teams, we invest a lot of our time in testing library protocols (very low quantities, ribosome depletions…). We are also deeply involved in software development to manage our project analyses (65% of projects are analysed on the facility). The tools we develop are distributed on an open source basis on GitHub [3] and we now provide most of them as Docker images [4] to ease the distribution of our work. Our concern is to develop workflows to achieve reproducible and transparent data analysis of our high throughput experiments.

Since 2016, our facility has been developing two new technologies. The first one is devoted to single cell RNA-seq with the buying of a Chromium system from 10X Genomics based on the Drop-seq protocol. The second one is dedicated to long read sequencing in RNA-seq. We use Oxford Nanopore Technologies MinION system in order to sequence full length transcripts for isoform abundance estimation.

All these developments allow us to be at the state of the art in functional genomics applications so that we can provide to our users all the tools needed to succeed in their high throughput experiments.
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Reconstruction of hidden data in chromosome contact maps
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Abstract The spatial organisation of chromosomes may impact or be impacted by major biological functions such as gene expression, replication or chromosome segregation. To observe and study 3D structure of chromosomes, so-called contact techniques (3C, Hi-C, ChIA-PET) are being developed in parallel with microscopy. They are based on the capture and quantification of physical contact between different loci within a genome and bring a new type of information to an unprecedented spatial resolution. These techniques generate millions pairs of short sequences (~ 50 nucleotides), a certain proportion of which cannot be located directly due to their repetition in the sequence of the reference genome (several alignments are possible). To overcome this limitation, we propose the Apollo method, which uses statistical inference and inpainting methods to predict the contacts of the repeated sequences and thus reveal the hidden side of chromosomes. Unpublished results will be presented with simulated data and applications on micro-organisms contact maps.

Keywords Chromosome organisation- repeated sequences – statistical inference – contact data – Hi-C – Microbiology -
PEWO: a set of procedures to benchmark species identifications based on phylogenetic placement
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Metagenomic and metabarcoding projects, whether related to ecological studies, biodiversity exploration or medical diagnostics, are concerned by the critical step of species identifications. Identifications are generally operated via 1) sequence clustering or 2) local alignment of sampled markers to very large references databases (NCBI or marker-specific databases). In an attempt to overcome limitations related to incomplete reference databases, results are often refined by contextualization in a taxonomy \cite{1} but ignore the potential resolution brought by more advanced phylogenetic models and reference phylogenetic trees.

An alternative remains in using phylogenetic placement (PP) \cite{2}, in which query reads are “placed” on the branches of a reference phylogeny. Recently, it attracted much attention. New implementations \cite{3} or novel algorithms \cite{4,5} made PP scalable to current sequencing volumes (10\textsuperscript{6} reads placed on a tree in <30 min).

With already 7 proposed algorithms, 5 different implementations and 3 fundamentally different approaches (distance-based, alignment-based, alignment-free), today it may be hard to judge which PP solution best fits a particular study.

For this reason, we developed PEWO (Placement Evaluation WOrkflows). This set of experimental procedures aims to answer the classical questions that arise when phylogenetic placement is chosen as a solution for taxonomic identification:

1) For end-user: which PP accuracy can be expected for different reference phylogenies based on different taxonomic markers (16S, cox1) ? PEWO can highlight which locus will likely produce the best identifications under different PP approaches.

2) For data analysts: Which PP solution and which parameter combinations should be selected to attain the desired \{ accuracy vs computational cost \} trade-off. Some solutions are more adapted to repeated analyses, some other to longer reads... PEWO facilitates the benchmarking of existing solutions.

3) For developers: PEWO provide a library for testing and comparing new and old PP solutions under the same framework. It also aims to become a community effort to support future evaluation procedures and future PP implementations.

In my poster, I will present the PEWO package and describe some applications on real datasets such as mitochondrial datasets for Coleopteran species identification.
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Draft genome sequences of *Blastocystis* subtypes 1 and 8, and comparative analysis.
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*Blastocystis* is a highly prevalent anaerobic eukaryotic parasite found in the intestinal tract of human and various animals. Although the role of *Blastocystis* as human pathogen remains unclear, it can cause acute or chronic digestive disorders and some studies have suggested an association with irritable bowel syndrome. Seventeen subtypes (ST1-ST17), among which ten (ST1 to ST9 and ST12) are found in human with varying prevalence, have been identified based on the small-subunit ribosomal RNA. The genomes of three isolates belonging to ST1 [1], ST4 [2] and ST7 [3] have been previously sequenced and annotated. Using illumina HiSeq 2000 system technology, we conducted genome sequencing and annotation of a new *Blastocystis* ST1 isolate and one ST8 isolate. Assembly of reads generated genomic sequence of 15.01 Mbp possessing 6604 putative genes and 13.9 Mbp for 5579 putative genes in ST1 and ST8, respectively. The Mitochondrion-Like Organelle (MLO) genome full sequences were obtained for both ST1 (28.3 kbp) and ST8 (27.9 kbp). These circular mitochondrial genomes encompass 10 NADH subunits, 13 ribosomal proteins and 4 ORFs with unknown functions and present a highly conserved gene synteny. Comparative analysis of whole proteomes identified the core and the specific proteins between the five sequenced ST. Analysis of the core proteins revealed an over representation of gene families coding for proteins that may be involved in virulence including hydrolases. Some of these proteins are predicted to be secreted or targeted to the plasma membrane and may play important roles in processes such as cytoadherence, host cell invasion, molecule degradation, or host immune response evasion. A whole genome phylogeny of *Blastocystis* confirmed the *Blastocystis* lineage based on the complete SSU rDNA [4]. Our genomic comparative analysis also revealed a highly conserved gene synteny between the 5 ST. Finally, we demonstrated for the first time the presence of transposable elements in *Blastocystis* using TransposonPSI software and a tblastX approach.
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Cell biology is governed by an intricate network of interactions between various molecules that establish various biochemical fluxes and regulatory mechanisms. To investigate and eventually understand the emergent global behavior arising from such networks, we seek to use the computational approach termed Modular Response Analysis (MRA) [1]. MRA allows reconstructing network topologies with information regarding edge orientations and strengths from systematic perturbation experiments.

However, MRA, like any method for solving reverse engineering problems, faces difficulties with poorly conditioned problems. In such cases, noise and potential measurement biases induce massive errors in the reconstructed solutions. Application of MRA to highly-stable biological systems, such as certain metabolic pathways, may cause poorly conditioned linear algebraic equations since perturbation experiments induce very small changes in the observed data. We tried to extend applicability of MRA to such cases by introducing matrix preconditioning, which we illustrate by investigating a simplified tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle for autotrophic tissues [2].
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Structural variations (SVs) have been proved to be of high importance in both medicine and molecular biology. They are now recognized as the major source of interindividual genetic variation [1] and are major actors in various diseases, gene regulation, and consequently in genome evolution [2,3]. Structural variation are defined as variations ranging from 50 bp up to over megabases of sequence [4] and, as such, can be difficult to infer with traditional sequencing technologies (i.e. short-read) [5].

The landscape of sequencing technologies is quickly moving and several solutions already exist to provide sequence over many kilobases (i.e. Oxford Nanopore and PacBio) or to gather long range information between molecules (Linked reads, optical mapping, HiC). These new technologies improve significantly our ability to detect and characterize structural variations [6]. We proposed, in the context of the SeqOccIn project, aiming at addressing the added value of long read technologies for the understanding of genome variability, epigenetics and metagenomic in agronomy (https://get.genotoul.fr/seqoccin), to study the structural variability of two important species, bovine and maize.

In the line of the giab project (https://jimb.stanford.edu/giab) we propose to take advantage of the large number of sequencing technologies used in the SeqOccIn project (Nanopore, PacBio, Chromium 10X, Optical mapping) to comprehensively characterize the genomic structural variability of a few individuals. Here, we show the results of our analysis on SVs detection using data sequenced from a trio of bovine individuals. First, we present our study of bioinformatic pipelines within and between technologies, explaining the pros and cons for the different types of SVs. Then, with the help of all the SVs detected previously, we refined a set of genuine variants to be used as benchmark for bovine SV detection. Finally, we test our benchmark by comparing statistical values obtained with various pipelines to those obtained on comparable human benchmark [7].
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Today, antibiotic resistance poses a serious threat to global health. Reservoirs, sources and distribution of Antibiotic Resistance genes (ARGs), as the effect of human activities on the selection and dissemination of ARGs, are not yet well comprehended.

Here, we studied the expression of ARGs and mobile elements (MGEs) in response to stress due to antibiotic exposure in hospital and urban wastewater biofilms.

The metatranscriptomic approach used in this study involves extraction and analyzing messenger RNA (mRNA) providing information about genes actively expressed in complex microbial communities. This approach, in contrast to metagenomics, allows to explore active microbial in situ functions. Moreover, it may be able to assess subtle changes in gene expression in different environmental contexts [2].

We developed strategies to detect expression of low abundant and allelic variants of ARGs and MGEs. The characterization of ARGs was improved by separating active genes on mobilome, potentially acquired by transfer, and genes inherited by descent, linked more closely to variation of microbiome composition.

After identifying critical steps in the bioinformatics process, we developed a pipeline for ribosomal RNA subtraction in silico to reduce the size of samples, decreasing informatics resources required and improving analysis time. For assembly, we chose the SPAdes pipeline allowing to obtain contigs large enough for all the samples [1]. The mapping process was assessed on a specialized database of 88 genes targeted by a high-throughput RT-qPCR assay. We also developed a pipeline analyzing SAM files to make link between mobilome and resistome data. Finally, the Snakemake pipelines were applied on the metranscriptomes of wastewater biofilms.

We found that hospital wastewater contained high abundance of ARGs (4.3%) compared to urban wastewater (0.01%). Nature of ARGs expressed in hospital effluent and urban effluent clearly differed. A greater proportion of total ARGs was associated with plasmids in hospital compared to urban wastewater.
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Human gut microbiota exerts functions essential for the maintenance of host physiology. However, the characterization of host-microbiota interactions remains challenging, notably due to the difficulty of describing the functioning of microbial communities in reference-based quantitative metagenomics analyses. Indeed, taxonomic and functional analyses being realized independently, there is no link between microbial genes and species. Although a first set of species-level bins (metagenomics species – MGS) was built by clustering co-abundant genes [1], no reference MGS set is established based on the most used gut microbiota gene catalog – the Integrated Gene Catalog (IGC) [2]. Published benchmarking results focusing on the reconstruction of individual genomes from contigs have highlighted best-performing binning solutions but do not include methods clustering co-abundant genes.

In order to identify the best suitable and most accurate approach to group IGC genes, we benchmarked 9 taxonomy-independent binners implementing abundance-based, hybrid (abundance-based and composition-based) or integrative approaches. To this end, we built a simulated non-redundant gene catalog composed of 41 gut-associated microbial species and adapted a quality assessment tool [3] to evaluate binners on a non-redundant gene set.

The quality assessment results show that no hybrid or abundance-based binner performs best on all metrics. Overall, the best trade-off between the average purity and completeness per bin is achieved by an integrative method. With the aim to further explore the obtained binning results, we selected the best-performing binner for each category of approaches, and compared their results with our expected community structures, taking into account the characteristics of the genes and corresponding genomes included in our simulated catalog. Eventually, the three selected binners are distinguished by specific advantages, but also limitations inherent to their approach or in terms of scalability.
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The globalization of poultry production exposes the animals to a variety of climatic and feeding constraints. For example, compared to the European production conditions, the chickens produced in the Southern Asian are reared under higher ambient temperatures and with a feeding regime characterized by a reduced energy formula. Although the impact of heat stress and suboptimal diets on chicken production and quality traits has been largely studied [1], little is known about the impact of these stressors on the gut microbiota composition of adult laying chickens. A large amount of evidences indicates that the maintenance of the gut microbiota homeostasis is essential to guarantee physical health and a functional immune system [2]. Several studies seem to indicate that abiotic stressors can alter the gut microbiota homeostasis inducing intestinal injury and epithelial barrier dysfunction, ultimately affecting the makeup of intestinal flora leading the animals to a higher susceptibility to gut pathogens.

In this study, we use the FROGS [3] metabarcoding pipeline to analyze the 16S rRNA sequence data obtained from the caecum of two experimental chicken lines divergent for feed efficiency [4] that were exposed to chronic heat stress or fed with a reduced energy feeding. The aim of this study is to quantify the genetic and abiotic stress impact on the composition of the caecal microbial community and test for genetic by environment (GxE) interactions. The availability of a large number of production and metabolic traits for these birds allows us also to correlate them with the caecal microbiota composition.

Preliminary results, show that the microbiota structure is different between the two chicken lines and that the stress impact on the microbiota is stress dependent.
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Complete genomes for numerous species in various life domains (Denoeud et al. 2014, Badouin et al. 2017, Garsmeur et al. 2018), and even for several individuals for some species (Hapmap Consortium 2003, 3000 Rice Genome Project 2014) are nowadays available thanks to next generation sequencing. To process such a large amount of data, methods need not only to be accurate, but also time efficient. We present here an efficient method dedicated to phylogenetic network inference.

In phylogenetics, species tree inference has been studied extensively for many years, and the theory behind it is relatively well known. However, a species tree is unable to model complex biological events such as horizontal gene transfer (e.g. procaryotes, Koonin et al. 2001, but also among eucaryotes, Szollosi et al. 2015), hybridization (plants and animals, Mallet 2007), introgression (e.g. citrus, Minamikawa et al. 2017) and recombination. In contrast, phylogenetic networks, that differ from species trees because of reticulate edges, are able to capture all those phenomenons.

We present here a novel way to compute the likelihood of biallelic markers given a phylogenetic network. This computation is at the heart of a Bayesian network inference method – called SNAPPNET, as it extends the SNAPP method (Bryant et al., 2012). SNAPPNET is available as a package of the well-known Beast 2 software (Bouckaert et al., 2014 and 2019). This package partly relies on code from SNAPP method (Bryant et al., 2012) to handle sequence evolution and on code from SPECIESNETWORK (Zhang et al., 2018) to modify the network during the MCMC as well as to compute network priors.

Our approach differs from that of Zhang et al. (2018) in that SNAPPNET takes a matrix of biallelic markers as input while SPECIESNETWORK expects a set of nucleotide alignments for which it samples possible gene trees as part of its process. Thus, the considered substitution models differ but more importantly, our method does not need to consider gene tree inference as an intermediary step. Following SNAPP, SNAPPNET’s computations integrate over all possible tree histories for a locus, while SPECIESNETWORK considers only a sample of locus trees from the infinite number of possible topologies and branch lengths.

SNAPPNET is much closer to the MCMCBiMarkers method of Zhu et al. (2018), which also extends the SNAPP method (Bryant et al., 2012) to network inference. Both methods take biallelic markers as input, rely on the same model of evolution and also both sample networks in a Bayesian framework. However, SNAPPNET is exponentially more efficient in computing likelihoods for non-trivial networks. Also, the methods differ in the way the Bayesian inference is conducted.

In this poster, we will describe SNAPPNET and compare its performances with MCMCBiMarkers on simulated data. We will also give an illustration on rice data.
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Abstract

ICEs (Integrative Conjugative Elements) and IMEs (Integrative Mobilizable Elements) are bacterial mobile that play a key role in horizontal transfers such as the dissemination of antibiotic resistance genes. They have the ability to integrate, excise and transfer themselves by conjugation from one bacteria to another.

Automatic identification of these highly prevalent but poorly known elements is challenging. Thus, they are currently not annotated in almost all public genomes.

So far, only 2 bioinformatics approaches allow the automatic detection of ICEs and the detection of IMEs, but with a low reliability [1,2]. All of them first co-locate “Signature Proteins” (SPs) that are essential for a functional element. Search of element’s boundaries is then carried out, either by using closely related genomes of the same species to delineate ICEs with surrounding core genes [1] or at the nucleotide level by searching DNA repeats at both ends of ICEs and IMEs [2].

None of these approaches can detect accurately nested or tandem ICEs and IMEs, which are frequently observed in bacterial genomes.

Thus, we designed a 4-steps bioinformatics strategy implemented in the ICEscreen tool, that can detect both single ICE and IME, but also complex ICE/IME regions. Our approach co-localize up to 4 types of SPs that are part of either the transfer module or the integration module of an ICE or IME:

(i) Detection of SPs of transfer and integration modules of ICEs and IMEs;
(ii) Co-localized SPs of potential transfer modules by a "seed-and-extend" strategy applied to regions of co-localized SPs;
(iii) Recursive merging of partial potential transfer modules that allow to solve complex regions;
(iv) Aggregation of integration module to detected potential transfer modules that enables the classification of detected elements as ICEs or IMEs.

We will present the first results of the ICEscreen tool which detected 225 elements including 85 in complex regions in a set of 40 bacterial firmicutes genomes.
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Genome assembly will rapidly become a standard procedure for many organisms but still remain challenging for polyploid species, in particular for allopolyploid genomes (polyploids which evolved by the merger of two or more distinct species) such as Banana, Brassica, Cotton, Strawberry or Wheat. The emergence of third generation sequencing provides a solution to resolve assembly of complex genomes due to the production of longer reads than the second-generation technologies.

Recent studies have released polyploid genomes using a combination of technologies such as Illumina, 10X Genomics, PacBio, Bionano and Hi-C [1–4]. Here, we implemented a strategy to assemble an allopolyploid banana genome (ABB) based on Oxford Nanopore sequencing strategy only and the availability of ancestral A and B diploid genomes. We thus tested and compared several de novo assemblers [5, 6] with haplotypes-phasing software and RaGOO [7] for Reference-Guided Scaffolding to obtain the most possible contiguous genome assembly. An optimized SnakeMake pipeline (see Poster CulebrONT) will be used and adapted to polyploid genomes. This poster is an opportunity to present the result of our investigations that can be useful for any project planning to generate assemblies with Nanopore data in polyploid organisms.
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The huge body of publicly available RNA-seq libraries is a treasure of functional information allowing to explore RNAs tissue expression by quantification of known RNA species or emerging novel transcript variants. However, transcript quantification using classical approaches relies on alignment methods that require a lot of computational resources, long processing time and produce possible bias due to alignment issues. Such whole transcriptome approaches can not be easily adapted to the quantification of small sets of candidate transcripts in large datasets. Recent studies have demonstrated that k-mer decomposition constitutes a new way to process RNA-Seq data for the identification of transcriptional signatures as k-mers (or tags) and can be used to quantify gene expression in a more specific and less resource-consuming way than classical approaches. However, applying this method to a candidate gene approach will rely on the high specificity of the k-mers set that will be quantified. Here, we present KmerTool that includes: i/ a specific k-mers design [1], based on the decomposition of transcript sequences into k-mers, ii/ a subset selection of these k-mers, regarding their specificity into the reference genome and transcriptome, iii/ a counting step of the selected k-mers into RNA-seq datasets.

We propose to use our strategy to set-up a pipeline for RNA-seq data quality analysis. Indeed, using well defined sets of k-mers, we are able to predict metadata from public RNA-Seq data such as library orientation, sample gender, Mycoplasma contamination or RNA ribodepletion usage. Finally, we show that k-mer analysis can also be used to test known genomic and transcriptomic modifications (mutations, splice events, fusion genes, etc...) as well as for the discovery of new ones.
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Mediterranean and tropical crops are sources of products of macroeconomic importance. The revolution in next-generation sequencing has led to the generation of reference genome sequences for multiple crops and their pathogens. Our participation in genome sequencing projects allowed us to develop crop-specific information systems, so called Genome Hubs (www.southgreen.fr/genomehubs), that enable centralized access to multi-omics data and analytical tools to facilitate translational and applied research. We opted for the CMS Drupal with GMOD components (i.e. Tripal, Chado, JBrowse) that are open source, modular and benefiting from a large community support. Additionally, we plugged in-house tools such as SNIPlay, Gigwa, GreenPhyl and DiffExDB. User-friendly web interfaces provide search functionalities (Blast, Gene Search, Tree search patterns, Primer Designer) and interfaces for phylogeny and microsynteny and gene families context viewers (e.g. Genomicus). Several Genome Hubs were released on Banana[1], Cassava, Cocoa, Coffee[2], Rice, Sugarcane some of them still being finalized (Palm, Grass, magnaporthe, Hevea, Myrtaceae). The Hubs are part to the South Green bioinformatics platform[3] and are supported by the French bioinformatics Institute (IFB) via the ELIXIR bio.tools registry for Service Delivery Plan. Future plans include integration of visualization tools dedicated to GWAS, mosaic genomes, and pangenesomes.
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Background

Understanding the functioning of microbial consortia and more sophisticated ecosystems through the analysis of their structure and biological interactions is gaining momentum. Metaproteomics has recently emerged as a powerful analytical tool for studying the protein content of complex biological systems. High-throughput shotgun metaproteomic approaches on environmental or medical microbiomes are producing huge amounts of tandem mass spectrometry data. These can be interpreted either with a general protein sequence database comprising tens of thousands of sequenced genomes or with a more customized database such as those obtained after sequencing of the DNA or mRNA material extracted from the same sample. However, not all entries in a nucleotide or protein sequence database are of equal quality and this can critically impact metaproteomic data interpretation.

Results

First, either genome or transcriptome data interpretation due to inaccurate contig assembly and gene prediction may be erroneous. For its mitigation, the metaproteogenomic strategies could have an interesting perspective. Errors in sample handling and taxonomical characterization may also be problematic, as well as taxonomy consistency issues. Cross-contamination of genome sequences is also underestimated while frequent. As a consequence of these structural errors regarding protein sequences and additional problems due to homology-based functional annotation of proteins, specific efforts for better interpretation of metaproteomic data are required.

Conclusions

We propose the development of new bioinformatic pipelines devoted to detection and correction of errors and contaminations to improve the overall quality of sequence and taxonomy databases for metaproteomics.
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1. Context

The democratisation of next-generation sequencing technologies has transformed our capabilities to characterise complex living systems such as microbial communities and organisms, down to the single cell level. Personalized medicine is expected to benefit from combined large-scale information with regular monitoring of physiological states. Longitudinal integrative personal profiling has been proven effective to interpret healthy and diseased states by connecting genomic information with additional dynamic –omics activity. SysMics is an interdisciplinary cluster led by the University of Nantes regrouping 1) every joint laboratory in biomedical research based in Nantes and already applying population-scale genomics at any level, 2) The LS2N laboratory, which federates all teams working on computational sciences in Nantes, 3) Biofortis Mérieux NutriSciences, which develops clinical investigations based on microbiome analysis.

2. Objectives

SysMics aims at federating the scientific community in Nantes toward a common objective: anticipate the emergence of systems medicine by co-developing 3 approaches in population-scale genomics: genotyping by sequencing, cell-by-cell profiling and microbiota meta-omics. SysMics has begun first to set up all necessary resources to implement/consolidate these 3 approaches on-site. Combining these approaches in the context of pilot projects in immunology, haematology and pathophysiology of cardiovascular, metabolic, respiratory, brain and gut disorders will result in integrative personal profiles, from the newborn to the adult, which will be instrumental in better understanding cascades of events leading to disease. Whenever possible, our translational research will be adapted and its outputs transferred to molecular diagnosis.

3. Ground resources

SysMics relies on the developing infrastructures based in Nantes (Genomics and Bioinformatics BiRD core facilities), which includes: 1) Clinical research organizations and sample storage facilities in CHU Nantes; 2) The data warehouse & clinics at the CHU Nantes to help exploiting large population-scale information arising from healthcare and clinical research; 3) Next-Generation Sequencers with ancillary equipment for automated library preparation and sequencing; 4) Computing and storage resources, directly connected to the sequencers, and distantly accessible to all SysMics members; 5) An open space dedicated to computer biology, aiming to share their skills and experiences in population scale genomics.

SysMics 1) Animates and coordinates all activities in population-scale genomics conducted in connection with the core facilities; 2) Promotes the international visibility of SysMics members, by facilitating the development of collaborative network; 3) Supports on-site R&D, to accelerate the emergence of novel methodological approaches and facilitate the development on new collaborative projects within SysMics.
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Infections due to Candida yeast species cause serious problems in aging populations and patients with compromised immunity. In this context, Candida glabrata has been reported as the second cause of candidiasis (1). Infections remain challenging to treat owing to delayed diagnosis, natural low susceptibility toazole antifungals and acquired resistance to echinocandins (2). During host infection, pathogens face abrupt physiological changes in their immediate environment. A major player is iron, as iron bioavailability is a key factor involved in the “nutritional immunity” host-defense mechanism (3). Remarkably, iron is a two-faced oligo-element for living organisms. On the one hand, iron is essential, as part of heme- and iron-sulfur cluster (ISC)-containing proteins involved in a variety of vital functions including oxygen transport, DNA synthesis, metabolic energy or cellular respiration and on the other hand, iron is toxic. Its excess triggers oxidative stress, lipid peroxidation and DNA damage that ultimately compromise cell viability and can promote programmed cell death. Iron homeostasis is therefore essential to allow pathogens to maintain a balance between iron utilization, storage, transport and uptake in the host environment.

The aim of the present work was to specifically study iron homeostasis in the pathogenic yeast C. glabrata. We performed transcriptomic experiments to monitor gene expression changes of C. glabrata to iron deficient and overload conditions, at 30°C and 37°C. The resulting dataset was analyzed to (i) clarify the potential effect of temperature on iron homeostasis, (ii) identify iron responsive genes, i.e genes significantly up- or down-regulated in at least one iron imbalanced situation and (iii) define a new set of genes, referred to as “iron homeostasis key genes” (iHKG). These genes are good candidates to be chief components of iron homeostasis. Our exploration of the datasets was facilitated by the inference of functional networks of co-expressed genes, which can be accessed through a web interface (https://thomasdenecker.github.io/iHKG/).

The philosophy of this work is to empower researchers by providing access to all transcriptomics data and by generating easily interpretable graphical outputs. This should facilitate deep exploration of genome-wide functional data in the pathogenic yeast C. glabrata to advance our global understanding of iron homeostasis.
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Methods for reconstructing metabolic networks from genomic data are under development, particularly for marine organisms. Brown algae are photosynthetic organisms belonging to Stramenopiles. They are closely related to unicellular photosynthetic microalgae such as diatoms or eustigmatophytes, with which they form the ochrophyte clade. The majority of brown algae live in the marine environment, mostly in the intertidal zone and shallow depths, where they can form true underwater forests. Brown algae are being studied from an applied perspective, to understand how to use genetic diversity for varietal improvement of species grown in aquaculture. From this point of view, the study of metabolic pathways is of particular interest, as the enzymes encoded by genes make it possible to make a direct link between the genotype and a phenotype that can be described by metabolic profiling. As part of an international consortium, the Phaeoexplorer project [1] has sequenced forty brown algae whose genomes are currently being assembled or annotated.

In this project we start to explore the diversity of these genomes using a genome-scale metabolic network reconstruction approach [2]. The aim is to see how a pipeline for reconstruction and comparison of metabolic networks developed by the Dyliss team at IRISA (Rennes), called AuCoMe [3,4], behaves to compare 14 ochrophyte genomes.

In terms of biology, the challenge will be to reconstruct the evolutionary history of gene losses and variations in the structure of metabolic pathways, particularly in relation to the acquisition of an endophytic lifestyle in certain filamentous brown algae [5]. The comparison will focus both on the overall architecture of the metabolic network at the genome level and more specifically on specific metabolic pathways (sterols and carotenoids) for which additional biological knowledge is available.
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Examples of bioanalysis activities on the ABiMS (Analysis and Bioinformatic for Marine Science) platform
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The mission of the ABiMS platform is to assist researchers of the marine community and, more broadly, of the life sciences, in the bioinformatic analysis of their data as well as in the development of software and databases. It is one of the national platforms of the French Institute of Bioinformatics (IFB). It is also associated to the EMBRC (European Marine Biology Ressource Center) infrastructure, is part of the IBiSA network via the regional BioGenouest project and is ISO 9001: 2015 certified. Through its numerous interactions with research units, ABiMS is involved in several projects, with national and European impacts involving bioanalysis activities, software, and e-Infrastructures development. Through 2 examples of collaborative projects conducted by Bachelor students we wish to illustrate the bioanalysis activity conducted by the ABiMS platform in the field of marine data.

Algavor project (collaboration with F. Thomas – UMR8227): The recycling of macroalgal biomass influences the functioning of coastal ecosystems. It relies heavily on pioneer bacteria capable of attacking intact algal tissues and releasing degradation products into the water column. As part of this project, we are exploring the presence of some of these pioneer bacteria of the genus Zobellia in marine, coastal or alga-associated metagenomes. We use available genomes of pure Zobellia strains to recruit reads and evaluate the distribution, abundance, and activity of Zobellia spp. in marine environments. Further, we attempt to build metagenome-assembled genomes (MAG) from recruited reads to gain insights into their biodiversity and catabolic functions.

HIGH-quality geNomE aSSembly of the Ectocarpus subulatus genome (collaboration with S. Dittami, O. Godfroy, A. Lipinska – UMR8227) Ectocarpus subulatus is a highly stress-tolerant species of brown algae frequently found in environments with high temperature, low salinity, or high variability in abiotic factors, e.g. driftwood. Currently only a very fragmented assembly of the E. subulatus genome is available, limiting comparative genomic analyses with other brown algae (1). The aim of this project is to generate a new, high-quality assembly and annotation of the E. subulatus genome combing Illumina sequencing data with 6Gb of newly generated long-read sequences (Oxford Nanopore sequencing, already accomplished) and a HiC data (to be generated). We test alternative base callers for the Nanopore data, the generation of draft assemblies with different assemblers, cleaning (removal of prokaryotic contaminants) and comparison of assemblies, structural annotation (repeated elements, genes, etc.), and functional annotations (predicted gene functions, possibly including the generation of a metabolic network). This will form the bases for updated structural and functional comparisons of E. subulatus and the E. siliculosus, which will also be initiated during this project.
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Mass cytometry is a single cell proteomic technique that allows for measurement of the expression of ~40 proteins. Although signal overlapping is minimal due to the use of metal-conjugated antibodies, other sources of noise are present. Tissue samples such as solid tumors that had gone through dissociation steps and are cryopreserved present large amounts of debris and dead cells. Traditional gating for noise removal can be subjective and tedious when working with a large number of samples. Here we present denoisingCTF, a noise removal R package for CyTOF data. This software has two main modules, one to remove noise using our current trained models or user-customized models and a second module that allows the user to train its own models for noise removal. To train and test the classification models we used our previously generated CyTOF datasets (unpublished): human lung adenocarcinoma (n = 80) + beads, 1:1 A549 & Ramos cell lines (n = 20) + beads, Beads only (n = 3), 1:1 A549 & Ramos cell lines (n = 3) cells only. The noise removal function works as follows: A first step removes events with zero expression of mandatory markers (e.g. His H3 for nucleated cells or any intact-cell-marker of preference) as well as events not expressing any of the cell type specific markers. The second step removes normalization beads using a classification model which was trained on a dataset for which beads were detected and labeled in an unsupervised manner (GMM or k-means). We used tumor samples to build both training and test sets, and we validated the model using cell lines and beads run separately, which then were labeled and merged computationally. To ensure the quality of the training data, samples in which bead detection failed (CV<0.05) were not considered. A final step removes debris using a classification model trained on a labeled (noise=0,1) dataset which was obtained by manually gating on the Gaussian Discrimination parameters and our marker for intact cells (Histone H3) per Fluidigm recommendations for noise removal. For both steps 2 and 3 we trained a Random Forest and a XGBoost classifier, both yielding similar results (accuracy > 0.9, sensitivity > 0.9, specificity > 0.9). In summary, this approach can provide an automated unbiased detection and removal of noise compared to the use of theoretical cutoff values or user-dependent gating. Our R package can be found here https://msenosain.github.io/denoisingCTF/index.html. This work was supported by CA196415.
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The sequencing devices developed by Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT) produce long DNA sequence (up to 200 kb) and full-length RNA. Sequencing and primary data acquisition are driven by MinKNOW, an ONT tool. MinKNOW produces Fast5 files to store raw data. Basecalling can be performed during the acquisition step or after it is over by Guppy, the official ONT basecaller. The output files are stored in FASTQ or Fast5 format.

The metrics and scales that were provided by MinKNOW when we launched RNA-Seq were not appropriated for gene expression applications (no barcode handling for example and unsuitable scales for RNA). It was necessary to develop a dedicated QC tool, flexible enough to handle both RNA and DNA sequencing, hence ToulligQC inspired by FastQC [1].

Used in production since 2017, ToulligQC allows researchers to quickly estimate the quality and homogeneity of their samples for further expression analysis RNA-Seq or DNA-Seq. Easy to use, this tool aims to give a detailed graphical output about the quality of Nanopore runs and exploratory data analysis.

This poster introduces you to ToulligQC 2, a new major version of our QC software. Faster than the previous version, ToulligQC 2 will provide an improved HTML report with modernised and interactive plots made with Plotly, Seaborn and Matplotlib libraries. Statistics about pass and fail reads, but also barcoding charts are also improved. In addition, new plots about read quality and read length over run time are added.

Because ONT protocols and tools are constantly evolving, ToulligQC 2 supports the latest version of Guppy and the latest sequencing protocols. It can be used with all the Oxford Nanopore sequencing devices and remains compatible with both 1D and 1D² chemistries. It takes as input the sequencing summary file generated by the basecaller and the sequencing telemetry file too if available.

ToulligQC 2 is an open source software which can be freely downloaded on Github [2], as a Docker image (genomiquepariscentre/toulligqc), and as a PyPy package [3].
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DESCRIPTION’s Axiom integration in IMGT-ONTOLOGY: Construction of a Knowledge Graph in Immunogenetics
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Nowadays ontologies and knowledge graphs play an important role in the context of Open Data and Big Data applications. In life sciences, ontologies and knowledge graphs promise to provide the key to federated data sharing and reuse, however, the rich and diverse vocabularies and definitions in the field make it difficult to formalize the scientific terms and propose a unified structure.

Developed since 1989, the international ImMunoGeneTics information system® (IMGT®) regroups today several rich relational databases such as sequence, genome, structure and monoclonal antibody databases, software tools and multiple unstructured resources, such as HTML pages or pdf documents, accessible to the public through the IMGT portal (http://www.imgt.org). IMGT’s strength is the provision of a standard vocabulary: the IMGT-ONTOLOGY [1,2,4] refined over the years, for data and tools in the system. A first publication in 1999 laid the foundation of IMGT-ONTOLOGY and a first implementation in RDF+OWL language became available in 2010 through the BioPortal (https://bioportal.bioontology.org/). However, this formalization takes into account only a small part of the data in the system. Therefore, we cannot currently describe a sequence with the IMGT-ONTOLOGY, due to the missing of description concepts in IMGT-ONTOLOGY. In fact, description’s concepts allows us to describe sequences and their structure with a set of labels and relations.

Our work aims to propose a generalized description model which will cover all the system’s data by integrating the IMGT DESCRIPTION’s axiom. This will allow us to structure all the data in the form of a knowledge graph [3]. Subsequently, the goal is to apply machine learning (pattern mining, clustering, prediction) methods in order to discover new knowledge from the structured data.
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The iCONICS core facility is part of the Paris Brain Institute (ICM), an organization dedicated to basic and clinical neuroscience research. Within the platform, a specialized team assists scientific and clinical teams (study design, data processing and analysis), and develops graphical tools to help in the interpretation of omics data. In particular, RNA-seq data analysis requires the use of several statistical methods and algorithms, which are often only accessible to users mastering computer tools such as R. A wide variety of software exists for normalization, differential analysis, or functional analysis of transcriptomic data. In addition to programming skills, most of them require an expert point of view to correctly apply the underlying methods. To address those limits, we propose an interactive graphical interface, which provides a guided, easy to use and comprehensive set of tools for RNA-seq data analysis. Based on the Shiny framework, this application allows end-users to easily manipulate and explore their gene expression experiment results.

The key steps of our Shiny application are (i) count data matrix import and normalization, (ii) primary exploratory analysis, (iii) differential gene expression (DE), (iv) functional enrichment analysis, (v) result reporting. The user starts by importing his count data matrix and his sample annotations. He can visualize the effect of normalization, the profile of the genes of interest (barplot or boxplot), and run a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to check for batch effects or identify outlier samples; the latter can then be removed and the user can run the PCA again. At each step of the analysis, all the plots and tables that are generated can be downloaded. Differential gene expression analysis can be performed in an autonomous and flexible way. The user has the capability to define the groups of samples to be compared, choose the parameters of the analysis, exclude outliers if necessary and filter the results. The analysis returns a volcano plot, an MA plot, a heatmap and the result table. The results of the differential gene expression analysis can be further explored via functional enrichment analysis. Two types of methods are implemented in the application: over-representation using Fisher tests, and Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) [1]. The first one is based on Reactome pathways [2] and Gene Ontology [3] while the second one is based on MSigDB collections [1] and WikiPathways [4]. Finally, the user can create a personalized HTML report of his analysis. He can choose which step to include and add comments using the R Markdown syntax.

This Shiny application has been widely used in the framework of RNA-seq project analyses run by iCONICS. Users particularly appreciate its ease of use and responsiveness. Thus, it constitutes a true added-value in the usability and understanding of their biological results. New developments are ongoing to offer the same kind of functionality for single-cell RNA-seq data exploration. The underlying code is now being adapted so that data not generated by our core facility can also be handled. The resulting software will be made available through standard repositories.
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Sequencing advances in the last years led to a significant increase in the number and quality of published de novo genomes, each one of them being a result of a mix of technologies and assembly strategies. While the variety of existing read types helped with different challenges in the genome assembly problem, it also raised questions regarding the optimal combination of technologies. The purpose of our study is to identify the intake of each type of reads and their coverage in order to determine an optimal approach depending on the sequencing cost or the expected assembly quality. In our project we combine many cutting edge technologies as Oxford Nanopore, Pacific Bioscience (HiFi and CLR), 10x Chromium, Hi-C and Bionano optical mapping in a six step assembly pipeline: contig assembly, polishing, splitting, scaffolding, gap filling and final polishing. The tests were conducted on two trios of Bos Taurus for which we constructed chromosome level assemblies.

The contig assembly step is the most consuming in terms of CPU, memory and running time. It is also very sensitive to the length, quantity and quality of used reads. The best ratio between required computational resources and assembly quality was obtained with wtdbg2 [1]. The assembler needs a minimum coverage of 45x nanopore reads to obtain chromosome arm level contigs. Also, filtering reads shorter than 10kb can improve contiguity and reduce the running time. The role of polishing is to remove the contig sequence errors coming from the long reads, but it can also introduce new errors when a wrong combination of tools or number of iteration is used. We obtained the best BUSCO scores with one run of Racon [2] using long reads followed by one run of Pilon [3] with short reads. Then the connection errors introduced by the assembly process are corrected during the splitting step either by removing the regions with very low coverage or by splitting the contigs in case of coverage alterations. We studied the different types of errors that can be identified in this step depending on the algorithm and combination of types of reads.

Finally, contigs are regrouped into scaffolds and chromosomes using Hi-C reads. For this, we used 3d-dna [4] to build scaffolds, and then juicebox [5] to connect them into chromosomes. We tested different Hi-C protocols and identify the minimum coverage needed to obtain the chromosomes.
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In a genome, duplicated genes (paralogs) can provide the opportunity for new functions to be developed in a species [1]. They can arise from different mechanisms such as retrotransposition, segmental duplications via homologous or non-homologous recombination, and chromosome or whole genome duplications [2]. After duplication, paralogs can encounter various fates. A large number are lost through the process of pseudogenization due to the accumulation of deleterious mutations [2]. However, a significant proportion is maintained for which three possibilities of evolution exists [2]. Either one copy evolves to acquire a new function (neofunctionalisation) whereas the other copy conserves the ancestral function, or the duplicated genes can complement each other to provide the original function (sub-functionalization), or the two copies can keep the ancestral function (redundancy).

Eukaryotic genomes also contain numerous types of sequences among which protein-coding genes are often a minority. Among the non-coding part, transposable elements (TEs) may represent a substantial fraction. In that respect, the genome of Drosophila melanogaster, which contains 13% of protein-coding genes is also composed of more than 20% of TEs [3,4]. TEs are middle-repeated DNA sequences that have the ability to move from one position to another along chromosomes. They typically encode for all the proteins necessary for their movement and possess internal regulatory regions, allowing their independent expression. Different categories of TEs have been identified, among which the LTR (Long Terminal Repeat)-retrotransposons, the non-LTR retrotransposons grouping the LINE and the SINE elements (standing for Long and Short Interspersed Nuclear Elements respectively) and the DNA transposons. TEs are not randomly distributed in the drosophila genome since they are mainly found outside genes and preferentially in regions with low recombination rates, suggesting that selection is acting against their insertions [5,6]. Due to their mobility and repeteadness, TEs can promote various types of mutations, which are expected to be mostly harmful for the host genome [7]. In D. melanogaster, it has been shown that the maintenance of TEs in the genome is the result of both host repression and purifying selection against deleterious insertions [8]. However, it is still possible to find some adaptive insertions when studying natural populations [9].

In this work, we will identify all gene families present in the D. melanogaster genome and we will test whether the presence of TEs around the genes is associated with particular features of the gene families like their size, the time since the duplication events, and the gene function. Moreover, we will determine if variations in TE neighborhood around members of a same gene family impact the gene epigenetic landscape as well as their expression level in different tissues. The question we want to address here is whether TE may have played a role in the evolution of duplicated genes in the Drosophila genome.
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Recombination suppression is a common feature of genomic regions involved in mating compatibility, such as sex chromosomes in animals and plants, self-incompatibility loci in plants and mating-type chromosomes in fungi [1]. While first occurring between several genes controlling gamete compatibility to maintain beneficial allelic combinations, the non-recombining regions (NRRs) often gradually extend beyond these genes, forming evolutionary strata of different ages. The resulting evolutionary strata can be visualized by plotting the synonymous divergence between the alleles along the mating-type chromosomes using the ancestral gene order, i.e., the gene order of the recombining chromosome for sex chromosomes. Although evolutionary strata on sex chromosomes have been described for long in many species, the evolutionary causes leading to stepwise recombination cessation beyond genes controlling gamete compatibility are still under debate. The dominant hypothesis is the progressive linkage of sexually antagonistic genes (i.e., genes with alleles beneficial for one sex and deleterious for the other).

In basidiomycete fungi, mating compatibility is controlled by two mating-type loci, the pheromone receptor (PR) loci and the homeodomain (HD) loci, mating only occurring between gametes carrying alternative alleles at both mating-type loci. In these fungi reproducing mainly between the products of a single meiosis, the linkage of the two mating-type loci increases odds of gamete compatibility. Mating-type loci linkage and progressive extension beyond mating-type loci occurred five times independently in anther-smut Microbotryum genus [2,3], despite the absence of sexual antagonism in fungi. Using comparative genomics in the Microbotryum genus, we identified additional independent events of mating-type gene linkage in different Microbotryum species. Because both mating-type chromosomes stopped recombining, they both accumulated different chromosomal rearrangements, rendering impossible to observe the ancestral gene order directly for assessing evolutionary strata as performed in sex chromosomes. Therefore, the ancestral gene order was inferred from a closely related species whose mating-type loci are still unlinked.

Further perspectives include the exploration of potential genomic mechanisms involved in such recombination suppression extension in the absence of sexual antagonism, e.g., sheltering against deleterious mutations [4] or the local spread of transposable elements [5].
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Abstract:
White nose syndrome is one of the most devastating wildlife diseases, causing massive mass mortality in many bat species throughout North America. Here we present a new genome assembly of the fungal pathogen *Pseudogymnoascus destructans* to uncover the genetic basis of pathogenicity. Comparing *P. destructans* to other non-pathogenic members of the genus *Pseudogymnoascus* will provide us with important knowledge on the genetic basis and mechanisms of pathogenicity. The actual challenge in assembling this genome is the treatment of repetitive elements that represent more than a third of the 35-40Mb genome [1]. Repetitive elements are thought to be important drivers of diversity and innovation in fungal pathogens. While the long Minion reads (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) clearly provides some advantages over short reads, specifically taking into consideration repetitive elements is still required. Here we present a benchmark of Shasta [2], Flye [3] and Canu [4]. Shasta and Flye are two recent tools designed to quickly process Nanopore reads and designed to deal with repetitive elements and Canu is the reference tool for long reads assembly. Preliminary results suggest that a better assembly is obtained with Flye, the program with the most elaborate method to handle repetitive elements. We obtain a total genome size of 38.5Mb, 7.5% larger than the previous reference genome and an N50 around 2.6MB, more than twice as large as the N50 of the previous assembly.
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In Vietnam, rice is not only the main food staple but also the main agricultural export. Recently, it has been showed that rice production in Vietnam is vulnerable to climate change, which raises the necessity for crop yield and quality improvement. In this regard, a Vietnamese rice population of 250 individuals was developed and phenotyped on different aspects. To access the genomic content of this collection at a reasonable expense, each individual was sequenced at low-coverage by Illumina technology. Those data were used to generate SNP data, using inference approaches.

Due to reference bias, the current short-read analysis tools do not give access to large genomic variations in efficient ways, especially for low-coverage data. In this context, the pangenome concept, a combination of a common core-genome among all individuals and dispensable compartments, has been proposed [1,2]. Since the pangenome structure is complex, graph-based methods [3,4] are generally used for documentation and visualization of all the genomic information. We propose to explore new possibilities offered by artificial intelligence, particularly deep learning, to improve genomic variation detection on low-coverage data based on genome graph.

We will use 100 artificial genomes implementing known variants. Then, we will simulate short and long-read sequence, and use them to construct genome graphs. By applying artificial intelligence algorithms on those graph, we expect to identify the variations introduced into the dataset. Practically, once the test data generated, we will apply first a supervised approach, using a subset of 20 reference test genomes, and let the system learn and apply on the remaining 80 simulated one. Then we will apply an non-supervised model (that will identify by itself the underlying models), and finally a reinforcement learning, where the user will correct the system at each iteration.

Once the models are validated on the artificial data, we will test the method on an already analyzed population of high-depth data, from which we will generate low coverage data, to validate the model. Finally, we will apply the validated models on the Vietnamese rice collection, in order to identify the specific genes and sequences from these rices explaining their specific adaptation.
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*Neisseria gonorrhoeae* causes gonorrhoea, the second most prevalent global bacterial Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI). Untreated gonorrhoea can lead to severe sequelae including upper genital tract infections, ectopic pregnancy, infertility, and increased HIV transmission [1].

The associated expert laboratory for gonococci - National Reference Center for Bacterial STIs [2] at Saint-Louis Hospital, Paris, France performs the phenotypic and genotypic characterization of clinical gonococci strains to monitor the evolution of the resistance of gonococcal strains sent by the laboratories of the French national network.

Genomics and whole genome sequencing (WGS) have the capacity to greatly enhance knowledge and understanding of infectious diseases and clinical microbiology. In this abstract, we present the NG-AR2T pipeline (*Neisseria gonorrhoeae* - Assembly, Resistome, Typing & Tree) which generates complete epidemiological reports from *Neisseria gonorrhoeae* sequenced isolates.

The genomic analysis deployed on the portal G-route of MOABI [3] (Bioinformatic platform of AP-HP) begins with a quality check for coverage and contamination of each sample, then the short reads (raw or trimmed) are assembled *de novo* into contigs. Antimicrobial resistance determinants and sequence types are *in silico* determined by NG-MLST, NG-MAST, and NG-STAR techniques and assigned to each sample automatically. Finally, a phylogenetic tree is generated from the alignment of the assemblies with the detection of chromosomal mutations to show the relationship and genomic distance between the strains.

All this information is then combined with clinical and statistical information to assess the situation and the virulence of each isolate.

**Keywords:** *Neisseria gonorrhoeae*, genomic analysis, epidemiological study, whole genome sequencing, antimicrobial resistance, phylogeny
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Multi-omics data analysis is one of the main challenges currently faced by integrative biology. Solving it requires combining competences from multiple domains like statistical analysis, computer science and experimental biology. Several types of analytical approaches have been proposed over the past few years in order to perform integrative biology, among them a lot of work around networks (inference or visualization) and more recently around multi-block analyses. The mixOmics package [1] implements multiple statistical analysis methods to integrate different types of omics data (e.g. transcriptomics, metabolomics, proteomics). We focus here on selecting variables in the context of discriminant analysis, where various blocks (each block corresponding to one type of omics) are provided as input.

We built upon the existing mixOmics block.splsda function, which performs feature selection simultaneously on several types of omic data measured on the same individuals, with an emphasis on prediction, and deals with the high number of variables. Sparse PLS-DA is a particular case of SGCCA [2] and therefore exploratory analysis relies on correlation circle plots. We provide additional tools in order to check the possibility of overlaying different correlation circles relative to several blocks. The user can also zoom in on the resulting plot to select subsets of relevant correlated variables. Finally, a network in graphml format is built from selected variables and additional variables of interests. Links are drawn between variables when they are correlated, and the network can be visualized externally using a platform like Cytoscape.

The entire pipeline has been integrated into Galaxy [3] and can be installed from the Toolshed (viscorvar repository). Galaxy XML wrappers and additional R functions source code are also available on GitLab (https://gitlab.com/bilille/galaxy-viscorvar).

During the JOBIM 2020 conference we will be presenting a live demonstration of our pipeline, from initial multi-omic data integration in Galaxy up to variables network visualization in Cytoscape.
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Statistical learning knows a growing number of applications in biology including genome-wide analysis of gene expression. More specifically, Deep Learning (DL) has shown to outperform other machine learning approaches for gene expression prediction [1]. Recently, a DL-based tool, called Basenji [2], was shown to predict gene expression levels in human solely based on the DNA sequence of the reference genome and using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) techniques. The model learned by the algorithm led to high agreement between predicted expression levels and experimentally measured ones based on CAGE data (Cap Analysis Gene Expression [3]), with correlations coefficients up to r=0.62 in the different tissues used to train the model. The ultimate goal of such method consists in predicting the impact of genome variations on the level of gene expression and thus allowing prioritizing regulatory mutations.

First, as part of the team’s work in comparative oncology between human and dog, we adapted the tool to be used with the dog reference genome and canine CAGE data. Using this species-specific strategy to train Basenji, we obtained high gene expression predictions in dog (mean r=0.61). Next, while Basenji employs large human genomic regions (131kb) to train a CNN model, in our work we adjusted its framework to focus on gene promoter regions (1024bp around the Transcription Start Sites) in order to assess whether it improves gene expression predictions. Indeed, promoters are non-coding essential genomic features which regulate gene expression profiles. Using the same CAGE transcriptomic data as input dataset, we were able to reach better predictions (mean r=0.75) as compared to the original Basenji method. Furthermore, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) methods have demonstrated greater achievements than CNN in the tasks of classification of DNA sequences [4]. We are therefore developing a gene expression prediction tool, based on a RNN and more specifically Long Short-Term Memory strategies (LSTM) to be benchmarked with the CNN approach. We are also investigating the optimization of hyperparameters (dropout and learning rates, layers size, etc.) using bayesian optimization via the GPyOpt library to implement our RNN [5].

Overall, our work highlights deep learning frameworks for modeling gene expression data, based on experimental high-throughput transcriptomic data.
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In recent years, sequencing technologies allowing the production of very long reads (from 1 to 100kb) have emerged. Offering new possibilities of research in various genomics fields, they are starting to be used alongside with or in addition to previous sequencing strategies. The advantage of long read sequencing could be especially useful in metabarcoding-based exploration of complex microbial community. In metabarcoding methodology, microbial diversity and taxonomic composition of an environment are assessed using a short read PCR amplicon marker (250-500 pb). A common limitation of metabarcoding is the difficulty to assign microbes at the genus or species taxonomic level. Often, barcodes of closely related organisms are too similar and thus cannot discriminate them. Long read sequencing technologies can address these limitations as longer sequences may include more discriminant information. Studies testing this approach by targeting the full 16S rRNA genes (1500 pb) show encouraging results [1] [2] although rRNA genes are present in several copies and might not be conserved within a given organism.

In order to overcome the current limitations, we developed a method that identifies new genomic regions that could be targeted for long read technologies. This method consists to identify regions bounded by two universal and single copy genes that are separated by a consistent length across genomes. First, the universal genes are identified using eggNOG v5.0 [3] and then retrieved in a selection of representative RefSeq genomes. Each candidate gene pair that presents a consistent length and the same orientation in more than 95% of the genomes is selected. Finally, we compute the taxonomic resolution for each selected region that is the percentage of species that can be unambiguously identified. Using this pipeline, we identified 84 regions with a sequence length ranging from 500pb to 5000pb and a taxonomic resolution from 71% to 93%. In order to perform a PCR amplification, we designed primers using the Degeprime [4] tool and assessed primer coverage using ecoPCR [5]. According to previous metrics, we have selected 8 primer pairs targeting 4 regions and we are currently testing them in vitro on a mock of 8 bacterial species.
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Multiple protein sequence alignments are used daily in bioinformatics to annotate and predict the characteristics of currently mass-produced sequences. The quality of their results has been assessed many times and have reached a plateau. Proteins fold into stable three-dimensional structures with a topology much more conserved than sequence. Consequently, it should be advantageous to use this other source of information to align the sequences, in order to find the homologous positions. Several programs have been developed to align proteins according to their structure or to their sequence and their structure. In this study, we wanted to assess the added value of structural information in multiple alignments and compared the results of these programs to the results of the sequence alignment programs.

We compared the multiple alignments resulting from 25 programs either based on sequence, structure, or both, to reference alignments deposited in five databases (BALIBASE [1] and [2], HOMSTRAD[3], OXBENCH[4] and SISYPHUS[5]). On the whole, the structure-based methods compute more reliable alignments than the sequence-based ones, and even than the sequence+structure-based programs whatever the databases. Two programs lead, MAMMOTH[6] and MATRAS[7], nevertheless the performances of MUSTANG[8], MATT[9], 3DCOMB[10], 3DCOFFEE[11] are better for some alignments. The advantage of structure-based methods increases at low levels of sequence identity, or for residues in regular secondary structures or buried ones. Concerning gap management, sequence-based programs set less gaps than structure-based programs. Concerning the databases, the alignments of the manually built databases are more challenging for the programs.

SeqOccIn is a 3 years project started in 2019 which aims at gaining experience in long reads sequencing technologies applications. Regarding DNA methylation calling, we have an interest in the possibility to detect 5mC (5-Methylcytosine) in large eukaryotes genomes, such as birds or mammals, from native DNA reads.

Oxford Nanopore Technologies sequencers produce an electrical signal enabling to call both long DNA reads and their chemical modifications. Despite its great capability, this technology is still unstable and so are the analysis methods. The available tools to detect nucleotide modifications are model-based (HMM, deep learning), classically using generic models trained for different modifications like 5mC (5-Methylcytosine) for human and 6mA (6-Methyladenine) for *E. Coli* reads. There is little feedback on the impact of using these generic models to detect 5mC or 6mA modifications on reads from other species.

Tools such as Tombo[1] and DeepSignal[2] enable model training. In a previous study on Ralstonia solanacearum, we compared GTWWAC motifs based 6mA modification detection using an *E. Coli* GATC motif trained model versus a specifically trained model. Results showed that the model specific to *R. solanacearum* GTWWAC motifs[3] was more accurate than the generic model.

However, training such models requires control data that can be tedious to produce when dealing with large genomes like mammals. Two strategies can be used, first producing two datasets of fully methylated and fully unmethylated reads, second using BS-Seq Illumina reads as ground truth to find high confidence CpG sites. These sites are then extracted from nanopore reads to train a model. Today, we focus on evaluating the efficiency of these two approaches to train methylation calling models.

At the same time, collaborators in the Seqoccin project are producing long read genome assemblies. Because they are using the same read sets as we do to produce their references, we also aim at comparing 5mC modification detection accuracy using a generic species reference (Ensembl or NCBI) versus a newly specific reference closer to the genotypes studied.

Finally, we present a Nanopore long read Nextflow[4] processing pipeline built to easily call methylation and train models.
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PFMG2025 is rising and Auragen & SeqOIA genome scale diagnosis oriented sequencing platforms emergence has led to novel questions and challenges in the precision medicine field in France. How to analyze such an important data volume, within a clinically compatible delay, in a decentralized manner (as clinicians and biologists are based in multiple places)? SeqOIA chose to develop by ourselves new medical prescription and variant interpretation tools focused towards these stakes.

SeqOIA-IT bioinformatics platform was able to take advantage of its strong interactions with MOABI, AP-HP bioinformatics platform, to develop GLeaves, a web-based genome sequencing results interpretation tool. It is based on Leaves MOABI’s sequencing results interpretation tool focused on gene panels and exome, introducing big data technologies needed by the genome scale shift, like Elasticsearch and MongoDB. Its features have been adapted to the specifics of SeqOIA organization, matching sequencing results to computerized medical prescription notably, and the need for remote collaboration.

Thus, two main disease categories can be interpreted through GLeaves, « Rare diseases » and « Cancers », including all the steps from pinpointing the variants of interest to generating the interpretative report. This highlighting is made possible by the ability to apply a large set of filters in real time dynamically chosen by the biologist. These filters cover all possible aspects of interpretation: sequence quality (GATK[1], HaplotypeCaller) variants frequency in general population (gnomAD[2]), their presence in various disease oriented databases (COSMIC[3], OMIM[4],… or global databases (for example dbSNP[5]). They also include prediction scores (CADD[6], SIFT[7], PolyPhen-2[8], SpliceAI[9],…) and position filters (chromosome(s), gene(s)...). Finally, the complete computerization of the medical prescription process allowed us to require upstream HPO patient’s clinical signs inclusion[10], permitting automatic import towards their use in results interpretation phase.

Report generation is also simplified and computerized from the interpretation phase in the app, leading to reducing errors while its being written.

Finally, linked to interpreting biologist number and multi-site organization, we built a collaboration focused feature bundle: a « chat » like interface on prescriptions, the ability to take or give a prescription results interpretation to someone, to save and share interpretative filters or variants lists from a given prescription.

These are leading us toward maximizing service to patients by making the most of this new technological step, while at the same time allowing a quick and fluid analysis of the results.
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CRISPR-cas9 systems contain a small guide RNA (sgRNA) of a hundred of nucleotides followed by a variable specific sequence of around 20 nucleotides that hybrids to the target genome next to a PAM motif. This specific sequence triggers the recruitment of the Cas9 protein which can have different effects on genome, like inducing DNA double-stranded breaks or inhibiting gene transcription or replication [1]. Our main purpose is to identify specific sequences that will selectively hybridize to some bacterial genomes, in order to give to CRISPR systems strains specificity.

To do that, we released the CSTB web service to identify all CRISPR target sequences present in a pool of target genomes and absent from another. The search for CRISPR target sequences can be genome-wide or restricted to the homologous genes of a query sequence.

To quickly achieve the required search and comparisons we set up the storage of pre-detected CRISPR target sequence across all genomes. We also implemented a 2bits per base encoding scheme of the kmer for fast sequence comparisons, which also allows for efficient detection of degenerated CRISPR motifs, by considering mismatches between kmers.

This tool is available as a user-intuitive web service and uses libraries that we implemented : a C library for heavy computation integrations and Python libraries for database interrogation and post-processing of results.

The web service uses a back-end database of 2914 representative and complete genomes. In the client input interface, users can select target genomes, excluded genomes, target sequence length and configure the PAM motif. In specific gene features, they also provide a gene sequence. The client output interface displays the CRISP target sequences in tabular and graphical formats. The tabular format lists all target sequences with its number of occurrences in each organism. For each organism, the graphical format represents the repartition of all target sequences and target sequences coordinates. When targeting homologous genes, an additional representation displays the repartition of target sequences along the homologous genes. To assess the specificity of a single sgRNA, its number of degenerated CRISPR motifs can be reported across all excluded genomes.
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Filamentous fungi are chemical factories and natural product producers. Modelling metabolism through Genome-Scale Metabolic Network (GSMN) reconstruction represents one way to better understand their biosynthesis mechanisms. Since the first \textit{Penicillium chrysogenum} GSMN was published in 2008 [1], evolution and optimization of reconstruction methods have led to the emergence of various automatic tools. Two other networks resulting from many fungal species simultaneous reconstruction were published in 2016 [2] and 2018 [3]. As those available GSMNs are subject to intra- and inter-database variability [4], their direct comparison remains complicated. The observed differences often reflect databases evolution and enrichment. Furthermore, they also mainly reflect the method used for reconstruction instead of the biological reality of the organism. Even if the data presented in the GSMNs are based on genome knowledge, these approaches do not provide sensu stricto identical results. Thus, understanding what constitutes false positive or complementarity within GSMNs comparison will be a key step in the manual curation.

The increase in data availability points out once again the need for standardization of model reporting. Focusing initially on the MetaCyc database, a draft network representing the topology of all the reactions already published was obtained. Then, this draft was enriched by the contribution of intermediate networks from the functional annotation of the \textit{P. chrysogenum} genome and by the search for homology with pre-existing models. Finally, the mandatory steps of manual curation allow to extend this GSMN with reactions from other database or created \textit{de novo}. The traceability and reproducibility of the resulting GSMN was made possible by the use of AuReMe (AUtomatic REconstruction of MEtabolic models), a pipeline dedicated to “à la carte” reconstruction of GSMNs [5].

As a result, the combination of these various resources, associated with metabolomic approaches, led to a new GSMN model of \textit{P. chrysogenum}, as close as possible to reality, by pooling existing knowledge. In fine, GSMN exploration, in relation to various physical and biological constraints, is expected to allow us to understand natural products biosynthesis regulation.

\textit{Keywords}: genome-scale metabolic network (GSMN), data integration, \textit{Penicillium chrysogenum}
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Use of small RNA sequencing to shed light on host-parasite interactions during infection by the microsporidian *Annaliia algerae*
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Abstract

Microsporidia are known to be obligate intracellular parasites that have undergone a genome reduction throughout their evolution from their fungal ancestor[1]. Microsporidia are opportunistic parasites known to infect humans and animals, especially immune-deficient individuals, even though individual species usually have a narrow host range[2]. In contrast, *Annaliia algerae* has the broadest host range and harbors a unique expanded pool of transposable element families which are suspected to promote bidirectional lateral gene transfer with their host [3].

Microsporidia infection impacts the host’s cell cycle and reduces apoptosis[4], but the molecular mechanisms involved are still poorly understood. To gain new insights into host parasite cross talk to develop strategies to control microsporidian spreading, we investigated the role of small non-coding RNA (ncRNA). NcRNA are short non-coding RNA molecules (~21-30nt) that can regulate gene expression via post-transcriptional gene silencing. In intracellular pathogens, ncRNA are also known to be exported to host cell cytosol to control host gene expression. This mechanism appears as a new virulence strategy.

We took advantage of small RNA sequencing to identify the host’s differentially expressed small ncRNAs (miRNAs and piRNAs) and characterize the pathogen’s specific small ncRNAs that could impact key host’s metabolic processes. Human Foreskin Fibroblast (HFF) cells were infected with *A. algerae* and total human and parasitic small RNA were sequenced 72 hours post-infection. Small RNA sequencing data were analyzed using a bioinformatic workflow comprising Cutadapt to trim off the adapter, Bowtie to perform a sequential alignment strategy on miRBase and piRNABank for identification of miRNAs and piRNAs. Differential expression analysis was performed using DESeq, and deregulated miRNA’s target genes were predicted using TargetScan. Overall 747 host’s miRNAs and 9 piRNAs were over-expressed, whereas 14 miRNAs and 75 piRNAs were under-expressed during infection, when using a fold-change threshold of 6 or higher. To study the impact of *A. algerae* on its host, we generated a multipartite network depicting the relationships between deregulated miRNAs, their predicted target genes and the metabolic pathways they are involved in.

Our first investigations on the human side allowed us to find out that major regulators of the host’s cell cycle and apoptosis could be targeted by deregulated miRNAs. Some deregulated miRNAs and their putative targets were also validated by qRT-PCR. Concerning parasites ncRNA, we found out that *A. algerae* expresses a range of small ncRNAs targeting its own transposable elements, suggesting that *A. algerae* represses them 72 hours post-infection. To characterize the specific parasitic miRNA repertoire, we also initiate a predictive method based on microsporidian specific translational initiation signal search associated with secondary structure prediction.

All the data collected bring new insights into the role and regulation of the expended pool of transposable elements of *A. algerae* and the molecular mechanisms allowing parasites to control their host cell.
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1 Introduction

The study of biological mechanisms requires the production of large and heterogeneous datasets. omics datasets are produced routinely in labs, and are also available from public databases. Each of them has its own format and linking them require a lot of time. Semantic Web technologies such as RDF and SPARQL are one of the key elements for combining datasets, which has led to the emergence of linked data. An increasing number of biological databases, such as neXtProt, provide RDF versions of their data or expose them via SPARQL endpoints. Combining these resources with project-specific data typically requires both to convert local datasets into RDF, and to build federated SPARQL queries covering multiple SPARQL endpoints. However, this requires both SPARQL proficiency and a good knowledge of the of the various endpoints’ data schema. The latest release of AskOmics allows (i) the integration of local datasets into a local triplestore (embedded within AskOmics), (ii) the intuitive composition of queries over multiple sources, and (iii) the automatic generation of the corresponding SPARQL code and its transmission to the query engine.

2 Integrate and query local and remote data with AskOmics

AskOmics is a web software that uses the semantic web technologies (RDF/SPARQL) to integrate multiple data formats, and query them through a user-friendly interface. During data integration, the user provides input files in usual formats (CSV, GFF or BED). AskOmics internally generates the corresponding RDF triples and load them into a triplestore. Two kinds of information are generated, the content, corresponds to the original data, and the abstraction, describes how the raw data is organized and interlinked.

AskOmics can also be used to explore remote SPARQL endpoints. For this, AskOmics needs the abstraction of the distant endpoint. The abstraction will be stored in the local triplestore embedded within AskOmics. Users can explore the data schema locally and perform queries on the remote endpoint. We developed Abstractor, which scans distant endpoints and generates their RDF abstraction that can be imported into AskOmics.

Once AskOmics contains local datasets and distant endpoints abstraction, the query builder can be used to build queries and then. It then generates automatically the corresponding local or federated SPARQL code. Federated queries are sent to a federated query engine (embedded within AskOmics) which takes care of splitting the query and sending the subqueries to the right SPARQL endpoint(s).

3 Save, redo and share datasets and queries

AskOmics is a multi-user web platform that can store each user’s datasets and queries privately or publicly. Datasets and queries can also be shared between users. As some query patterns often recur in studies, sharing a set of example queries guides users in the construction of their own queries. In cooperation with neXtProt team, we deployed https://nextprot.askomics.org, an instance containing neXtProt description and a set of queries inspired from neXtProt examples.

4 Ongoing work

AskOmics is still under development. Next features will bring support of UNION and NOT SPARQL keyword through the query builder interface. This will allow a greater coverage of queries used in life science.
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The EOSC-Life project aims to create an open collaborative digital space for life science in the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC). 13 Biological and Medical Research Infrastructures in Europe join forces for this project. The ABiMS bioinformatics platform, member of the European Marine Biological Resource Centre (EMBRC) research infrastructure, is involved in the work package 2 (WP2) dedicated to make computational tools, workflows and registries findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable (FAIR).

The Galaxy Genome Annotation (https://galaxy-genome-annotation.github.io) project consists of several projects and tool suites that are working closely together to deliver a comprehensive, scalable and easy to use Genome Annotation experience. This e-infrastructure provides a highly integrated set of “dockerized” GMOD tools (JBrowse, Apollo, Tripal, Chado, etc.). Galaxy [1] is used as a data loading orchestrator for administrators, with dedicated Galaxy tools and workflows, and Python libraries to make all tools work together.

As part of the EOSC-Life WP2, we are implementing the GGA environment in the EOSC and adding a new use case for genome annotation into the GGA resources. The workflow, developed by the CCMAR, aims to transfer genome annotations between closely related marine species — as a test case, pelagic fishes - using genome synteny relationships. The workflow consists of three parts: i) alignment of genomes and extraction of synteny relationships, ii) visualization of the synteny blocks and selection of possible missing annotations, and iii) injection of the new potential annotation on the ORCAE [2] portal.
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Abstract

Sequencing data are widely generated to improve our understanding of underlying biological mechanisms involved in the development of complex traits. This approach allows the detection of all variants across all the allele frequency spectrum and make possible rare variant association studies by collapsing them by genomic regions, usually genes. Unlike genotyping data for which quality control process is well described and provide highly reproducible data, sequencing data are subject to several sources of bias and technical artefacts. Because such studies require the sequencing of a large number of individuals, both cases and controls, collaborative projects usually bring together case and control data generated separately. In this context, quality control (QC) is a crucial and challenging step to limit technical bias and ensure good quality association results.

Here we propose an easy and user-friendly integrative pipeline that runs all the steps of variant and sample quality control, qualifying variant selection, association test, and top results detail table, in an automatic manner. Main strengths of the pipeline are 1) to propose standard QC measures for sequencing data; 2) to compare quality measures between groups to ensure comparability of data for the association test; 3) to manage multi-allelic variants and perform QC by allele; 4) to allow more than 2 groups (eg severe cases – mild cases – control) in order to empower case-control association studies in the presence of case heterogeneity; and 5) to run all steps sequentially and automatically in a quick and efficient way. All intermediate results are described and accessible, and the pipeline is flexible enough to allow user to customize intermediate files according to the specificity of its data.

This integrative pipeline is an interesting tool for researchers to conduct all required steps to achieve a good quality gene-based rare variants association test. Pipeline is wrapped up in R which is a widely used language in statistical genetics. Java and Python scripts are called for more computation efficiency. All scripts are open source and pipeline is freely available on GitLab.
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Deployment of Genome Databases for Brown Algae Using Galaxy Genome Annotation
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1. Context

As part of the France Génomique Phaeoexplorer, the PIA IDEALG and the ERC SEXSEA projects, more than 50 genomes of brown algae have been sequenced. To scientifically exploit these new genomic resources, the community needs effective tools to present, analyze and value these data.

This can be achieved with the GMOD suite, a collection of open-source applications for visualizing, annotating, and managing genomic data (JBrowse, Apollo, Tripal, Chado, etc.). Relying on tools from this suite, several genome browsers have already been deployed on the ABiMS bioinformatics platform on a small number of marine model organisms these last years (Ectocarpus siliculosus, Phaeodactylum tricornutum, Ostreococcus taurii, etc.). However, manual deployment of all applications is not reasonable as the number of brown alga genomes resources to integrate is growing (error-prone, time-consuming, cost of maintenance in operational condition).

2. Genome databases

Based on the Galaxy Genome Annotation (GGA) project (https://galaxy-genome-annotation.github.io) and in partnership with the BIPAA/GenOuest bioinformatics platforms, we have deployed a new integrated environment dedicated to the management of genomic data. It offers the possibility of making genomes and their annotations available to the community through user-friendly interfaces in an automated way. This e-infrastructure uses lightweight virtualization technologies with Docker containers and is based on the GMOD suite and the Galaxy web portal.

We have implemented the first algal genomes (Ectocarpus siliculosus, three species of Ectocarpus sp., Saccharina japonica, Cladosiphon okamuranus) using the GGA environment. To facilitate the deployment of the up-coming fifty two brown algae genomes, we are automatizing the process by using Docker Swarm as a container orchestrator and the BioBlend Python library to script the data loading through Galaxy.

3. Web portal

We are developing a web portal to provide the community a hub for accessing, visualizing and analyzing all algae genomes and resources: http://application.sb-roscoff.fr/project/phaeoexplorer. This portal is being designed to give access to the GGA environments with genomic and transcriptomic data, with features to visualize or download various datasets, and with hyperlinks to external database resources.
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Plasma: e-learning platform for massive data analysis
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Plasma [1], aka in French “Plateforme d’eLearning pour l’Analyse de données Scientifiques MAssives”, aims at creating an interactive tool to teach computational analysis of massive scientific data. Plasma was born out of the need to offer a reproducible and high-performance analysis environment to our students.

Our previous experiences of teaching genomics were not satisfying. Because of the limited availability of computational resources, studied samples were restricted to very small datasets, far from what is nowadays routinely analyzed in research labs. Furthermore, remote access to computational resources was not always possible and the user experience provided by the classical Unix terminal was somewhat intimidating for the students.

Plasma aims at providing an authentic experience of the actual bioinformatic analyses performed in research labs. Jupyter notebooks will be used to describe, implement and teach such analyses. These notebooks are interactive numerical notebooks that integrate computer code in several programming languages (Python, R, Bash, C++, ...), text, mathematical equations and the visualization of analysis results in the form of graphics or tables. This technology is gradually becoming a standard for data analysis, as evidenced by more than 7.8 millions notebooks on the GitHub collaborative development platform [2] and recent publications on the subject [3-6].

We also wanted a web-based solution that could be easily deployed on bare-metal servers or virtual machines, able to handle numerous, simultaneous and specific analysis environments (supporting any programming languages), with a simple and intuitive management interface.

This project is carried out in collaboration with QuantStack, a company strongly involved in the development of the Jupyter ecosystem. Notebooks will be hosted on high-performance computer servers using the JupyterHub open source and highly customizable technology. Students will be able to connect remotely and carry out their analysis in a user-friendly and powerful environment. Data will be centralized on the servers and readily available for analysis.

The first instance of Plasma is designed for the needs of teachers and students of the European Master of Genetics at Université de Paris. Ultimately, this project is a proof of concept and the implemented solution will be fully documented and freely available to the community (see https://plasmabio.org/ and https://github.com/plasmabio/).
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Title: Systems Immunology approach using tranSMART: challenges and solutions in integrating new type of data

Adaptive Immune Receptor Repertoire (AIRR) sequencing provides nowadays a valuable set of data to better understand health and disease conditions. Indeed, AIRR, which includes both T-cell receptor (TCR) and B-cell receptor (BCR), are key features of the adaptive immune response. Still AIRR-Seq is a new field of research lacking data management and analysis standards. The AIRR Community, launched in 2005, aims, among others, at developing those standards and recommendations for data storage, analysis and sharing. In this latter aspect, the iReceptorPlus consortium aims at developing a federated database of currently available AIRR-Seq databases. Importantly, AIRR data can be combined with other omics data, which will provide additional information on the biology of an individual. Such multi-omics integration is the ground for systems biology approaches, which will offer new avenues for biomarker discovery and new therapeutic target identification. We applied such strategy to better understand autoimmune and inflammatory diseases (AID), through the Transimmunom Project, in which 500 patients with one out of 19 AID and 100 healthy volunteers were recruited. For all the patients, we recorded more than 4000 clinical variable and obtained data from high dimensional flow cytometry, cytokine and autoantibodies serum expression, whole blood RNAseq as well as AIRR-Seq and gut microbiome. Such project being at the interface between immunologists, bioinformaticians and medical doctors, we choose to integrate all the data in the tranSMART data warehouse, which provides a user-friendly database for data exploration and analysis. Initially developed for genomics and transcriptomics data, we will here (i) introducing the Transimmunom database, (ii) describe the specification and integration of AIRR-Seq data in tranSMART and (iii) the process to link AIRR-Seq databases together with tranSMART.
What are the functions of upstream open reading frames (uORFs) in dendritic cells?
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The development of high-throughput technologies revealed the existence of non-canonical short open reading frames (sORFs) on most eukaryotic RNAs. Upstream ORFs (uORFs) have been defined as sORFs preceding the main coding sequence (CDS). They are ubiquitous elements conserved across species that may be key players of the translational regulation. To date, uORFs have been essentially reported to be gene expression cis-regulatory elements. By reducing the efficiency of translation initiation of the main CDS, uORFs participate to the translational regulatory mechanisms, notably during cellular stress [1]. In mammals, dendritic cells (DCs) play a pivotal role in the immune system by orchestrating both the innate and adaptive responses. While upon infection, the sensing of the pathogen by the DCs may be responsible of a global translational arrest, the concomitant up-regulation of the expression of some proteins has been highlighted. The uORFs may be responsible of the preferential expression of some particular CDSs. Moreover, the discovery of uORF-encoded peptides (sPEPs) led to the assumption that they may also play functional roles in trans. Indeed, DCs process peptides to be loaded on major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules. These peptides could be encoded by uORFs [2].

In this study, we aim to (i) build a resource database of sORFs identified in the human and mouse genomes, to explore (ii) the cis-regulatory potential and (iii) the trans functions of the uORFs in these species.

(i) Publicly available data has been gathered to characterize the sORFs [2-7]. The curation of data from computational predictions, Rib-seq and proteomic experiments and the merging of the redundant information into unique entries represent the added value of this database. This notably enables analysis at gene level.

(ii) The database will be exploited to investigate the possible regulatory role of the uORFs in the translation of stress-induced transcription factors, and to propose a model of translation regulation by the uORFs that will then be assessed by experimental validations.

(iii) A pipeline recently developed by our team [8] allows inferring peptide-protein interactions. It will be used in order to build the first sPEPs-protein interactome that will be explored to scrutinize sORFs trans functions.
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Long-term dynamics of protist paleocommunities in a coastal marine ecosystem (Bay of Brest, NW France) revealed by DNA metabarcoding
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This study aims at exploring marine protists community dynamics in an estuarine ecosystem over the last centuries by using an ancient DNA metabarcoding approach in sedimentary archives of the Bay of Brest (France). We tested the hypotheses that (1) protist ancient DNA originates mainly from resting stages, and (2) temporal shifts in reconstructed protist communities could reveal anthropogenic and climatic changes.

Three sediment cores were collected in the Bay of Brest (NW Atlantic, France) and isotope dating validated the suitability of sedimentary archives for paleo-ecological analyses. The longest core cover dates back up to 3000 BC. Total, intracellular and extracellular DNA fractions were discriminated using different extraction methods. Illumina Mi-Seq sequencing of two barcode regions, the V4 (400bp) and the V7 (260bp) of the 18SrDNA, were obtained to conduct species diversity analyses and test if shorter sequences, amplifiable from degraded DNA were more adapted to diversity study of paleocommunities. Bioinformatics analyses were conducted with FastQC and MultiQC (data quality control), DADA2 [1] (ASV inference) and RDP along with PR2 [2] database (taxonomy assignment). Statistical analysis and diversity data visualization was carried out using various R packages (Phyloseq, Fantastic) along with home-made improvements. A first analysis was carried out with the aims of estimating the overall species diversity (richness and eveness) as well as different ecological distances with the two selected barcodes. A second analysis was carried out using Bayesian change point [3] to reveal timing changes in the community composition metrics over the time. In addition, a chronological clustering was used to suggest the timing and hierarchy of marked breakpoints in the community structure with a multivariate regression tree (MRT) according to (Borcard et al.) [4].

Overall this study validates the possibility of using ancient DNA approach for paleoecology studies in coastal marine ecosystem as well as a tool to highlight the effect of anthropogenic pressures on biological communities.
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CD-hit-medoid: Optimization of a nucleotide sequence-clustering tool
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The central role of the intestinal microbiota in host health has led to an explosion of studies characterizing this relationship in human and in mice, a convenient model regarding logistic and financial aspects. Therefore, the increasing number of metagenomic studies makes it necessary to create representative non-redundant microbial gene catalog. To answer that need, a 2.57 million microbial gene catalog (here called Xiao catalog) was published using 184 whole metagenomic mice faecal samples [1] and a 4.49 million microbial gene catalog called iMGMC (for Integrated Mouse Gut Metagenome Catalog) was published in 2019, using 298 whole metagenomic samples [2].

However, the bioinformatics methods used to create these catalogues are based on methodologies presenting major biases to the design of a microbial catalog. For instance, the CD-HIT gene-clustering tool [3], commonly used in these approaches promote rapid clustering processing to the detriment of selected gene representativeness.

In this study, we propose a new method cd-hit-medoid (https://forgemia.inra.fr/Oscar.Gitton-Quent/cd-hit-medoid) that will select the medoid of a gene cluster to improve representativeness. To test this new method, we applied it to build a 2.67 million gene catalog called Mouse Intestinal Microbiota Iterative Catalog (or MIMIC), using 451 whole metagenomics murine gut samples.

This new MIMIC catalog was compared to the Xiao and iMGMC catalog using 92 independent whole metagenomics samples [4]. The comparisons revealed a slight improvement in representativeness for the MIMIC catalog (70.45% average mapping) compared to the Xiao and iMGMC catalog (67.58% and 67.90% average mapping respectively). Furthermore, as the representative genes tend to be more central, we observed a preserved data compression with 2.67 million genes in MIMIC vs 2.57 million genes in Xiao and 4.49 million genes in iMGMC. The MIMIC catalog, thus, demonstrates the interest of the cd-hit-medoid strategy for future catalog constructions.
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South Green is a bioinformatics platform dedicated to the genetics and genomics of tropical and Mediterranean plants of agronomic interest and their related pathogens. It federates a network of bioinformaticians belonging to different units and institutes of Montpellier (Alliance Bioversity CIAT, CIRAD, INRAE and IRD) with a multidisciplinary expertise ranging from the data integration, bioinformatics software development, sequencing data analyses and high-performance computing. Exchange and collaborative developments are fostered through regular hands-on sessions on synergistic themes (information systems, pangenomic methods, graphical visualizations and workflows managers).

The South Green web portal (www.southgreen.fr) gathers all the information systems and tools developed and supported by the platform. Indeed, South Green ensures the development of original information systems such as GreenPhyl, SNiPlay, Gigwa, AgroLD or the Genome Hubs, and offers sequencing data analysis pipelines through two workflow managers: Galaxy and TOGGLe.

Overall, South Green's mission is to promote these original tools as well as their interoperability. A significant part of activities also comprises hands-on trainings that are regularly offered in the local community as well as with partners in the Africa and Asia on the following topics: Galaxy, NGS analyses, R, Perl, Linux, HPC administration (southgreenplatform.github.io/trainings/). Besides, South Green provides access to computing facilities for both users and developers engaged in this scientific area. South Green is part of the network of platforms of the French Institute of Bioinformatics (IFB).
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Establishing similarity between diseases has become an important challenge in the last few years. Innovative measures have been proposed to categorize and characterize groups of diseases in order to improve our global knowledge by sharing information between similar diseases. The underlying hypothesis is that similar diseases may be caused by similar molecules or mutations, can be diagnosed using similar biomarkers and phenotypes and may be cured using a similar therapy. However, there is a large heterogeneity in terms of diseases representation and applied statistical methods, making necessary to compare these measures with each others.

Recent reviews [1,2] have listed these measures and organized them into three major classes, based on the features used to represent a disease and establish similarities. In molecular-based approaches [3,4,5], a disease is represented by a gene (or protein) set associated to the disease from associated genotypes or gene differential expressions. Phenotypic approaches [6,7] represent diseases by a set of symptoms or by the vocabulary used in disease-related articles in the literature. Finally, in hierarchical methods [8] a disease is defined as a semantic concept (or a set of concepts) in a structured ensemble such as an ontology.

Eight similarity measures with publicly available data or code were chosen among these three classes and compared on a common set of 247 diseases. A comparison of their distribution, correlation and clustering have been performed. Our results illustrate some fundamental differences between these approaches, revealing divergent and consensual clusters, with some that have been characterized. Finally, the in-depth study of these approaches reveals their complementary, but also allow to identify qualities, bias and limits associated to each.
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Despite the considerable number of insect species, few have been sequenced, primarily because of their small size. In addition, insect genomes can be difficult to assemble due to the combination of high polymorphism, heterozygosity, the presence of repeat regions, and the pooling of polymorphic individuals to form libraries [1]. There are no highly-resolved genomes available for aphids, major pests of cultivated plants. We propose to meet this challenge for Aphis gossypii, a major pest of Cucurbits, cotton, citrus. Genome size was estimated to 339Mbp by flow cytometry [2] in 4 chromosomes.

To minimize heterozygosity, we selected a lineage with a low estimated heterozygosity, and we pooled individuals deriving from clonal reproduction.

Our sequencing strategy is to combine data from different technologies, combining linked-reads (10X Genomics + Illumina) and long reads (Oxford Nanopore: ONT), and optical map, in order to take advantage of these methods and overcome the disadvantages of each (size of readings, type of error). From preliminary results obtained from 3 flow cells Minlon (ONT), we get 50X coverage and a N50 of 12kbp. The 10X Genomics sequencing (expected more than 50X coverage) and Bionano optical mapping are in progress.

We performed a de novo assembly from ONT sequencing data. This assembly generated 1202 contigs with a N50 of 1.5Mbp and assembly size of 375Mbp (canu/SMARTdenovo). The contiguity of this first assembly already gave a four times improvement regarding the recently published Aphis gossypii genome and even any aphid genomes [3]. The improvement might be due to the inclusion of repetitive sequences that were unplaced in previous assemblies deriving from short-reads sequencing.

The hybrid assembly will be performed combining ONT data and linked-reads (10X Chromium) followed by “super scaffolding” on the optical map (Bionano). We expect to reduce the number of gaps and incorporate a substantial amount of additional sequences into the assembled chromosomes. Results will be presented in the poster.
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1 Introduction

IRHS is a French plant research laboratory. Its BIDefI (for BIoinformatics plant Defense Investigations) team develops methods and tools to help other teams manage and analyse their datasets:

— Development of a data management system which links research projects, experiments and the biological material being used (along with its characteristics) and produced results,
— Development of various data analysis tools and in particular tools aiming at meta-analysis

In order to perform meta-analyses, it is mandatory to use a unified vocabulary across experiments to describe the datasets, that is to say use shared terminologies to fill in meta-data fields.

2 Terminology management in ELVIS/PREMS

The data management system consists of a data management layer, named ELVIS (for Experiment and Laboratory on Vegetal Information System), and graphical interfaces, called PREMS (for Plant Ressource Management System) [1]. Both layers include a terminology module which contents are used to describe data in other modules. This module allows to store several terminologies related to various topics: organism taxonomy, experimental conditions (in particular stresses), plant development stages, plant anatomy, etc. The general underlying principal is similar to standard terminologies representations such as TermBase Exchange [2]. The objective is to both keep the representation simple without going into more complex representation such as those used in ontologies by knowledge management engineers while still being expressive enough to suit our needs.

A terminology regroups a set of concepts in a direct acyclic graph where nodes are concepts and edges are named and represent relationships between concepts. Each concept is associated to a set of terms which support it. A terminology is ideally generic: for instance "Plant Anatomy". Therefore concepts are represented by generic terms: for instance "Fruit". However biologists usually use specific words: for instance people working on Malus domestica refer to "Apple" and not "Fruit". In our representation such specific words are terms associated to the relevant concept. Moreover, in order to keep track of the relevant context of use of a given word, we introduced a context notion. For instance the term "Apple" is associated with the "Malus" context. In PREMS, it will only be presented when people are inputting "Malus" related data. Therefore this context notion allows us to represent both specific and generic information along with the equivalence between the two. It also allows us to map our local ontologies, designed to be close to the day to day use of the biologist teams, with reference ontologies such as the Plant Ontology [3].
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My RNA-tailor is rich : fine modeling of alternative transcripts from long reads
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When studying transcriptomes, the principle of RNA alternative splicing is a key phenomenon that dramatically increases the diversity of the subsequent proteome. This phenomenon however is hard to describe with second generation sequencing platforms, because short reads fail to capture the combinatorics of exons. Even the best bioinformatics pipelines still struggle to model the diverse landscapes of variants and deconvolute individual isoforms [1]. In the last few years, the advent of long read sequencing for both cDNA and direct RNA has changed the game, since these reads have proven to be able to entirely cover messenger RNAs [2]. Analysing this new data requires however to invent new bioinformatics algorithms that take full advantage of the lengths of the reads while accommodating the high error profile and the volume of the data. For example, tools have been recently proposed to map long cDNA/RNA reads on genomes [3] or to cluster them according to their gene family [4].

Here, we address a different problem: given a particular gene of interest whose genomic sequence is known, find all transcripts present in the sample that correspond to this gene and model its alternative transcripts: exon skipping, mutually exclusive exons, alternative donor site, alternative acceptor site, intron retention, multiple promoters and multiple polyadenylation sites. The goal is to give a precise and accurate picture of the gene structure and to quantify the presence of each variant. For that, we exploit the fact that reads might span the full messenger RNA and do not require prior assembly. There are still several sources of difficulty to deal with: presence of sequencing errors, of repeats, of low complexity regions, of partial reads, of pre-messenger RNAs. The method we propose relies on sequence similarity (computed with megablast [5] and Exonerate [6]), motifs for splice sites and consistency of junction breakpoints between the reads. It is implemented in a snapmake workflow developed in Python and Biopython, called RNA-tailor (RNA Alternative Transcripts and Long Reads). The output is available in a variety of formats: multiple sequence alignment, GFF, xlss spreadsheet. It is also possible to provide a GFF file and compare the predicted exons and transcripts to existing annotations. We have successfully tested it on the mouse transcriptome of the ASTER consortium (ONT cDNA and RNA reads from Brain and Liver, ENA PRJEB25574 and ENA PRJEB27590).
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A user-friendly R-Shiny interface for accurate viral and bacterial typing without alignment or assembly
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Viral and bacterial typing is essential to establish a diagnostic. The main difficulty encountered for typing is the runtime of the alignment over a large number of sequences that delay the identification. Hence, an R-shiny application [1] has been developed to enable biologists to very quickly identify the closest strain without aligning or assembling the reads. In addition, it provides an immediate view of the typing distribution of the strains contrary to the other methods, pointing ancestral nodes in a phylogenetic tree in case of ambiguity or divergent new strain.

This application is divided into three parts. The first part allows the user to download all the FASTA sequences retrieved from the NCBI Nucleotide Database for a given taxid. It can be used to download whole genome sequences or specific gene sequences. The second part consists of a pipeline allowing the construction of a representative phylogenetic tree with those sequences. These two first parts are ran periodically to ensure an up to date typing process. The third part consists in the placement of reads on the phylogenetic tree using RAPPAS [2]. This is the fast typing part to run on high throughput sequencing data in case of emergence. Those pipeline are built with Snakemake [3] and implemented with the R package reticulate [4].

At the moment, the application has only been tested with the Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea Virus, an alpha-coronavirus affecting pigs that results in watery diarrhea and vomiting. Two forms have been described, a moderately virulent form (InDel virus) characterized by an insertion or a deletion in the sequence coding for the spike protein [5] compared to the non-InDel virus, which is a hyper-virulent form [6]. There are no hyper-virulent strains in France, so it is very important to be able to identify them quickly if they emerge in France.
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Genome assembly using long reads obtained by Nanopore sequencing Technologies could solve repeats and structural variants in prokaryotic as well as in eukaryotic genomes, resulting in increased contiguity and accuracy. Plenty of softwares and tools are released or updated every week, and a lot of genome are being assembled using those tools. Which assembly tool could give the best results for my favorite organism? CulebrONT can help you! CulebrONT is a scalar, modulable and traceable snakemake pipeline.

CulebrONT optionally handles base-calling[1] of arbitrarily multiplexed libraries across several Minion runs with sequencing quality control for subsequent assembly steps. CulebrONT includes assembly (Canu[2], Flye[3] and Minipolish[4]), circularisation (Circlator[5]), polishing (Racon[6]) and correction (medaka[7] and nanopolish[8]) steps. These steps can be activated according to user’s requests. The most relevant tools commonly used for each step were integrated, as well as at least five quality control tools such as quast[9] and busco [10]. CulebrONT also generates a report compiling information obtained in every step.

This snakemake workflow is an open source solution to help you compare news assemblies (https://github.com/SouthGreenPlatform/CulebrONT_pipeline).
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Third-generation sequencing is radically changing the whole sequencing environment. The availability of long reads of dozens or hundreds of kilobases allows to resolve the structure of complex genomes or to deal with polyploidy. However, this data presents a high amount of erroneous bases, including deletions and insertions with systematic error patterns [1]. A range of new tools and methods have been specifically developed to handle this noise and obtain trustworthy sequences from those long reads [2,3,4,5,6]. Those tools are scalable, but they are not able to entirely remove the noise. They all leave a room for improvement. In this work, we investigate whether traditional multiple sequence alignment (MSA) tools that have been primarily designed to analyze families of homologous genes can handle such data. In other words: to what extent can "old" MSA tools adapt to the error profile and length of long reads.

To assess this problem, we developed a benchmark that allowed us to evaluate the performance of MSA tools under varying conditions: composition and length of the target region (from 50nt to 5000nt), sequencing coverage (from $\times 10$ to $\times 150$), error profile (up to 10%). First, reads are aligned to the target region with Minimap2 and truncated to obtain piles of partial reads covering the region. MSA is then performed on this selection of reads. Lastly, we compute a series of metrics: consensus sequence with identity rate, gap rate, ambiguous character rate, computational time. This workflow is developed in Snakemake.

We have used it to compare the most popular MSA tools with complementary alignment strategies (POA, Muscle, Clustal Omega, T-Coffee, Maft and Kalign) on real Nanopore sequencing reads (E.coli SRR10177137 and COVID 19 SRR11267570) as well as simulated reads to monitor the error profile.

As a result, we observed several interesting behaviors. First, the time and memory resources required by the different MSA methods vary vastly and do not show the same evolution according to the different parameters. The resulting accuracy is also very dissimilar across the methods, some methods being unable to produce high accuracy or being not robust to small parameter changes. All those observations are of prime interest for further developments to handle the error rate of long reads and to develop novel correction or polishing methods.
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In recent years, single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) has fostered the understanding of complex processes (e.g. cell differentiation, tumorigenesis) and their underlying cell heterogeneity at a remarkable high resolution. By providing gene expression at single cell resolution, this technique allows for the identification of new cell subtypes and their corresponding markers. However a crucial step in the analysis of scRNA-seq data is the generation of a count matrix summarizing the signal detected for all the genes and all the cells. The count matrix is directly dependent on the annotation of the genome, as only signals covering the annotated genes or transcripts are taken into account. ScRNA-seq signal obtained with 10x Genomics technology is limited to the 3’ region of the transcripts. In particular, this limitation may cause a partial loss of signal in poorly-annotated genomes. For example, the annotation of the chicken Gallus gallus is not yet as complete as for other well-studied organisms, such as human or mouse (Kuo et al. 2017). We wondered to which extent this incomplete annotation affects the scRNA-seq data analysis. In this respect, we propose a novel approach to improve genome annotation and subsequent scRNA-seq analyses at a reasonable cost, using long-read transcriptome in matching cell sample.

In order to identify the key transcriptional switches that occur during the neurogenic transition of vertebrate neural progenitors, we produced scRNA-seq data (10x Genomics) from chicken cervical spinal progenitors at 66 hours of embryonic development. After quality filtering and alignment to the reference genome assembly (galGal6), up to 40% of the reads were lost while generating the count matrix. Visualizing the aligned reads in a genome browser revealed that significant signal was located outside of several known genes, thus missing in the count matrix (as in the case of Sox2, a key marker for this study). Yet, the signal was often located in the vicinity of genes. We thus concluded that loss of scRNA-seq signal was due to shortcomings in the reference annotation files. To address this issue, we generated bulk long-read RNA-seq (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, ONT) from samples matching our scRNA-seq data, in order to delineate the transcripts specific of these cells. ONT was chosen as the sequencing starts in 3’, as in 10x Genomics. We exploited the long-reads data to expand the reference annotation (from NCBI and Ensembl), using Stringtie2 (Kovaka et al. 2019) to assemble the transcriptome and complete the existing annotation. We used the resulting new reference annotation for all our single-cell downstream analyses. Overall, we found 134 novel genes and 164 novel transcripts, while 507 genes were elongated in 3’. Most importantly for our analysis, only 17% of single-cell reads remained unassigned. We are currently evaluating the impact of this approach on the downstream scRNA-seq analyses and interpretation, with respect to our biological questions.

This approach could be used to improve single-cell transcriptomic analyses of any other poorly-annotated genome, provided that single-cell and long reads data (ideally in matching cells) are available.
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Comparative transcriptomics upon shutdown of a major player in human epitranscriptome regulation
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Analogous to the epigenome, epimodifications exist in major types of RNAs. For instance, N6-methyladenosine (m6A) is the most abundant methylation in eukaryotic mRNAs epitranscriptome. This m6A methylation may affect RNA processing, nuclear export, RNA translation and decay, as well as some targeted gene isoforms and response pathways to stressors. These misregulations of these pathways may contribute to cancer development [1,2]. The first identified m6A demethylase, the fat mass and obesity-associated protein (FTO) in cancer stem cells, was identified as a regulator of RNA splicing events where an overlap between m6A and splice sites was observed on its targets [3,4]. FTO knock-down leads to substantial changes in pre-mRNA splicing with exon skipping events [5] and appeared preferentially involved in m6A demethylation next to the cap according to cellular RNA localisation [6]. Intriguingly, FTO may act as an oncogene [7], or as a tumor suppressor [8] or cancer stem cells repressor [9] according to cancer type.

The discrepancy in the consequences of FTO activity according to cancer type may reflect its impact on different regulation pathways, or the distinct roles of m6A vs m6Am on mRNA regulation. To address this question, we perform a comparative transcriptome study on 5 different cancer cell types using RNA-seq: VHL deficient ccRCC cells, CRC cells [9], HEK293T cell line [5], AML cells [10] and Hep-G2 cell line. To decipher the complement of RNA isoforms, we developed reproducible pipelines that adopt three alternative and complementary approaches: an assembly based approach, a mapping based one (as recommended in [11]), and a machine learning approach.

We analyse the results of these approaches in each dataset and between datasets. Preliminary results support the idea that FTO splicing events are cancer cell dependent with the largest number of variants detected in HEK293T cells. Crosstalk of regulation pathways involved in each cancer type will be realized next. Impact of FTO depletion on alternative splicing may also differ according to the depletion method (i.e. KO, SI or SH). This point should be of major interest for future splicing meta-analysis study by comparing one cell type with different depletion methods on FTO.
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Perinatal exposure to environmental stress can have long-term impact, especially by increasing the risk to chronic diseases, like diabetes and obesity, in adults[1]. Defects in stem cells potency can explain the progressive development of such diseases, as seen during aging process [2]. Thus, the long-term alteration of stem cells capacities due to early exposure could explain the increase sensitivity to age-related and metabolic diseases later in life. Evidence for epigenetic remodelling after early exposure exists[3], but the underlying mechanisms and the long-term influences on stem cell fate decision need to be further elucidated.

This is why, the goal of my project is to characterize the impact of early exposure to over-nutrition on epigenetics mechanisms regulating hematopoietic lineage plasticity, thus offering a mechanism to link early exposure and increased sensitivity to age-related and metabolic diseases.

I propose first to identify hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPC) specific cis-regulatory elements (CRE) governing lineage commitment at cellular level by integrating scRNA-seq and scATAC-seq data. The data is being generated using the 10X platform on cord blood derived HSPCs from appropriately grown neonates (CTRL) and large for gestational age (LGA) neonates, as subjects to over-nutrition. Using scRNA-seq data and the Seurat workflow as reference, I perform normalization and clustering analysis to identify HSPC subpopulations. To adequately annotate the different cell population, an essential step to monitor hematopoietic plasticity, I propose 1) to generate an “hematopoietic reference map” that recapitulates the lineage distribution by integrating data generated from selected subset of hematopoietic populations (from early progenitor to differentiated cells) ; and 2) to optimize the standard Seurat pipeline by generating a composite score to identify markers, not only focusing on differential expression but also considering biological connectivity of the genes. Then, using scATAC-seq data, I will identify open chromatin region (OCR) at cellular level based on peak calling approach. Further data integration (e.g Signac workflow (Satijalab)) will allow me to assign cell population to specific OCR profiles, and then, correlate chromatin remodelling and RNA expression to identify lineage specific CREs.

The second aspect of my project is to assess the epigenetic influence of early exposure to over-nutrition on HSPC lineage decision. To do so, I am first looking at DNA methylation (data previously generated from bulk samples) changes between CTRL and LGA using a linear regression approach (limma) on the normalized data to find LGA-related CpG, and integrate these data with our previously identified CREs. I will also measure chromatin remodelling comparing scATAC-seq data from CTRL and LGA. These analyses will provide a comprehensive view of how early exposure may impact lineage decision through epigenetic mechanism.

Finally, I will validate the influence of these exposure associated CREs on HSPC plasticity using genome editing (CRISPR-Cas9) approaches.

Preliminary results, suggesting a lineage commitment bias towards B-cells progenitors in LGA, as observed in HSPCs from aged primate [4], thus supporting our hypothesis, will be further discuss in our poster as well as the promises and limitations of our computational approaches.
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RF4SV: A Random Forest approach for accurate deletion detection
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Efficiently detecting genomic structural variants (SVs) is a key step to grasp the “missing heritability” underlying complex traits involved in major evolutionary processes such as speciation, phenotypic plasticity, and adaptive responses. Yet, the SV-based genotype/trait association studies are still largely overlooked mainly due to the lack of reliable detection methods. Here, we present a random forest ensemble method for accurate deletion identification. We called this approach RF4SV. Several classic and ensemble learning strategies were carefully evaluated using proper benchmark data. To carry out the benchmark, the genome of the model species Drosophila melanogaster was chosen to detect large deletions, given that most SVs along this genome are deletions (8 962 out of 10 183). The RF4SV was thus trained and tested to detect specifically this type of SV. The model consisted of 12 features from the mapping from a BAM file generated by mapping the reads on a reference genomic sequence. We show that RF4SV outperforms established SV callers (DELLY, Pindel, etc) with higher overall performance (F1-score > 0.75; 6x-12x sequencing coverage) and is less affected by low sequencing coverage and deletion size variations. It is theoretically possible to "compile" a list of sequence patterns linked to a given type of SVs. Therefore, a model could learn to recognize them (distinct SVs patterns). Models that recognize a particular type of variation using DNA sequence patterns can then be combined to form a learning system able of detecting all types of SVs in a given genome, beyond the one used in our benchmark study.

Keywords: Structural variant, Deletion, Random Forest, NGS
Tandems repeat sequences constitute an important part of the genomic content, especially in eucaryotes. Even though these repeats are not usually located in coding regions, these repetitive structure play major roles in cell biology. For example, telomeres are made by long repeats aim to protect from DNA shortening. Some tandem repeats located in the centromeres[1] are fundamental to cell division. Tandem repeat distribution varies a lot depending of organism species, age of cells through telomere shortening, or cell lineages[2]. Moreover, these repeats sequences can be involved in various diseases such as some cancers where extreme expansion and contraction phenomena have also been observed[3].

The IRCAN’s Satellite Signature Project (ISSP) aims at exploring the links between these sources of variation and the distribution that can be observed in genome sequences. Sequence processing has a tendency to underrepresent repeats, hence the need to work on raw reads. We have developed a pipeline that processes and binds two sources of information: (i) we perform an exact-match repeats detection using the kmer-ssr[4] software from the reads contain in the raw FASTQ files; (ii) we generate a file containing metadata such as information from the sequencing method or every annotations related to the samples. This pipeline outputs a formatted JSON file representing the sequences repeats signatures of each samples that can be re-used for inter samples comparisons or statistical analyses.

We have also developed a web interface using VueJS (called ISSI) backed by a Django server to be usable by biologists without bioinformatics skills. It allows to visualise and manipulate data. A database stores the signatures processed by users that can be made private or freely available for other users. ISSP provides a single file, combining an exhaustive tandem repeat profile and biological metadata for a given sequencing run. This file can then be used by biologists to assess tandem repeat variation between individuals, populations or with a single individual given that two different sequences are provided. Tests on public data are currently being run to validate the method and set up descriptive, comparative and predictive statistical analyses.
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**Introduction**

Little is known about the mechanisms controlling anthocyanin biosynthesis in flesh of fruit. We explored the genetic pathways related to the elaboration of the blood-flesh trait in peach (Prunus persica). For this purpose, a comparative RNAseq study was carried out on flesh from a blood-flesh cultivar and a non-blood-flesh cultivar at 4 fruit development stages, from 60 days after blooming up to fruit maturity. All libraries including biological replicates were sequenced by Illumina platform (HiSeq) which generated 6.6Tbp (3.3Tbp reads). The RNAseq pipeline was developed using Snakemake (1) and Singularity in order to ensure reproducibility and flexibility in the traceability of the samples, pipeline ease of use as well as facilitate the portability and scalability to large data sets. Here, we proposed a Snakemake “framework” based on a set of interoperable Snakemake rules as well as a set of template (config, R scripts and samples sheet). This Snakemake framework/templates and Singularity recipes/images will be available on a public forge based on GitLab source code management software (https://forgemia.inra.fr).

**Results**

The RNAseq pipeline was developed using Snakemake (1) and Singularity in order to ensure reproducibility and flexibility in the traceability of the samples, pipeline ease of use as well as facilitate the portability and scalability to large data sets. Here, we proposed a Snakemake “framework” based on a set of interoperable Snakemake rules as well as a set of template (config, R scripts and samples sheet). This Snakemake framework/templates and Singularity recipes/images will be available on a public forge based on GitLab source code management software (https://forgemia.inra.fr).

**Conclusion**

The proposed Snakemake “framework” and Singularity repository facilitate 1) the pipeline construction using interoperable modules, 2) the bio-analyses by non bioinformatician 3) the traceability of the samples, pipeline ease of use as well as facilitate the portability and scalability to large data sets. Here, we proposed a Snakemake “framework” based on a set of interoperable Snakemake rules as well as a set of template (config, R scripts and samples sheet). This Snakemake framework/templates and Singularity recipes/images will be available on a public forge based on GitLab source code management software (https://forgemia.inra.fr).
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**Biological Data and sequencing**

- Cultivars: 2 cultivars: blood-flesh trait and non blood-flesh trait
- Samples: flesh from peach fruits
- Reference genome: v2.0.1 (26873 genes)
- Star v2.7.3: 2 cultivars: blood-flesh trait and non blood-flesh trait
- Star v2.7.3: 2 cultivars: blood-flesh trait and non blood-flesh trait
- Star v2.7.3: 2 cultivars: blood-flesh trait and non blood-flesh trait

**RNAseq pipeline**

- Samples: flesh from peach fruits
- Reference genome: v2.0.1 (26873 genes)
- Star v2.7.3: 2 cultivars: blood-flesh trait and non blood-flesh trait
- Star v2.7.3: 2 cultivars: blood-flesh trait and non blood-flesh trait
- Star v2.7.3: 2 cultivars: blood-flesh trait and non blood-flesh trait

**Snakemake and Singularity framework**

- Snakemake module repository: https://forgemia.inra.fr/gafl/snakemake_modules
- Singularity repository: https://forgemia.inra.fr/gafl/singularity
- Singularity containers: https://dockerfile/oras://registry.forgemia.inra.fr/gafl/singularity
- Singularity repository: https://dockerfile/oras://registry.forgemia.inra.fr/gafl/singularity

**Snakemake Singularity framework**

- Snakemake Singularity repository: https://forgemia.inra.fr/gafl/singularity
- Snakemake Singularity repository: https://dockerfile/oras://registry.forgemia.inra.fr/gafl/singularity
- Snakemake Singularity repository: https://dockerfile/oras://registry.forgemia.inra.fr/gafl/singularity
- Snakemake Singularity repository: https://dockerfile/oras://registry.forgemia.inra.fr/gafl/singularity

**Development of a Snakemake “framework/templates” to study the whole-genome transcriptional profiling from a blood-flesh trait (bf) and non blood-flesh trait (non-bf) cultivars in Prunus persica**
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**DECONbench: a benchmarking platform dedicated to deconvolution methods for tumor heterogeneity quantification**
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**1. Background**

Quantification of tumor heterogeneity is of utmost interest to the bioinformatics and biomedical research community, as it is related to tumor progression, clinical outcome and response to therapy. Advanced microdissection techniques to isolate a population of interest from heterogeneous clinical tissue samples are not feasible in daily practice. An alternative is to rely on computational deconvolution methods that infer cell type composition. Bioinformatic tools to assess the different cell populations from bulk transcriptome [1] and methylome [2] samples have been recently developed, including reference-based and reference-free methods. However, their efficacy assessment has been impaired by the lack of dedicated benchmarking studies.

**2. Results**

Here we present DECONbench an innovative public digital benchmarking platform, open source, and freely available for the scientific community, aiming at comparing deconvolution methods for tumor heterogeneity quantification. DECONbench is hosted on the Codalab competition platform and is designed to execute methods developed in R environment, using a docker image. It includes both benchmarking datasets and computational methods to be evaluated. We have constructed benchmarking datasets composed of in silico simulated heterogeneous samples from transcriptome and methylome of primary cells isolated from pancreatic tumors. We recently used this unreleased datasets in a data challenge (https://tinyurl.com/hadaca2019). The best methods collectively discovered during the challenge are provided on DECONbench as a first set of reference benchmark methods. The benchmarking platform allows the submission of new methods. Performance scores for new methods and the set of reference methods are displayed on a leaderboard.

**3. Conclusion**

This platform is a unique opportunity to compare the performance of deconvolution methods between different omics data. It can be used to assess the performance of newly developed methods by applying them on high quality benchmark datasets in a user-friendly fashion.

The structure of DECONbench is open to evolution and extension are currently underway. Work is ongoing to generate new benchmark datasets that will be added to the platform.
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A bioinformatics pipeline for urgent detection and characterization of emergent viral pathogens
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Global human health is challenged by emerging viral threats. Studies of these outbreaks have highlighted the impact that real-time sequencing of the viral genomes as part of a concerted outbreak response can have on public health, and called for genomic surveillance toolkits that can be deployed rapidly, especially in low-resource settings. The setup of more robust sequencing/bioinformatics pipelines with low turnaround times could provide crucial insights into the understanding of outbreaks through pathogen characterization and better monitoring of transmission, spread, and evolution.

The bioinformatics community has been very active to implement tools to perform NGS analysis, taking into account the nature of the data (error rate, slippage...). One of the big challenge still remains the development of rapid, easy-to-use software to analyse data and generate reports in real-time.

In this context, our laboratory has set up a workflow from clinical samples to data analysis, providing a real-time overview of genomic profile of the targeted pathogen and subsequent phylogenetic analysis using the consensus sequence. Illumina data were de novo assembled using SPADES and MAFFT tools. Phylogeographic analysis was performed with BEAST. ONT data were analyzed with RAMPART from the ARTIC network project. This application highlights insightful sequence data in few minutes and allows visualizing results along the genome.

In 2018, our workflow has been applied to investigate Rift Valley Fever outbreak in Mayotte. To decipher the origin of this emergence, we performed a phylogeographic analysis on the earliest samples. The study of the virus genomic epidemiology pointed to new introduction from Eastern African mainland.

The same approach has been implemented for the ongoing outbreak of coronavirus disease (COVID-19) caused by SARS-CoV-2. Indeed, as part of our 24/7 duty, our laboratory is involved in the French COVID-19 diagnosis and characterization of this pathogen. We were able to adapt our workflow to obtain full-length viral genomes with extremely rapid turnaround, directly from clinical samples.

Within the framework of our studies, we support that NGS combined with a robust bioinformatics pipeline is an essential tool to decipher the pathogen origin, and to track virus introduction and transmission networks, providing significant help to health authorities.
A rare variant burden test based on population frequencies for case-only rare disease study designs
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The genetic basis of approximately 50% of more than 4000 rare Mendelian disorders described to date remains uncharacterised. The identification of the underlying causal genetic variants from the genomes/exomes of patients is challenged by a large genetic heterogeneity. Low cohort sizes together with a large number of rare variants compromise the statistical power to associate a genotype with a phenotype. Moreover, incomplete penetrance and technical sequencing issues can further complicate the task [1]. In order to increase statistical power, rare variant burden tests have been proposed. In these frameworks, the aggregation of variants in specific genomic regions (e.g. genes or sets of genes) is evaluated either in case-control designs or in family-based studies [2]. However, case-only study designs, characterized by the absence of sequencing data from a matched control cohort or from relative individuals, represent a common scenario in the study of rare diseases for which currently available burden tests are not applicable. To overcome such limitation, we implemented a novel burden statistical test for rare variants analysis in case-only study designs using Whole Exome/Genome Sequencing. The test relies on parametric modeling of rare variants counts through binomial and Poisson distributions. It evaluates the null hypothesis $H_0$ stating that the number of rare variants within a given gene or set of genes observed in a cohort of patients originates from a random model of sequence neutral variation [3]. To calibrate random expectations, we took advantage of recent large-scale sequencing projects on the general population such as the Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD) [4]. However, inferences done on such estimates are subject to both technical (e.g. sequencing technology, platforms and bioinformatics pipelines) and genomic confounding factors (segmental duplications, low complexity regions, highly polymorphic regions, and poorly resolved reference genome intervals). Such factors are susceptible to lead to varying sequencing quality, coverage and variant calling rates across genomic regions, and may translate in inaccurate random expectations of per-gene neutral sequence variation [5]. These errors may ultimately produce violations of model assumptions and/or an inflation of type I errors, i.e. falsely rejecting the previously defined null hypothesis $H_0$. To experimentally validate our framework we applied it to the assessment of per-gene burden missense and synonymous variants in 503 European individuals from the 1000 Genomes Project. We first validated our statistical modeling framework through evaluation of the per-gene mean-to-variance assumptions, goodness-of-fit and p-value distribution. Second, we evaluated the test’s susceptibility to type I errors. To that aim we focused on rare synonymous variant analysis under the assumption that positive hits may be confidently considered as false rejections for most of the cases [6]. We thus created 1000 random sets each subsampling half of the 503 European individuals and assessed for each of them (i) our case-only per-gene burden test, and (ii) a prototypical case/control-like per-gene burden test against the remaining 503 individuals, for the sake of a comparative benchmark. Through such assessment, we identified recurrent sources of technical and genomic confounding factors leading to false positive signals and provide guidelines to control for them. Finally, we characterized the limits of statistical power of our test as a function of gene length and cohort size. The case-only statistical test is implemented in python and R as is available on the Github page of the lab.
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RNA structure prediction is an important field in bioinformatics, and numerous methods and tools have been proposed. Pseudoknots are specific motifs of RNA secondary structures that are difficult to predict. Almost all existing methods are based on a single model and return one solution, often missing the real structure. An alternative approach would be to combine different models and return a (small) set of solutions, maximizing its quality and diversity in order to increase the probability that it contains the real structure.

We propose an original method for predicting RNA secondary structures with pseudoknots, based on integer programming. We developed a generic bi-objective integer programming algorithm allowing to return optimal and sub-optimal solutions optimizing simultaneously two models. This algorithm was then applied to the combination of two known models of RNA secondary structure prediction, namely MEA (Maximum Expected Accuracy) and MFE (Minimum Free Energy). The resulting tool, called BiokoP, is compared with the other methods in the literature. The results show that the best solution (structure with the highest F1-score) is, in most cases, given by BiokoP. Moreover, the results of BiokoP are homogeneous, regardless of the pseudoknot type or the presence or not of pseudoknots. Indeed, the F1-scores are always higher than 70% for any number of solutions returned.

The results obtained by BiokoP show that combining the MEA and the MFE models, as well as returning several optimal and several sub-optimal solutions, allow to improve the prediction of secondary structures. One perspective of our work is to combine better mono-criterion models, in particular to combine a model based on the comparative approach with the MEA and the MFE models. This leads to develop in the future a new multi-objective algorithm to combine more than two models.

BiokoP is available as a web server on the EvryRNA platform: https://EvryRNA.ibisc.univ-evry.fr.
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1. Abstract

The association of Young Bioinformaticians of France (RSG France - JeBiF) is the french regional group of the International Society for Computational Biology Student Council. Its main goal is to help building the community of young bioinformaticians in France. With this poster we will present the different activities that RSG France develop to reach its goal.
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RNA structure prediction is an important field in bioinformatics, and numerous methods and tools have been on-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) play important roles in many biological processes and are involved in many diseases. Their identification is an important task, and many tools exist in the literature for this purpose. However, almost all of them are focused on the discrimination of coding and ncRNAs without giving more biological insight. In this paper, we propose a new reliable method called IRSOM, based on a supervised Self-Organizing Map (SOM) with a rejection option, that overcomes these limitations. The rejection option in IRSOM improves the accuracy of the method and also allows identifying the ambiguous transcripts. Furthermore, with the visualization of the SOM, we analyze the rejected predictions and highlight the ambiguity of the transcripts.

IRSOM was tested on datasets of several species from different reigns, and shown better results compared to state-of-art. The accuracy of IRSOM is always greater than 0.95 for all the species with an average specificity of 0.98 and an average sensitivity of 0.99. Besides, IRSOM is fast (it takes around 254 s to analyze a dataset of 147 000 transcripts) and is able to handle very large datasets.

IRSOM is available on our software platform EvryRNA (http://EvryRNA.ibisc.univ-evry.fr).
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1. Abstract

In 2016, we came to the conclusion that bioinformatics was largely unknown to the general public even though it is becoming more and more important for research in biology. Applications of bioinformatics are encountered more and more frequently in particular in health practice. Therefore we think that explaining our science to the public is a very important work.

In light of this observation, we initiated from scratch a completely new activity for the association consisting of popularizing bioinformatics to the general audience. The main goal of this activity is to make bioinformatics known and comprehensible for the public.

On this poster we will present different type of popularizing methods that we implemented since 2016: video contests, participation in science fairs (during the “Fête de la Science”), school workshops, partnership with Pint of Science.
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Efficiency of gene regulatory network inference methods on genomic and transcriptomic
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Network inference methods are powerful tools to study complex biological processes. However, a lot of inference algorithms exist, and it could be difficult to identify an algorithm adapted to a specific experimental dataset. We studied the resistance of sunflower to drought and heterosis. We collected transcriptomic and genomic data. We obtained the SNP measurements from 350 sunflower genotypes and the expression measurements of 173 genes (mostly transcription factors) on these genotypes. To evaluate the behaviour of different inference algorithms, we constructed 100 artificial datasets with biological properties close to the properties of our real dataset measured on sunflowers.

Five inference methods were tested (i) Lasso, (ii) Random Forest, (iii) Bayesian Network, (iv) Ordinary Least Square and (v) Pairwise Exponential Markov Random Field. Each method produced a list of ranked edges (from the most probable to the less). A meta-analysis was performed on the results of the five inferred methods.

We decided to keep only the top 75 edges to infer graphs with at least 80% of correctly predicted regulations between genes. As expected the meta-analysis provided better results than each method alone. However, the model has difficulties to predict the highly connected parts of biological networks. Graph structures as triangles and mutual edges often contain falsely predicted edges. Other errors concern edges predicted in the wrong orientation or missing an intermediate regulator gene.
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At the genome scale, non-coding DNA sequences, called enhancers, orchestrate the differentiation and specialization of cells by regulating the expression of genes implicated in these functions. These enhancers have a major role in driving the intensity of the inflammatory response through the modulation of the expression of genes controlling the activation of monocytes and macrophages [1].

Chronic inflammation due to an aberrant and uncontrolled activation of circulating monocytes is an important mechanism in the development of cardiovascular (CV) complications in type 2 diabetic (T2D) patients, such as stroke and myocardial infarction [2,3]. We speculate that T2D patients with extreme CV risks carry genetic variants modulating enhancer activity thus influencing monocyte activation. This could drive an uncontrolled inflammation and accelerate the development of CV complications in patients with high CV risk compared to those with low CV risk [1,4,5].

The main objective of our study will be to map the enhancers of circulating monocytes in a T2D cohort by both identifying the open-chromatin regions using ATACseq and by evaluating their activation state through ChIPseq of the H3K27ac mark [4]. Although enhancers in human circulating monocytes have already been mapped, the novelty of our study resides in the fact that we are working in a T2D context which is important when fine-mapping regulatory elements [8]. Our cohort is composed of a couple hundred T2D patients presenting various CV risks that were estimated based on their coronary artery calcium score, allowing us to stratify and compare the epigenetic pattern of low versus high CV risk T2D patients. The transcriptomic profile of the monocytes is also being studied using RNAseq to determine the impact of enhancer region activity changes on gene expression. Finally the genetic variants that could be contributing to these variations of enhancer activity will be identified through genetic association after performing a pangenomic genotyping of the patients [5,6,7,8]. By combining these multi-omics results, we hopefully will be able to determine an epigenetic signature driving the uncontrolled activation of circulating monocytes.

Our preliminary results on the transcriptomic profile of the circulating monocytes of 47 T2D patients have revealed a modulation of the expression of mitochondrial and inflammatory genes correlated to the increase of CV risk. These genes are implicated in oxidative stress and mitochondrial activity regulation, suggesting a deregulation of the metabolic activity that would drive the hyper-activation of monocytes.
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Abstract

In order to tackle the classification of short sequenced datasets into families and subfamilies, we have created a house toolset based around an adaptive method of the DBSCAN algorithm [1]. This method allows us to elucidate the evolutionary hierarchy of tandem repeats, or satellites which are abundant in all eukaryotic genomes. Herein we present $\alpha$-satellite families in particular.

Using this novel technique we shed light into proposed evolutionary mechanisms that govern the emergence of $\alpha$-satellite sequence families, reviewed in [2]. $\alpha$-Satellite sequences undergo rapid evolution and proposed models suggest successive waves of sequence amplification followed by mutation of amplified sequences. In the continuation of work previously published by our group [3] [4], we sequenced four cercopithecidae families using next generation, targeted, sequencing techniques. These four families contain short tandem repeats of alpha satellite sequences on the magnitude of up to 1.6 million sequences of approximately 172 bases pairs (bp) each.

Besides highlighting the results, and analyze the classification of $\alpha$-satellites and the differences found in our in house cercopithecidae dataset between the four sequenced families. We undermine the effectiveness of our method by outlining how we correctly classify previously annotated $\alpha$-satellite sequences on the human genome (hg38) dataset [5]. We further show that we are able to subclassify the previously annotated sequences. We outline how we find peculiar fine structures in this dataset by highlighting trees describing the phylogeny of $\alpha$-satellite sequences, in a single individual, built from the hierarchy found by our tools.

In our poster/demo we will present the developed tools, show interesting applications on $\alpha$-satellites found in the human genome hg38 and discuss how other groups can profit from our work in classifying sequences using our tools/methods.
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Identifying novel sequence elements involved in transcription initiation in human genome
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Using the cap analysis of gene expression (CAGE) technology, the FANTOM consortium built an atlas of transcription start sites (TSSs) in several species [1]. The CAGE data represents frequencies of transcription initiation across multiple samples (primary cells, tissues and cell lines) along the genome [2]. CAGE signal peaks were identified, and only part of them could be assigned to promoters or enhancers of known genes, while most of them initiate at unconventional regions.

In the presented work the CAGE human data was analysed at the genome level. It was shown that in many identified CAGE peaks transcription does not initiate always at a precise nucleotide position, but on the contrary, their transcription initiation profiles have a pronounced shape. The aim of the analysis was to predict the shape of the transcription initiation signal based on the sequence composition of human reference genome in order to identify novel elements involved in transcription initiation. At a first step, in order to explore transcription initiation architectures, we performed partitioning of CAGE peak shapes using the k-means clustering approach. The second step was to build a supervised classifier to distinguish the different shapes on the basis of the sequence. For this we explored sequence features, i.e. the composition of 6-mers in the regions proximal to CAGE peaks and identified those that have impact on the transcription initiation architecture. These selected features were used to build a statistical model using machine learning techniques, which is used afterwards to predict the peak shapes of test data.
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1 Introduction

Acute Myeloid Leukemia is a blood cancer characterized by a blockage in myeloid differentiation and hyperproliferation of transformed myeloid progenitor cells. The mutation in the gene Isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) is implicated in this cancer as cells with the alteration abnormally produce an oncometabolite 2-hydroxyglutarate (2-HG). 2-HG has been found to inhibit enzymatic function of many alpha-ketoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases, including histone and DNA demethylases, causing widespread changes in histone and DNA methylation. These epigenetic changes lead to enhanced mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation (OxPHOS) and fatty acid-oxidation (FAO). OxPHOS is the metabolic pathway in which cells utilize and oxidize nutrients to produce energy (adenosine triphosphate, ATP) and consume oxygen. The fatty acid-oxidation is the catabolic process by which fatty acid molecules are broken down in the mitochondria to generate acetyl-CoA, which enters the citric acid cycle, and NADH and FADH2 as major electron donors in OxPHOS process. IDH mutant AML cells have a higher activity in their mitochondria and accordingly, are more sensitive to inhibitors of mutated IDH1. This restored low levels of 2-HG and globally reversed the high methylated state of DNA and histones. Surprisingly and unexpectedly, cells maintain high OxPHOS and high levels of FAO upon IDH inhibitors, suggesting an adaptive mechanism [1]. The objective of this study is to find the compensatory pathway which decouples epigenomic and metabolic effects of the inhibitor.

2 Material and Methods

We analysed DNA methylation data (450k Illumina arrays) on an AML cell line (HL60) over-expressing WT or mutant R132H IDH1 with or without IDH inhibitor (AG-120) treatment. The data were preprocessed and 3 different types of normalization were applied. The R package ChAMP was used to perform differential methylation analysis, generating differentially methylated positions and regions (DMP/DMR) in DNA between cell lines with wild type or mutant IDH1 upon inhibitor. We looked for differential methylation on gene promoters and also on genomic regions that might be connected in 3D to gene promoters (through Promoter Capture HiC data collected across 17 human haematopoietic cell types as available on the GARDEN-NET webtool [2]. We investigated DMPs/DMRs for enrichment in biological pathways that are connected to metabolism pathways. We have further integrated this methylation analysis with RNAseq data collected for the same cell line in similar experimental conditions.

3 Results

Preliminary results indicate the presence of methylation changes in specific pathways related to metabolism, development and pluripotency and sets of genes controlled by specific microRNAs.

4 Citations
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Abstract

Regulation of gene expression is a fundamental process in all living organisms. One of the main mechanisms to achieve it is the binding of specific proteins, called transcription factors (TFs), to specific sites of the DNA. In order to identify those sites at a genome scale, ChIP-seq technology (Johnson et al., 2007; Robertson et al., 2007) can be used.

From an early time, *Escherichia coli* K12 has been a model organism of reference for the study of gene regulation (Jacob and Monod, 1961). Extensive information about TFs, their binding sites, target genes and operons has been manually curated and indexed for decades in dedicated databases such as RegulonDB (Santos-Zavaleta et al., 2019) and EcoCyc (Keseler et al. 2017), and its genome was one of the first to be entirely sequenced and published (Blattner et al, 1997). However, a lot of information remains unknown. In particular, about 70% of its 300 TFs still have unknown binding motifs. Surprisingly, the available ChIP-seq data targeting *E.coli*’s TFs is still rather scarce.

We propose to take advantage of RegulonDB’s carefully curated information (Santos-Zavaleta et al., 2019) as well as new ChIP-seq data targeting *E.coli*’s 300 TFs (Gakagan et al., not published) in order to improve and complete the collection of regulatory binding motifs in *E. coli*, and explore the diversity and distribution of binding sites.

We show that ChIP-seq reveals a lot of previously unknown binding sites genome-wide, and can help us build a reliable collection of regulatory motifs. We also show that binding can occur outside of the typical upstream non-coding regions, challenging the canonical model of transcriptional regulation. Finally, we show that a few TFs seem to have various binding profiles.
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Despite recent advances in hadal research, hadal benthic microbial communities remain fairly understudied. They are however of particular interest due to their exceptional water depth, original trench ecosystems settings, and their situation at interface between hadopelagic waters and the deep biosphere. They are thus expected to harbor relatively original taxonomic and functional microbial diversity.

We explored benthic communities from Kermadec and Atacama Trenches in the South Pacific, focusing particularly on novel and evolutively interesting lineages such as Asgardarchaeota and DPANN superphylum members. To this end, we collected sediment cores about 30 cm deep from 11 locations in the two trench systems and adjacent abyssal plains and generated 56 metagenomic libraries.

Based on k-mer profiling, we found that sediment horizons are the main drivers structuring genomic sequences from these deep sea environments, followed by water depth (hadal vs. abyssal), with trench origin showing little influence despite their geographic separation. Based on 16S fragments (miTAGs) extracted from these metagenomes, we found a high proportion of Thaumarchaeota, as previously described in other trench ecosystems. We observed gradual importance of Nanoarchaeota (Woesearchaeales) with depth in the sediments. We could reconstruct 121 draft archaeal genomes, most of them affiliated to the order Nitrosopumilales, though partial genomes belonging to Nanoarchaeota and Asgardarchaeota were also recovered. In this study, we explore their metabolic capabilities and highlight trench-specific genes and pathways by comparing these reconstructed genomes to reference genomes recovered from environments such as hadopelagic waters and shallow sediments.
SNPer, a home made interrogation tool for variants and their effect throughout the genome
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With increasing number of resequencing projects and their publication, variants are easy to obtain from resequencing data, but it is not always easy to interrogate a list of variants with custom criteria like genes or intervals. I developed a tool with a web interface to find variants from a resequencing project, allowing the user to choose the kind of mutation (SNP or indel), the effect of the variant in genes (SnpEff [1] or ANNOVAR[2]), and in which sequenced individuals to search.

The collection of variants can be interrogated according to 3 different searches:

i) by a list of gene names,

ii) by interval on a chromosome,

iii) according to a QTL results.

This tool is used at the GAFL for tomato and prunus variants.
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1 Reproducibility context

Recent studies have established that a reproducibility crisis challenges robustness of scientific results [1] including computational biology. In this context FAIR data principles are increasingly being used to ensure data integrity [2]. To complement this principles, we introduce FAIR_bioinfo, to apply similar guideline to code development and ensure reproducibility of results obtained from the same data set over time.

Computer tools do exist that can be applied in bioinformatics [3]. Convinced of their usefulness we propose an initiation to a range of software to make a complete bioinformatics analysis reproducible.

2 The FAIR_bioinfo Training

This training is based on a concrete example of classical data analysis, a differential gene expression between two RNAseq conditions. It deals with two of the know-how of the bioinformatician's job: the automated processing of raw data (through virtualization and pipeline development) and the analysis of processed data (with environment management and "notebooks" writing).

Improvement in reproducibility can be achieved in several steps, where each step brings an additional degree of reproducibility through a specific family of software tools.

We offer training for people from different backgrounds: on the one hand, over a long period of time, for learners who do not necessarily know programming (8 months, at a rate of 1h30 per month) so that they can replay the presentations at their own pace [4], and on the other hand, for bioinformaticians, in a format condensed into 2 days. In both solutions, the training is focused on general concepts with practical illustrations.

As the importance of reproducibility is no longer to be proven, the main interests of this training is to provide practical guidelines for its daily implementation with the long-term objective for everyone to gradually adopt good practices to overcome the challenge of reproducibility in science.
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1 Introduction

Pancreatic islet β-cells play a key role in maintenance of normoglycemia by synthesizing, storing and secret- ing insulin. In a previous work [1] we have exposed human pancreatic β-cells exhibiting glucose insulin se- cretion [2] to high glucose concentrations for 30 min. We observed a global protein synthesis increase, inde- pendent from transcription, through the activation of the mTORC1 pathway and the regulation of eIF2alpha phosphorylation. We identified 525 mRNAs that are differentially translated upon glucose stimulation by polysome profiling combined with mRNA sequencing and we describe their sequence specificities. Here we extract sequence and structural characteristic features from this set of differentially translated mRNAs, assigned translational response as a reference variable and build an automated machine learning model (auto- ML) in order to further identify more mTOR related mRNAs (topRNAs [3]) and devise a computational model to discover their sequence and structural specificities.

2 Characterisation of differentially translated mRNAs

A set of 525 differentially translated mRNAs between normal β-cells and cells exposed to high glucose for 20 minutes. Differential translation was determined by applying polysome profiling separation in three different groups (monosomes, light and heavy polysomes) followed by RNA-seq, normalisation and differential expression analysis with the limma suite. A modelling cluster algorithm (Mclust) was employed to classify log-odd (high to low glucose) translation ratios into 6 distinct mRNA clusters [1]. Each cluster corresponds to different translational behaviour of mRNAs. The cluster with the largest and fastest increase in translation induction has been found to contain the vast majority of already known pre-described mTOR regulated mRNAs (topRNAs). An in-house developed software tool was used to extract and calculate 12 distinct sequence and structural features (including coding sequence length, length and structural complexity of each UTR) for each differentially translated mRNA [1]. After an one by one statistical analysis of each of the 12 features a subset of the 5 most significant ones were selected as input to an auto-ML model.

3 Identifying novel m-TOR related top-RNAs.

We identify the 5 most significant sequence and structural features of each of the 525 differentially translated mRNAs. And for each a measure of translational response was calculated based on the log-odds of the translation levels between high and low glucose. This measure was then used as a response variable to train an auto-ML model with these 5 features. The mRNAs identified as targets of the mTOR pathway, and found enriched in already known top-RNAs were used as positive examples and the cluster with the mRNAs exhibiting a drop in active translation was used as negative example. After the convergence of the auto-ML model the results were validated by using a second cluster of mRNAs with increased translational response as a set of “unknown” examples for validation. We report the performance of the model as well as the significance of each feature as tools to identify novel targets of the m-TOR pathway from polysome/ribosome profile data.
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1. Introduction

The identification of a large number of variants (mostly SNP) in the genome is crucial to unravel the relationship between genotype and phenotype, to analyze the genetic diversity between populations or to detect variants with deleterious effect in protein-coding regions. The RNA-seq technology gives access to tissue transcriptomes and is mainly used for gene expression analysis. It can also be used to detect DNA variants in the expressed regions of the genome. However, the transcriptome is much more complex than the genome, thus requiring specific tools for sequence data analysis: it is characterized by mature transcripts corresponding to spliced genomic regions that can have highly variable expression levels, leading to depths of a few reads to tens of thousands of reads from one genomic position to another. Nevertheless, it is possible to detect genomic variants from RNA-seq data as shown by Piskol et al in 2013 [1]. However, these studies are still rare, few of them using the current reference tools and none of them have compared the variant detection performances between RNA-seq data and DNA-seq data (the latter constituting the reference), using the same individuals and tissues.

2. Results

Here we used the reference tools for RNA-seq sequence alignment (STAR-2-pass) and for variant calling (PicardTools and GATK pipeline). We analyzed 700 RNA-seq samples from 2-5 tissues of 300 chickens belonging to 10 populations. Using 2 populations for which DNAseq and RNAseq data were available on the same individuals and the same tissue (liver), we show the reliability of the SNP detection procedure with RNA-seq data (with 85% of SNP detected by DNA-seq procedure in the expressed regions) and comment the filters proposed by GATK. We show that the addition of tissues allows to increase the number of SNPs of ~+50% in average. We also provide a description of the ~10M SNPs detected from the 10 populations. We then determine appropriated filters for selecting SNP with reliable genotypes, and detect ~3M of SNPs with an intersection of 85000 SNP between the 10 populations. Finally, using genotype frequencies of this last SNP set, we analyze the genetic distances between the 10 populations and describe some interesting variations across populations.
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Using Neural Networks to Identify Biologically Relevant Features and Predict Cancer Types From Mass Spectrometry Data
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Mass Spectrometry (MS) has become an increasingly important technology for metabolomic profiling. Advances in this domain promote its use for widespread and high-throughput cancer diagnosis purposes. Step-By-Step Machine Learning (ML) methods are generally applied to preprocessed MS data. Whereas building models with ML algorithms is time-consuming and can lead to errors, End-To-End Deep Learning (DL) are effective classifiers when applied to raw data, and hence eliminates the need for preprocessing. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are one of the most DL successful architectures. They have gained enormous traction in a variety of applications [1]. While their success in medicine and health care seems to be gaining ground, one major limitation hindering their acceptance is likely their lack of interpretability [2]. The “black box” nature of these models results in a poorly understood functioning and a difficult identification of the features that have influenced the classification decision [3]. Understanding the rationale behind the model’s predictions would help users to evaluate the reliability of the predictions and potentially lead to the correction of its deficiencies. Such a transparency is fundamental in clinical contexts to provide insights on how conclusions are reached and aid to establish a relationship between pathological phenotype and properties revealed by the model [4].

In our study, we propose a CNN model to classify 1D-MS data and interpret which features in the input signal are class-discriminative during the classification. We firstly trained a 1D-CNN to classify two cancer datasets, one on gastric cancer (Healthy, Adenocarcinoma, and Poorly cohesive carcinoma types) and the other on ovarian cancer (Healthy and Adenocarcinoma types). To interpret the trained model, we developed a layer-wise propagation deconvolved network in 1D space (1D-DeconvNet) during the network knowledge extraction. We developed a feature importance heatmap (FIH) to illustrate the features degree of contributions highlighted by the 1D-DeconvNet. We selected the most significant features values (among positive and negative hidden weights) including some that were corroborated by the literature as they were described as predictive biomarkers (e.g., sulfatides in ovarian cancer [5] and aminophospholipids in gastric cancer [6]). The others are under oncologists validation and may constitute new therapeutic or diagnostic targets. Overall, our contribution substantially advances the current methodology used by clinicians as it provides an accurate and transparent tool to know how a CNN algorithm makes a cancer diagnosis decision.
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Impact of Cultural transmission of reproductive success on genetic diversity
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Cultural transmission of reproductive success (CTRS) impacts the evolution of allelic frequencies [1,2]. This kind of transmission has been observed within several human populations around the World: people with many siblings tend to have more children, resulting in a higher variance in family-size. This transmission also leads to a typical signature in population genetic diversity: CTRS influences the shape of the coalescent trees, making them imbalanced [2,3]. This has been demonstrated in particular on Y chromosome and mtDNA data, allowing the inference of patrilinear and matrilinear transmission respectively [4,5].

We are now pursuing this research on autosomes for bilinear CTRS inference, which requests taking into account the impact of recombination. Because of recombination, each block within the genome has its own coalescent tree, resulting in a series of trees along the genome for each population. Our study will thus consists in: (a) simulating and analysing these tree series under different CTRS conditions, (b) constructing a simulation panel for later training of CTRS inference models, (c) caracterizing CTRS in various human populations.

To better understand the impact of CTRS on the genetic variation and in particular on the shape of coalescent trees along a recombining sequence, we integrated the CTRS model described by Brandenburg et al. (2012) into the forward-in-time simulator SliM [6]. Through this, we are able to evaluate the impact of numerous parameters such as population size, recombination rate, level of assortative mating and polygamy... In addition, we investigated the tree imbalance dynamics over time which is particularly challenging to observe in real data.

The analysis of real data will involve the inference of coalescent trees along the genome of several populations (e.g. with tsinfer [7]) and the computation of imbalance indices (from Brandenburg et al., 2012), as a starting point for CTRS inference in these populations.
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StatABio Facility: your user-friendly statistics
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Nowadays it is difficult to read news or articles not mentioning artificial intelligence and statistics. Why statistics is so famous and... disliked?
Probably we all unconsciously know that we need it but we are a little afraid of what is not in our habits.
However, statistics
- provide methods to answer questions
- increase turnover
- help evaluate uncertainty and not rush into judgement
- help analyze and make sense of the data
- contribute to standardization and reproducibility

StatABio is part of Biocampus, a network of biological facilities, that
- interacts with other facilities and laboratories to enhance accomplishments,
- explores new methods to highlight results and make scientific research more robust
StatABio offers statistical analysis applied, mainly but not only, to biomedical data. It accessible to both academy and industry/biotech.

We follow an interactive process with the customer to summarize the needs through precise questions and find relevant answers together.
A proper data format is essential to rapidly start data analysis.
For project management we use the Redmine project management tool.

Services:
- Experimental design and statistical analysis
- Tailored forms for data records and ethics committees
- Speeding up publication and peer-review process for statistics
- Training

Field of expertise:
- Descriptive and inferential analysis
- Variable selection/ dimension reduction
- Model fitting
- Machine Learning
- Sample size determination & power calculation
- Speeding-up publication concerning statistical issues
- R language

Some examples of applications:
- Genetic Algorithms and Linear Discriminant Analysis to investigate resistance to chemotherapy in humans.
- GLM and Weighted Gene Coexpression Network Analysis to link clinics to genetics in Alzheimer Disease mouse models.
- Hierarchical Clustering to characterize the link between HIV infection and insulin-resistance.
How to choose a reference genome
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Most bioinformatics pipelines require a reference genome, regardless of the data analyzed. However, choosing one can increase the quality and accuracy of the downstream analysis or can have a detrimental effect on it. In the same way, it has been shown that the choice of a particular gene annotation has a significant impact on the analysis of RNA-seq data [1,2]. Indeed, a reference genome is idiosyncratic and implies biases [3]. In alignment, it refers to the tendency for some reads with non-reference alleles to not be mapped or mapped at lower rates. Furthermore, variant callers might give more “variants” when the reference alleles are rare or could fail to call variants that are rare but also shared by the reference [4,5].

Therefore, it is crucial to have the -almost- perfect reference genome for a specific question and methodology. Selecting the right organism (species, strain, ...), sequenced with the adapted technology, retrieving the proper version of this genome and finally picking the appropriate level of mask (soft-masked, hard-masked, unmasked) is not a trivial task yet. For this purpose, we will compare the results obtained under different conditions: reference genome types (type specimen vs. individual sampling), sequencing technologies (short reads vs. long reads) and species (both for cultivated and wild African rice, as for mosquitoes: species complex Anopheles gambiae).

This raises eventually the question of the ideal reference genome, taking into account all the individual variations (SNPs, CNVs, PAVs, ...). A pangenome may be able to capture all that complexity, since it is an inventory of genomic items shared or not (including genes) within a group of related individual [6]. It can be represented as an oriented graph [7], in which alternative paths replace both the structural variants and the unique variants [8]. By encompassing the complete genomic variation repertoire within a population, the pangenome-based approach offers unprecedented opportunities to uncover new genes, to fully explore genetic diversity and to better understand the impact of these variations in selection and adaptation processes.
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The Pole for data analysis of the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle
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http://ums2700.mnhn.fr/analyse-de-donnees/presentation

Embedded in the UMS 2AD (Acquisition and Analyse de Données) of the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, the pole for data analysis opened in early 2019. It aims to provide its users with multiple services, including: an assistance with project design, partial or total management of data analysis, methodological development, as well as animation and training actions.

Our areas of expertise are:

- Statistical processing, such as modeling (regressions, generalised linear models…), tests, descriptive statistics, multidimensional statistics.
- Genes & Genomes: Alignment and assembly, phylogeny, meta-genomics, epigenetics, transcriptomics, comparative genomics.
- Image analysis: Segmentation, quantification, 3D modeling, visualization.

To carry out these analyzes, we master several programming languages (R, Python, C ++ ...). We can also provide access to software (Geneious, Galaxy, ImageJ, Aviso ...) Access can be requested via the completion of a form available on the pole’s web page. Training workshops and seminars open to all are regularly organised and announced on the pole’s web page.
Pilot study to screen alleles under selection related to drought tolerance in banana
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In banana, most of the edible cultivars are hybrids from one or both major wild diploid ancestors: Musa acuminata (A genome, 2n=2x=22) and Musa balbisiana (B genome, 2n=2x=22). These cultivars have been assigned to different genomic groups according to the number of chromosomes sets (subgenomes) and the species that donated them, e.g. AAA, AAB and ABB (2n=3x = 33). Variability in subgenome contribution to triploid clones makes pertinent to investigate the differential gene expression of Musa cultivars, in particular since genotypes with B subgenomes can be more tolerant to abiotic stresses than those containing only A subgenomes. Due to the increasing power of high-throughput genotyping and transcriptomic methods, associated with the development of genetic and statistical analysis tools, significant knowledge gains have been generated for diploid species, [2], but on polyploids analysis it is still challenging [1,3]. Polyploidy can affect the phenotype creating complex interactions between loci or alleles, such as dominance or epistasis, or through allelic dosage. This represents an additive effect of multiple copies of the same allele. Collecting information of allelic dosage allow to describe a more realistic representation of the effect of each genotype.

The present pilot study describes the methodology to analyse and select Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) alleles in two conditions (drought stressed and control) on triploid Musa acuminata AAA, ABB and AAB genotypes. A SNP database developed under both conditions provided an opportunity for such allele detection and to study the nonsynonymous SNPs (substitutions altering the amino acid sequence of a protein) and synonymous SNPs (which do not affect amino acid sequence). These nonsynonymous substitutions could affect the response to a stress as drought. The nonsynonymous and synonymous substitution rates (Ka/Ks) indicate the direction of natural selection. The prediction of both positive (diverging) and negative (purifying) selection pressure on genes could provide the picture detail of evolutionary selection pressure linked to the allele dosage.

Musa, NGS, drought, allelic dosage, RNAseq, Ka/Ks
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OMICSity, a database for Luminex immunoassay data storage and analysis
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Introduction

Multiplex immunoassays are widely used in clinical studies to quantify biomarkers, especially soluble mediators of inflammation (e.g., cytokines and chemokines) in serum or plasma, to profile drug efficacy. Our goal was to develop a bioinformatics tool to automate analyses of Luminex assays and centralize all research data generated by Syneos Health's proteomics platform.

Methods

OmicSity was developed using Windev from the design of the database to the creation of the interface. We designed a relational database (Merise) specifically tailored to targeted proteomics assay, and graphical interfaces for Windows. Our application allows importing raw data files exported from Bio-Plex manager with the associated plate design and sample/kit metadata, data normalization, and it performs quality control from dynamic graphs. Finally, a query interface was built to retrieve information across studies.

Results

Our tool is structured around four main functionalities:

1. Admin: to manage/update the different drop lists of metadata in the application (pathologies, tissue types ….)
2. Study: to create/update a study with the associated metadata. This window is used to import the raw data (excel file) with the associated design, and perform several types of analyses, such as normalization of the raw data (3 methods are implemented).
3. Graphics: 4 graphical visualizations are currently implemented for quality control of the assay data:
   (1) 5 PL equation plot (regression) with the standards, the controls, the blanks and the study samples,
   (2) The % CV,
   (3) 5PL Parameter 'a' Lower Asymptote
   (4) 5PL Parameter 'g' Asymmetry
   A report in Microsoft Word format can be automatically generated with all the QC graphs.
4. Query: Queries can be made on the study metadata to extract all data associated with a study. Metadata queries can also be combined with analytes queries to retrieve raw data/normalized data for a selected analyte for a specific pathology in all studies in the database that match the criteria.

Conclusion

OmicSity is now used in-house to manage our R&D targeted immunoassay data. Future development of the tool will include the management of untargeted proteomics and lipidomics datasets.
Génération de workflow d’analyse conteneurisé avec interface graphique
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L’évolution des techniques de séquençage et leur démocratisation au cours de ces 20 dernières années ont entraîné un important afflux de données à analyser. Des outils informatiques ont été développés pour traiter ces données. Ces outils de par leur multiplicité sont très souvent utilisés les uns à la suite des autres dans une chaîne de traitement des données appelée workflow ou pipeline. Plusieurs problématiques se posent quant à leur utilisation. Premièrement la facilité d’utilisation des outils et workflows. Ces derniers nécessitent souvent des compétences en ligne de commande, de l’installation à l’exécution, ce qui peut freiner leur utilisation. Deuxièmement on retrouve la problématique de la reproductibilité. L’évolution rapide des outils rends parfois difficile le fait de ré-effectuer une analyse dans les mêmes conditions (versions des outils et paramètres identiques). Des solutions pour faciliter la conception et l’utilisation de workflows ainsi que leur reproductibilité ont été développées comme par exemple Galaxy\textsuperscript{[1]}. Nous avons conçu un framework de génération automatique de workflows. Ce système permet de générer un workflow ainsi que son environnement d’exécution et de l’utiliser avec ou sans interface graphique sur différentes infrastructures comme une machine personnelle, un serveur de calcul, un cluster, un cloud, etc, sans nécessiter de compétences système.

Ce framework intègre une soixantaine d’applications bioinformatiques et nous a permis de générer une dizaine de workflows.

Nous partons de fichiers détaillant d’une part les outils d’analyses avec leurs paramètres, leurs entrées et sorties, leur méthode d’installation, etc, et d’autre part la description des workflows avec l’enchaînement des étapes et le cheminement des données d’une étape à l’autre. Nous avons ensuite développé différents scripts pour générer l’environnement permettant l’utilisation du workflow : la recette du workflow en Snakemake\textsuperscript{[2]}, une recette de conteneur (Docker\textsuperscript{[3]} ou Singularity\textsuperscript{[4]}) ainsi qu’une application Shiny\textsuperscript{[5]} permettant de paramétrer et exécuter le workflow. Le conteneur est alors autonome et contient les versions figées des outils ainsi que le workflow Snakemake et l’application Shiny.

L’exécution des workflows via l’interface Shiny ou en ligne de commande génère en plus des résultats un rapport (MultiQC\textsuperscript{[6]}) reprenant les sorties des étapes du workflow ainsi que les versions des outils utilisés.
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G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the targets of 30% of available drugs [1]. Understanding their structural and functional properties is mandatory to develop more efficient drugs. The sodium ion is a negative allosteric regulator of GPCRs. Previous studies of allosteric regulation by sodium binding showed the importance of its implication in regulating the receptor functions [2].

In this study, we investigated the reactional pathway(s) by which the sodium ion reaches its allosteric binding site in three different receptors: the delta opioid receptor OPRD, the chemokine receptor CXCR4 and the angiotensin II receptor AT1. For this latter receptor, the presence of a sodium binding site is controversial [3]. To reach this objective, we carried out classical and accelerated molecular dynamic simulations of the apo-receptors embedded within a hydrated POPC membrane. The water layers contained a physiological concentration of sodium ions (0.15M).

In the three cases, we observed that a sodium ion could enter into the receptor internal cavity from the extracellular side and bind to the canonical sodium binding sites. For OPRD and CXCR4, sodium binding required less than 100 ns of classical MD simulations. For AT1, sodium binding was much slower and observed only upon accelerated conditions. Nevertheless, analysis of the sodium pathways to the allosteric site revealed similarities in the binding mechanisms for the three receptors. These results highlight the conserved role of the sodium ion in GPCR functions.
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1. Introduction

Open to companies and academic, public and private actors, the Meso@LR platform (formerly HPC @ LR) offers shared resources and advanced architectures for high performance computing (High Performance Computing - HPC) and massive data processing (High Throughput Computing - HTC).

Acting as a proactive player of the French Tech in Montpellier, it also contributes to the strong dynamic of the Montpellier site around ISITE MUSE, especially in the fields of Agriculture, Environment and Health, for addressing the MUSE three major intertwined challenges: Feed, Protect, Care. The majority of Meso@LR users are located in Eastern Occitanie, with a national opening.

It currently offers 308 nodes (8624 cores + 2 SMP Nodes (3To RAM)). In 2020, a massive storage infrastructure will be implemented.

Computing resources can be accessed through SLURM. The Module Environment allows users to be provided with different versions of a same software. They can install softwares in their own environments. The technical resources of the mesocentre are hosted at CINES.

Meso@LR works closely on links to data science and artificial intelligence, especially in the framework of the Institut de Science des Données de Montpellier (ISDM).

2. Access Modes

The Resources are accessible in a flexible way, either on the fly, either by the hour or by providing dedicated and secure environments.

Particular interest is paid to teaching activities and capacity building, in the framework of practical work, workshops and a training cycle operated by the mesocentre.
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